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U.S. DEPARTMEN1 OF LA13OR

SECRETARY OF LABOR
s.VASHINGTON. D.C.

A MESSAGE FROM THE SECRETARY OF LABOR
\..

The Decade for Wcpienr197,6-1985,..as been a time of change and challenge
in our Nation's labor force. The explosive inoreaSe in the number of
women in the-paid labor force has had a tremendous impact on our society.
Whatever the realm* for this growth, it comes at a critical time. Steep
competition in a global economy has challenged our Nat-Ionia capacity for
efficient production. To compete, eta, Nation must make full- use of all
its human' resources. . That meEms'wceen must have an opportunity to

.,_contribute in ever/ occupation and at ever'; level of buaineas, industry,
and goverment. .

Today, there are vast numbers of women whdte talents and capabilities arc
untapped. WS can.do better--as a goverment, as a`Nation. Within the
United States Deparimentjof Labor I count on the Wauents Bureau to help
us assure that the policy .and programs of the Depariment prOerly address
the needs of womerr in the labor.forou,

We must assure that women see the full measure of their, talents
recognized in ,every aspect of sooiety., We must sic thikt because it is
*right and-because we cannot have a truly litreing and secure futhre unless
all our citizens have an opportwaity 'to ontribUtet groat, and share in
its rewards. . -

me.
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The culmination of the United Nations Decade for Women. offers yet
another, opportunity to assess the status. of women in the U.S. labor
force., ,The Decade- from 1976 to 1985 ; -also has afforded opporttnitiea
for peop11 around the woiild to perceive a. global view of the roles of
women and of their participation in the activities of their respective
nations. "his special focus has precipitated the sharing,of ideas and
experiences as well as expertise and. strategies- -all to enhance the
position of women by improving their employment and economic welfare..

t

' I ^

FOREWORD,.

the Woment s BureaU hag had a continuing concern about the employment
opportunities and economicwelfare of warren for 65 years now" and we are
es6eoially pleased to haVe had' a..role in the series of events which
focused attentton on the etatue of women, beginning with International.
Women's Year (1W) in 1975-a forerunner of the Decade. We recall also
the ;WY World Conference in Mexico City, Mexico, in thine of that year..
Than there was the U.S. (national) meeting in Houston, Texas, in November

.
1977, preceded by .public meetings in the 50 States, the District ox
Columbia, and several territories. At mid-point in the Decade, the

twnonAntst uureau reviewed the econcmic_roleS of U.S. women, policy develop--
m.__ents,- and contributions of nongovernmental organizations, and presented
that report at, the U.N. Mid-Decade Conference in Copenhagen, Denmark, in

, July 1980. And now dig report, ,prepared for the end of the Decade World
Conference i3 Nairobi, Kenya, in July 1985, cOnsolida tea developments
that have occurred _in the employmdnt of iceen throughout ..the Decade.

..

This report takes a look backward to areas the progress wooien have
made, and it takes a glance forward to consider- how we might continue to
build on those gains--gains that are defined not only in terms ofstatis-
tio.; and poi±,44...3 and programs but also iii terms of the contributidos of
organizations and institutions, labor and management, and governftent at
rall levels--all working independently or in partnership on countless
effonts. Although this report on the employment of women is separated

. into di me.,,or parts, the sections a,re interrelated and must be viewed as
a whole in order to arrive at a composite of the changes' that occurred
during thi Decade for women. Still, the. effects of women's gaihs--or.
their lack of progress in some areas--extend far beyond the soope of this
report*.

Asihe United States. and other -%N. meether countries around the' globe
climax this special 10-year emphasis, we shall not, hadver, bring to a
climax our 'policies and programs that are effective in moving women
dober toward the goal of employment and economic security. We in this
country shall continue to seek effective'appeoaches toward fulfilling the
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World and national plans of action which advocate that employment oppor-
tunities shou4d be accessible to all women who are able to work and who
want to work.," Indeed, we shall continue coUr, efforteLtoTtard the goals

inheRent L the Mandate issued to the Wanents Bureau by the U.S. Congress
!nor's than silt decades ago. That responsibility, in effect, is to promote
opportunities for wonft's profita,ble employment and to assist women in
pursuing' those options that lead toward 'economic well-being for
themselves and their families. We believe that this report not only
reflects evidence of :progress in that direction, but also provides
,insights into the need for new initiatives toward reaching that Ultimate
goal of full access to training and employment' opportunities 'as well as
to related support 'services,,such as child care.

We are pleased to share this report, and we hope it contributes
toward a better understanding of the many aspects of women's employment
in the United States.

LENORA COLE ALEXANDER
Director, Women's Bureau;
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A DECADE LATER: =Kw OP DEVELOPMENTS

The employment developments that transpired during the Decade for
Womet, 1976-1935, characterize that period as a time of chamee--not only
for wren working or cocking to !utter the labor force but also for in-
dustrial proccanea and butintee operations. Women provided a major
source of labor required for the production of goods and services to
aceommedate'an expanding population. At the same tine, new technology,
especially computer-based operations, increasingly changed the tradi-
tional pro educes and processes throughout most industries and offices in
the Nation. There also was a shift away from a (=inane° of employment
in manufacturing, particularly heavy industries, to care rapid expansion
in zervices of all kinds.

While there were singular achievemente deneting,firste for women--the
first female aetronaut in the United States launch& ipto space And the
first wccan appointed top U.S. Supreme Court are examples --.ass a group
wemen rade necklet but gnificant progress. during the Decade. Further,
there were a number of'pramizing trends indicating continued aed>perhaps
none, rapid pregrim6 in the comingyeare.

Ecployment of women progressed bath in terse of number; working and
in the quality of jobs accessible. Women were able to eeneolidate gains

gattributable to tam factors; among, then, ihe creation of new jobs in the
mow*, higher educational attaiement and more adequate training than in
the part, amd the effects of laws and regulations enacted earlier as well
es during the Decade,.

Women contributed more than 62 percent of the thal growth of the
D.43. civilian labor force between 1975 and 1984, as their numbere rose
from 37 nillien be 50 million. By 1984, 54 percent of all women 16 years
of age and over were working or looking for work. In the prime working.
tee &coup 25 to 54, no, ly 70 percent were in the Leber forie._ The
female later force grew more diverse in lterace/ethnic composition. In
*Atilt:10n to wbita, blook, and alepanie women, ewe than 2 million
minorities, mainly of /alien deecent and including recent immigrants and
refugeee, were in the labor force at midDecade in 1980.

Alamo rroportion of wizen entering the labor force joined the ranks
of other women in traditional occupations in which cost women haver
worked, for example clerical work, nnesitg, teaching beley the college
levfl, and apparel sales.' But women also increased their prdsence in the
nontraditional areas of works, particularly in nanagement, prefeseione
auk as law and engineering, police protection, and the skilled trades
including carpentry and autonobilZ.mechanice.

1



Increasing numbers of _women were attracted to ,options in busiIess
ownership. Supporter by national erolioies developed to encourage
expansion or businene opportunities Tor those-with lipited experience
and/or capital, more women inewed entrepreneurphip es a viable economic
oppor tunity.

In education a number of promising trends were evident. Overall, the
educational attainment of women continued to rise throughout the Decade.
More specifically, fewer 4oting women dropped out of school before
obtaining a high abhool diplcete.. Furthermore, increasing proportions not
only graduated from high school, but continued on to college. Wooten now
account for more than, half of the enrollments in institutions of higher
education. No longer are virtually all college women focusing upon the
traditional liable like education and bane ()commies they are broadening
their career horizons to include the fields of business and management,
medicine, and the physical sciences, among ethers. More womeeeltio "are
purauing advanced degrees. While mast deeteral degrees earned by women
are in traditional fields, the number, awarded to women in. nontraditional
areas-continues to increase. As a prerequisite to diversifying in their
fields of study in college, young women in high school are studying more
mathemattee, chemistry, 'and related courses than in the past. All. of
thede educational developments are view!! ... very positive signs because
womenee employment status in the Unitedtatea is affected greatly by
their educational attainment.

Another side of the educational and, training picture, however',
relates. to rapidly chanp.ng technology in the workplace, creating new
jobs while others become obsplete. Obviously this raises implications
fer educational processes in institutions that prepare people for jobs,
and points to the continuing need for training and retraining workers.
The large numbers of women in clerical and ether administrative4support
occupation(' are especially affected, but computer-based technologies for
information processing as well as for ceehanical operations are having
far - reaching effects throughout most industries, and mealy occupations.

Women werke.ra did net attain earnings parity with theiiereale counter-
parts during the ..Decade, but the earnings gap between women and men who
worked at full-time jobs year round narrowed b 5 percent-61e° points
between 1975 and 1983. While there are a numberee factors affeetenee tee
enrninge ditieerential... there es general arereent that women' a lower
earnings arm Attributable, in part, to their concentrated employment in
the lower paying industries and ocmpettione. As increasing, numbers of
wosen disperse into jobs thet offer higher pay for higher levels of
('wills and respensebilitiee, We" earnings differential is expected to
shrink further.

Among the eobt notable trends in the employment of ,women was the
drnratio rise in the number of working motherti--both single and married- -
reaching nearly 20 millioi le 1984. Most employed mother's Worked full
time. even when their youngest child was under 3 years of age. It is
,eleall that both the married Mothers in`husband-wire families_ and the

14' .
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single mothers who have sole responsibility for the economic welfare of
their families need the support of child care services in order to carry
out their commitment to responsibilities at home and in the workplace.

,-1'

A significant- number of actions were taken to respond to the increas-
ing child e re need. Tkey included: the White House Private Sector
Initiative t encourge _corporations to take a ,lead role, a number of
regional an national initiativesqty the Women/ a Bureau resulting in
greater public awareness and greater involvement of employers, enactment
of tax 'incentives for employer-provided child care, advocacy efforts as
well as services by nongovernmental organizations,and various forms of
support from unions and individual employers.

The number of women who Maintain families (10.3, million in 11a14)
continued to increase during theDeeade. The proportion in the labor
force also increased--from percent in 1975 to 61 percent in 19811.
Yet, the general eleaoteris Jos of marginal earnings and high unemploy-
ment among women who maintain families account an part for the fact that
almost half of all poor persons liVe in families beaded by women. This_
complex issue continued to be addressed on several fronts,

The Women's Bureau initiatbd a number of experimental. training and
employment programs to assist low income women and others who faee
distinctive barriers to employment, including rural women, single heads
of households, female offenders, minority women, displaced homemakers,
teen women, and mature women. Clearly, low income /poor woman are re-
flected among all these groups. The projbots developed for these seg-
ments had' the two-fold objective, of increasing the base 'of knowledge.
about specifib needs and demonstrating better Cechaiques in meeting those
needs. There was awareness, however, that permanently effective means of
opening better jobs to women must involve working with employers in
changing their policies and systems to be more attuned to the capabil,
sties as well as needs of women workers. Thus, in addition to activities
addressing the concerns of selected groups of women, the Bureau advocafted
'tbstitutional change and the used for established service deliverers to
maximize the opportunities they provide.

Research studies initiated by the Women's Bie.eau during the Decade
were deeleeej also to find answers to,4neations about effective ways to
improve opportunities for women in various employment aituations. The
results of the research, being completed near the end of tha Decade, will
be used to develop policy positions and to recommend legislation and
progomaa that address women's employment and training needs.

A number of major laws affecting the employmont of, women were on the
books prior to ,the Decade for Women. There was a need,, however, to
'clarify the application of the law 6 certain situations. Amendments and
guidelines clarified policy relating to apprenticeship, pensions and
social caiourity, discrimination aganat pregnant workers, child care for
working parents, and sexual harkssment, among other areas. A moor
accomplishment was the systematic drieW by Federal agencies of the

- 3 -
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entire United States Code and regulations to identify any, instances of
sex discrimination. Many States took "'similar action.

Nongovernmental organization; continued to play a significant role in
improving employment opportunities. There was a trend toward the forming
of networks and the coalescing of organizations to work toward similar
goals. But whether the grans 'worked independently or in partnerships,
the diversity of nongovernmental activities at the lcaal, regional, and
:.:tional levels of U.S. society resulted in a wide range of approaches to
assist women. While some organizations provided direct services such as
child care, others played an advocacy role to give visibility to an
issue, such as the concerns of displaced homemakers, and to urge that
concerns be addressed.

This review of women's employment a decade later points strongly to
the importance Of concerted efforts by all sectors of society--employers,
unions, educational institutions, nongovernmental organizations, govern-
ment-at all levels, and individuals. Their activities in response to
changes in the lifestyles of women and of their families and to changes
in the job market have helped to facilitate the entry of women into the
labor force and into jobs of increasingly higher skill, responsibility,
and pay. From this perspective, and based on promising educational and
occupational trends, employment prospects for womp&I in the United States
are encouraging.

16
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Part 1. Economic Aspects
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Part 1. ECOICKIC ASPECTS

Perhaps no other social change has had more far reaching implications
for the U.S. society and econcmy than the dramatic increase in' the labor
force participation of wanen. During the 10-year period, between 1975 and
1984/ 'the civilian labor force grew by 21 percent and women contributed
more than three-fifths :(62 percent) of this-total growth. As a result,
the proportion of the Nation's labor force comprised of women rose from
40 to 44 percent over the period.

The nutaerical growth in the female labor force, however, is not an
accurate gauge for measuring the progr*ess of women over the Decade.
Trends in their emplOyment in occupations and industries, their training
and educational attainment, earnings, and family responsibilities are
. among the factors that must be analyzed in order to present a complete
picture.

Owing the Decade, more and more women turned' toward occupations that
long have been the province of men. Women increased their' presence in
executive, administrative, and 'm arageriel occupations; in nontraditional
professions such as engineering; and in skilled craft and precision pro-
duction jobs, such as electricians. Indeed, these occupational cate-
gories generally command high wages for the high level of skill and
responsibility required, and thus suggest progress for women. On the
other hand, wanen remained highly concentrated in major occupational
groups that hiatorically have been the province of women, such as cleri-
cal and other'administrative support jobs.

Increasing numbers of women considered business ownership as a viable
career opportunity and worklife option. Female operated time increased
at a greater rate than male operated businesses. However, women's firms
remained largely in the traditional areas of retail stores and personal
Serviees---businesses of the type and size thatiproduee la,/ net incomes,

.

itittinu there was a Alight narrowing of the earnings diffetential
ciwing the Decade, women-workers did -not approach ear:tangs parity With,
men,- even when they worked in 'similar occupations. In 1975 the mediaii
earning of women who worked at full-time 'jobs throughout the year were
59 percent of the amount that similarly employed men earned. In 1983
women earned 64 percent. ,Despite. this promising trend, wanen remain
employed, to a great extent, in jobs that yield relatively low earnings--
generally. in lower paying industries such as clothing Manufacturing; in
the lower paying .professions such as teaching; and in the lower. paying

ot
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service and clerical-type jobs. This traditional pattern of concentra-
tion In lower paying occupations and industries still persists even
though women workers, on average, have completed about the same number of
years of school as men. Increasing numbers of women are completing_ high
school and going on to college. In fact, women now account for more than
half of the enrollments in institutions of higher "education.

The number of women who maintain families alone continued to rise,
along with the number of both married and single working mothers. Re-

sponsibility for the economic welfare of families, which so many women
have, obviously contributes to the poverty among female-headed families.
Characteristics of women workers who head families include higher un-
employment, lower educational attainment,. more dependent children, and
lower earnings when compared with other labor force groups, and explain
in part the high incidence of poverty in, families maintained by women.

A record number of mothers- -close to 20 million--are workers today.
The dramatic increase in the labor force participation of mothers implies
that the need for child care has increased, and underscores the reality
of child care as a major concern of working women. By the time the
youngest child was 3 years old, nearly 60 percent of all married.mothers
were in the labor force in 1984. Furthermore, most of these employed
mothers Worked full time.

These highlights reflect some of the information in Part 1 and in the

Appendix tables. They indicate trends and developments that occurred
during the Decade, and provide some insight into' the economic aspects of
women's employment in the United States.

LABOR FORCE STATUS .

,The Decade for Women began with an economic recovery that lasted
until mid-Decade in 1980, when it was cut off by a recession, quickly
followed by a second in 1 981-82 that was the most severe since the Great
Depression of the 1930's. Duping the first half of the Decade, .the labor
force participation of women increased and women's unemployment rate
dropped. In the second half, women's population, labor force, and
employment continued to expand but at a slower rate than during the first
half,-. The rapid influx of the baby boom generation into the working age
population slowed, -and women's unemployment rates rose as a consequence
of th,e two recessions in the second half of the Decade. Still, the
number of employed warren continued to-grow..

7

The numbei261 women age 1 6 and over In the civilian labor force
(working or looking for work) increased from 37 million in 1 975 to almost

50 million in 1984, accounting for more than 12 million of the total
growth of nearly-20 million U.S. workers. As these gains were made, tha
labor force participation rate for women (labor force as a percentage of
opulation).- ingreased Prom 15 percent' to 51 percent.
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Women's nemployment rates flUatvat d during the Deoade paralleling
the business cycle. During the second the.unemployment rate for
wOmbn peaked at 10.3 percent inaecember 412, subsequently falling to
7.6 percent in 19811. The unemploythent rate for women is usually higher
than for'men, and the gap between than tends \ to widen during periods of
economic growth and to narrow during' periods of retrenchment. BetWeen
1970 and 19811, the female unemployment rate \averaged 1.5 percentage
points higher than the male rate. In 1982 during the recession, however,
the gap not only narrowed, it reversed when the Male unemployment rate

With the subsequent recovery, the relationship betwe n the unemployment
(9.9 percent) exceeded the female rate (9.11 pereezit for the first time.

rates of men and women' reverted to the original co, iguration when the
unemployment rate for women again became higher than t at for men. Part
of the explanation for this phenanenon is that the re essionary impacts
were felt primarily iel! the male - dominated, goods- producing industries and
with the recovery these e industi,ies have become less labor intensive, con-
tributing to the continued closeness of the unemployment rates for women'
and men. Women, in contrast, were concentrated primarily\ in service-
producing industries where the effect of the recession was :4ss severe.;
and men also were obtaining j3bs in that sector. (See Appendig\able 1.)

T,pdustry. Changes

Between 1975 and 19811, shifts in. the industrial distributiOn of
employed persons in the United States continued toward service-producing
industries. The highest growth industries numerically were servic s;
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wholesale and retail trade; and finance, insurance, and real estate.
These industries also accounted for the largest absolute increases for
employed women. Further, the rate of employment growth for wanen exceeded
the total rate of employment growth in each of these industries.

Slower growth occurred in manufacturing, construction, transportation
and public utilities, and mining, while employment in public administra-
tion remained relatively stable. The rate of employment for women,
hoWever, grew more rapidly in these sectors than did the rate of total
employment. Wom Ein in mining and construction registered the largest
percentage increases, when compared with total employment growth, though
their actual numbers remain small. Nonetheless, women still remained
concentrated in industries where they have been traditionally employed.
About two-thirds of all women workin the service and retail trade in-
dustries and in State and local governments, while only about 1 in 6
works in a goods-producing industry.

Slightly more than 3 percent of all workers in the United States are
employed in agriculture. Although the ntiber of persons in this industry

declined somewhat since 1975, the number of women in agriculture grew.
There were about 654,000 women employed as farm workers in 1984, repre-
senting 20 percent of all farm workers--arrinerease Fran 17 percent in
1975. Only about 1 percent of all women workers,. however, were employed
in agriculture. (Appendix table 2 is a source of further data on recent
trends in the employment of women in various industries..)

Occupational Trends

A significant change for women during the Decade was their increased
representation among the executive, administrative, and managerial occu-
pations. Whereas in 1975 women constituted only 22 percent of this
group, by 1984 the female share had risen'to 34 percent. Women still
were underrepresented in comparison with their overall participation in
the labor force.

In occupational groups, such as certain professional specialties,
technical jobs, and sales occupations, the proportion of' women workers
mirrors their proportion of the total labor force and increases for women
about matched the increase for women workers as a whole. Although these
major occupational groups appear rather sex-neutral, great variations
occur at more detailed occupational levels. For example, about three-
fifths, of'wcoen in the- professional specialties are nurses and teachers
below the college level.

During the Decade there was very little change in major occupational
groups with very high proportions of women--secretaries and private
-household-Work. Even today, 98 percent of all secretaries are women.
Private household work, however, continued to decline as a source of
employment, especially for young black:women.

10
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(See the section on "Women in Apprenticeship" for additional data on
progress made by women in the skilled blue-collar trades. Also, Appendix
table 3 provides data for 1 975 and 19811 on the proportion of wismen
workers in the major occupational. groups.)

A review of the detailed occupations that women hold within the major
groups provides better insight into changes .that have occurred in recent
years. For example, or the 20 cneupations,lin which most women worked
during the Decade there was a, dispersal of women among a wider range of

occupations, but most women continue to be employed in the same tradi-
tional jobs., Within the list some occupations, such as assemblers,
packers and wrappers, and food cOunter and fountain workers, have de,
elined in number, while others have dropped from_ the list because of
changes in manufacturing processes and the movement of sane industries
offshore. (See Appendix table 4.)

Secretarial work is still the largest occupation_of warren, just as it
was at the beginning of the Decade. Typing, bookkeeping, and other
office clerical work remain options for many women. A brier discussion
of how these jobs are being affected by new technology is in Part 6,
Future Directions, under "Training Needs." A sign of progress of warren
moving into nontraditional employment is the addition of accounting and
auditing among the 20 leading occupations of women. Women were 111 per-
cent of all such employees in 1984. ,Another sign of women's expansion
into the full range of occupations is the fact that in 1976, more than
half of all employed women were in the 20 occupations; as of 19811, 46.5
percent of all women Were in these jobs.

In general., women's occupational patterns change slowly. The employ-
ment patterns of women in 1978 indicated that for the first half of the
Decade only 9.9 percent held traditionally male jobs, 21.1 percent held
jobs t .hat are not sex stereotyped, and 68.5 percent held jobs dominated
by women, based on 1120 detailed occupations. A similar estimate of
women's employment in the 514 detailed occupations in the 1980 Census
showkauch the same pattern--9.5 percent in male-dominated jobs, 21
percent in sex-neutral jobs, and 69 percent in female-dominated jobs.
A look at some of the detailed occupations provides some clues. Since
1 980 the lower proportions of warren in some nontraditional jobs in the
manufacturing sector suggest that com tition from international trade
and the recent recession caused t loss of sane of these jobs as work
forces were reduced, and they may no have been reemployed 3n the same
kinds of work. Examples, shown n the table of selected detailed
occupations, inolude assemblers, pro uction testers, and electrical .and
electronic equipment repairers. (Se Appendix table 5.)

iOn the other hand, women have con nued to make inroads into the non-
traditional jobs. Examplet are la hi and turning machine operators,
optical goods workers, police%nd detectives, economists, arctliteots, and
engineers, among many others. Again, where women have been teaditionally
employed, they have retained their majority and, in acme cases, increased
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their virtual monopoly in occupations sucl? as apparel sales workers,
registered nurses, and financial records processing clerks.,

Earnings Differentials

r
American working women do not earn as much as working men. Using

year-round full-time workers as the basis for comparison, a woman of age
25 or over with II or more years of college in 1983 earned 611 percent as
much as a similar ,man. In fact, she did not receive' as much, as a man
with a high school diploma. This relationship- has remained essentially
unchanged over time. Some of the explanations of, this are that women
enter and leave the labor force more frequently than ido men, resulting in
lase work experience; woments educational attainment and skills training
are not equal to men's; and women and men are concentrated in different.
occupations that pay differently., -1

Recent research has been trying to explaih why earrings differences
should persist when the educational gap between women and men has shrunk
and when there are more women than ever before worlcthg full time and year
round. After all measurable variables are incluctect, in an equation on
earnings differences for women and men, the variance that cannot be ex-
plained is attributed to unmeasured raptors such, as discrimination,
personal attitude; or quality of education. -

Another important issue is the pay differential betWeen men and women
in the same or similar occupations. Although the malt4emale earnings
ratios vary considerably among oecurationsr wmtenta tit:minas rarely ap-
proach parity with men's even in the same occupational group except in
those with narrowly defined skill levels within the e establishment.
Further, in occupations that are traditionally rem et-' such as most
clerical jobs, men's earnings have been consistently h er than wanents.
earnings.

In 1 980 the largest earnings gap occurred in eel s occupations, in
which women earned only 49 percent of men's aalarie, . In 1 983 women
sales workers' earnings were only 55- percent of meal's earnings in the
same field. One explanation for this is the difference in areas; of

. sales; that is, men are more likely than women to be wiling expensive
items such as cars, large appliances, and jewelry, and thus make larger
commission; whereas women are, largely employed in sales of nondurables
like apparel and food products. Almost a third of the, men in sales but
less than a tenth of the women earned 4500 or fore _per week in 19133.

4Despite an increase in tha prOportion of women in anagerial occupa-
tional their salaries in relation to men's have r wined stable since
1970. Though women are a mall propdrtion of .labors a, they have the
lowest wage differential--76 percent in 1980, Next to laborers, salaries
of women in professional oecupatibria are closest to those of men--66
cents for each dollar earned by men. (Additional data on earnings dif-
ferentials arm, in Appendix tables 6 and 7.)
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CHARACTERISTICS OF WaMEN WORKERS

Rage/Ethnic Composition

The social and- cultural diversity among the various racial and ethnic
groups is mirrored in the labor market experience of women. HIstori-
cally, black and some other minority women hive been more likely to work
than white women. However, over the Decade, the labor force participa-
tion rate for white women grew mech more rapidly than for minority women,
and by 1 984 there was little difference between their overall participa-
tion rate. - -53 percent and 55 perceit, respectively. (See Appendix table
RO, The rapid increase, in lath= force participation Ji" white women
occurred mainly among 25 to 49 year olds, the primary childbearing and
family-forming years.

Black Women

Black women made advances in many socio-eaonctaic areas over the last
decade. A decade ago, well over half of black women had not finished
high school; by 1984, only two-fifths had not completed high school.
However, despite their increasing educational attainment and their strong
and continued labor force experienct, black women are still more likely
than white women to be unemployed, to be in low-paying jobs, and to
account for a larger proportion of the poor.

Black women of working age (16 years and over) lumbered 10.7 million
in 1984, up from 8.7 million. in 1975. About 5.9 million of these women,
or 55 percent, were in the civilian labor force--an increase since 1975
when only 11.2 million black women, or about 49 percent,- were workers.

Except for the two recessions in the early 19801s, the u nemployment
rate for white women has declined since, 1975, while the unemployment rate
for black women has conti nued to rise. The /amber of unemployed black
women grew at a faster rate titan the number entering the labor fere°.
More thaft 9114000 women 16 years of age and over, or` 15.4 percent, were
unemployed in 1984--up from 62%000 or 14.8 percent, in 1975.. Unemploy-
ment among_ black teenage..women, at 42.6' percent, is nearly three times
the rate of white teenage women (1542 percent).

There has been some improvement in the octoupatienal' status of
ebployed women. Between 1970 and 1982, black women increased their
proportions in many nrofessionai and tenhninal Intimi 4 luti t2,14 In.. ....watt,

ants, nurses, dieticians, therapists, engineering and science techni-
cians, and vocational and educational counselors. AlthougA, progress has

been limited, both the numbers and proportions of black women in sales,
management and administration, and administrative support positioris have
increased since 1970. Between 1973 and 1984, the iumber of black women
in sales rose by 17 percent, managers by 15 percent, and administrative
support by a modest 7 percent. § cone Inroilds were made into blue-collar
occupations such as bus drivers, delivery persons, and truck drivers.

- 13 -
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Their proportion in service occupations continued to decline, reflecting
the continuous movement of black women out of private household work.
(Data on the educational gains made by black women workers are in the
discussion on "Educational Attainment.")

., Black women who worked year round, full time in 1 983 approached
income parity.witb their white counterparts ($13,000 compared with
04,677). However, black family income ($14,506) remained considerably
less than the income of white fackilies:$ ($25,757). The incidence of
poverty is greater among black families than among white families and is
especially'prevalent among families headed by women, a group which rose
sharply over the Decade. Of black families headed by women, 53.8 percent
had incotes below the poverty level compared with 2E1.3 percent of similar
white families.

Hispanic: Women

Women age 16 and over of Hispanic origin numbered 5.7
1984. The largest sub-groups were women of Milxican origin (3.2 milli°
followed by women of l'uerto Rican origin (862,0 00)., and Cuban ori in
(4 26,0Cn) . The remaining 1.2 (illion Bispanic women were of Central and
South American nrifin.

Among all Hispanic women, about 50 percent were in the labor force in
1984--ameewhet layer than the rate for all women (54 percent). This-

overall rate obscures differences among the various Hispanic ethnic
groups, and mainly reflects, the rate for women of Mexican origin. Puerto
Rican women had the lowest rate at 38 percent, compared with a high of .55
percent among Cuban women, and 51 percent for Mexican wean.

The unemployment rate for Hispanic women decreastel over the Decade by
V almost 2 percentage points. Howevei,, it still remains about 3.5 percent-

age points above that for all women. Cuban women have achieved the most
significant reduction in unemployment. In. 1 97 6 their jobless rate was
almost 1.5 percentage points higher than that of all women; by 1984 the
rata had declined to almost 1 percentage point lower than that for all
women and for all U.S. workers.

Hispanic women as a group lag behind other women in the years of
school completed, although younger Hispanic women are narrowing this gap.
In 1984 Hispanic women in the population bad completed 11.4 years of
school compared with 12.6 years for all women. Consequently, labor farce
participationt which. is aloaely SS5oeiettecl with educational attainment,
was lower and unemployment was higher for Ilizpanie women thin for all
women. Data showing that the educational atlainmenb of Hispanic women
corkers is higher than for Hisrarics`in the population are under "Educa-
tional Attainment."

In 1984 about 810,000 Hispanic families (23 percent) were maintained
by women. ?tore than half (54 percent) of these families had incomes `in

1.6 14 -
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1 983 which placed than below the U.S. poverty leVel as compared with 36
percent of all families maintained by women.

44.

t ouch the 1 9R3 Marti Ara income nr wa-Jer. with year teund
fUllItime Jobe was lower (J11,87 4) than that of similar white wcmon
($14,479), Hispanic waxen in professional oocupatione had median earnings
not significantly differw firm other wocisn--over *17,000 in. 1 The
Hispanic women in these jobs were more likely to be Cuban, who fled the
highest educational att<tirment among Ilispanics. (Appendix table 9 le on
the employment status of U. S. Hieparde women in 1 984 =pared with 1976.)

DIL9xitingtilLILmnn

In addition to w.kite, black, and Hispanic women, about 2 million
Asian and Pacific Islanders and American- Indians comprise Rost of the
remainder of the feril4le labor force in the United Statee. They -.represent
a small but growing segment of the female labor force. However, with the
exception of limited employeentstatistien compiled by the Equai Deploy-
ment.opportunity Cor-4;aisaion, very little reliable detailed information
exists on these =alit wyker.groups other than the 1 980 Census. The
Census data are used in thisiseetion. While more information has been
availab3,e about the American Indian populations, little information has
bawl accumulated, about the experiences of Asian women, many of whom
immigrated to the United States from Southeast Ade during the Decade.
The Woments Bureali of the Department of Labor recently completed a etries
of dialogues with none of these immigrts.nt w=en to ler.= of their 4-.-ou-
corns and needs. A summary of the findings of that study is^ under
*Research Activities of the Werents Su7lau."

r

While their experiences vary depending upon'the length of tine they
have been in the tountry, where they live, and their acculturation and
assimilation abilities, many of the.women _from the smaller minority
groups share similar experiences, barriers, and needs in the ..labor
market. Sete of their particular ptoblems, hcwever, have been addressed
through programs designed especially tq4address their.unique states.
Several of those programs are described in Part 4 of this report under
*Mechanism of Change.*

4.8.unIsenanAkaajelen.--The quarter of a million Native itmerien
women in the labor force in 19':0 represented nearly half of all American
Indian wren ages 16 and over. Hare than half of all mothers were in the
labor for4' Some 56 percent of, these mothers had children of school age
and 44 percent had preschoo3.ere. Nearly half of all married wcon were
either working or looking for work.. and thew made nrt tar the /ea=
ammacm. segzeet of the labor rhroa. 141aoat 41; vervem. a Azerican Iediaa
women worked full time at year-round jobs.

Some,1 8,000 *households maintained by lienen,.recre.ekenting well over 40
percent of all families in poverty, had incoreee below the official
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poverty level in 1979. Even in those families where the woman house-
holder'worked, a third did not earn sufficient lame to rise above the
poverty level.

American Indian women's limited educational et-aim:eat al90 limits
their employment options. Next to Eskimo, women (43 percent), Native
A=ericnn women had the lowest proportion of high ochool graduates (511
portent). The leading occupatiozio of American Indian women were.,as
secretaries, stenographers and typists, food service workers, unalcilled
or semiskilled maim operetore and tenders, management related jobs,
elementary and secondary school teachers, and cleaning and building
service workers. Nearly two-thirds were employed as private wage and
meanly workers, but fully a third wore employed in goveriiment, more often
at the Federal and local levels.

Eskimo and Aleut women are even smaller segments of the Native Amer-
Lean woven in the labor force and share an even more isoldted existence
fel the tar reaches of the country. Most of those who are employed live
in urban areas. About. half the Eskimo women who are employed work for
the goverement but two - thirds of Aleut wean work in private industry.

About a fifth of the families are supported solely by waxen and most
or these families contain children. A large proportion of these mothers,
even though they work, still do not earn above the poverty level.

rt.j.--About 2 of every Japanese women 16 years old and
over, 1 93,000., ware in the labor force in 1980. The overwhelming major-
ity, it 9.5 percent, had completed at ,least high school* and the median
educational attainment for both wean and men was higher than the median
for the Nation. Attesting to their j&b readineap, women's unemployeent
rate in 19E0 of 3.3 percent was the lowest of any of the minority worker
Easoupo.

Only about 30 percent of the woven in the labor force had children
taridor 18 years old. 11.10 of every three, however, were married with bus-
bande present; almost half the wives had minor children. Two-thirds of
all married-couple femilieo had two or more camera, and their median
atanual family income at over $29,000 was one of the highest by marital
otottuo.

Apiroxicately 12 percent of Japanese fax wore maintained by
women without husbands, and 3 of every 4 or these lumen worked. Of those
'oho worked, less than 10 percent bad incomes below the poverty level.
The vast majority of those in poverty, hcwever, had children under 18
%newt. Old. Or 6 veri «rvi `thin a familiee in poverty, more
than 2 of every 5 were supported solely by women.

Almost half the women who worked were employed full time year round.
Hare than 70 percent'srorked in private it a d Jaunt or the re{ t
worked in State and local government. Nearly half the women were
eznployed in technical, sales, and admimis*rativo support occupations
iroluding a large contingent worleing as tccl logisto, teohnioians, and

0. 0
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secretaries, and in financial sales and recordkeeping. Other significant
occupations were in the health profesaions, teaching, food services, and
factory operative ehd assembly work.

. Chinese Itomen.--About 313,000 Chinese w< en were in the labor force
as or 1980. 'Although virtually all of them worked at some time in 1979,
fewer than a fourth worked full time throughotit the year. More than 67
percent of Chinese women 25 years or older had coMpleted high schobl.

reWer than 10 percent of Chinese families were 'maintained by women,
with no husband present. oy those, 'more than two-firibi had minor child-
rem Although more than 7 of every 10 women in such circumstances worked
in 19791 still almost 1 in even 05 had an income below the poverty level.

The ovenkhelming majority of women worked in Private industry. About
6.5 percent eanh were employed in State and local government and as self-
employed or unpaid family workers. Some 15 percent ofOlinese,women
Worked as _machine operators and tendert, except, precision. Other occupa-
tione where large numbers found employment were food ,service jotbs,- cash-
iers, finakoial ,records processing, technologist and technic an jobs,
'health occupations, teaching, and managethent-related occupations.

ylietnrapplyzut .-!-Although majority of the Vietnamese have cope to
0

the United States between 1'975 and 1980, nearly half of the women age 16
and over, abdut 75,000, were in the labor force--working or looking -fen;
work--in 1980.* One in. four was a mother. Juit over half of aiX wiv*i
with husbands present were participants in the labor force and almost 8O
percent were mothers of miner children.

Only 15 percent or Vietnamese families wore maintained by women
alone; nearly 70 percent,included children. More than half these ,women
family supporters workedlin 1979 but a third of thole who worked earned
less than the poverty lever. More than-a third of all rapilies were in
poverty in 1979, highest by far of any of the As Islanders;'
two-firthS of all children. untier t8 were in poverty.

lamest 9 of every 10 employed women worked in private wage anti salary
jobs. Two-fifths worked full time year round in 109. Only 11 percent
of all employed women worked in management or professional ,,specialty
occupations. A third wore in technicaU sales and attmlaistratiye,,support,
jobs; nearly another third worked as It-whine operators fabricators, and
laborers.- About one-tenth worked in food services..

Asian inp.dian: Wpm/v.Somewhat less than half of °all Aaian7Indifut
vemen 16 years and elder--140,000--were working or looking for work 4.n
1910. Just over a third of than were wives, and they, represented- jtkst
over half of all wives in married-couple families. Almost 70 percent of
the wives in the labor force were also mothers of Children under 18 ycafa
old. . 0
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Less than 6 percent of families were supported solely by women; some-
what less than half included minor children. Three-fifths of the women
family supporters worked in 1979; abill, one-fifth earned less than the
poverty level. This type of family, however, represented less than a
fifth of all Asian -Indian families in poverty.

Nearly three-quarters of Asian Indian women had at least a high
school diploma, but the labor force participation rate of 47 percent was
somewhat low compared with women of other Asian descent. Almost four-
fiffths of the workers were employed in private industry. Fully a _third

iwere employed in management and professional specialty occupations, more
than half of these in health professions. One-fourth worked in adminis-
trative support occupations largely as secretaries, 'other clerical
workers, and as finanei91 records processors. Other important sources of
employment were service occupations and operative and fabricator jobs.

pilinino Women*.--About 200,000 Pilipino women, or 68 percent of
those ages 16 and' over, were in, the labor force in 1980. The labor force
participation rate of Pilipino woolen was the highest of any of the Asian
and Pacific Islander ethnic groups--higher than for black women whose
participation rate traditionally has been high; and 10 percentage points
above the high rates of Chinese, Japanese, and Guamanian women.

Sdme 61 percent of the wives were in the labor force and 3 of every II
of them bad school-age and /or preschool-age children. Almost 85 percent
or all children, kowever, were living with both parents.

About 1 in every 8 families had only the soleupport of a woman
without a husband. Of these, nearly 3 of every 5 included minor child-
ren, Four of every five Pilipino women maintaining a family alone worked
in 1 979, but 1 in 8 still earned less than a poverty level income. More
than 65 percent of' these women had children under 18 years old and almost

.a third had preschoolers.

Three-quarters of the women 25 years and older had completed high
school, second only to the nearly 80 percent of Japanese women, As a
whole, the median educational attainment of the Pilipi o community at
over 11I years is second only to that of the Koreans a more than 16
years-almost 2 and u years, respectively, above the national median.

Four of five Pilipino women were employed in private wage and salary
jobs. A few., less than 10 percent each, were scattered in Federal and
local government jobs. Almost hair the women were fully employed,
working 35 ar D.,e hour., per week; vear round. More than 1 in every 5
worked in health occupations, largely in health assessment and treating
but also in diagnosing, and as technologists and technicians. Another
one-fifth worked in service occupations, mainly in food services and

* The contemporary spelling for a peeson of Philip.nina Ann4Fit.1Y 4°
Therecis no F sound or letter in the language.

.
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cleaning and building services jobs. Sizeable numbers_were employed in
management-related occupations; as financial recordsprocessing clerks;
and as operators, fabricators, and laborers in factories.

Age QgMeositig:n

The labor, market activity of Women varied substantially according to
age. The participation rate of teen womeneincreased somewhat over the
Decade-, as did that of young adult women. The dramatic growth in the
female segment of the labor force, however, was attributed to women 25 to
54. Although this group included women engaged in childbearing and
family building responsibilities, their labor force participation rate
reached nearly TO percent by 1984. Older women--those ages 55 to 64--
registered little chaige in their labor force participation during the
Decade, There was a decline in the labor market activity ofcwomen ages
65 and older. The labor force participation rates of women; by age
group, are presented in Appendix table 10. Rates are shown for 19/5 and
1984.

Yeung Worsen

.\\

Although teenage women ages 16 to 19 increased their participation in
the labor force over the Decade, their numbers in -t4 populatiot and
labor force declined: By 1984 just over half of teenage young women were

-, ither working or looking for work. 4
. .'

Minority young women, particularly blaok teens, suffered more severe
j blessness than whites and ended the Decade for Women with higher un-
employment rates than at the beginning. The unemployment rate of young
women overall declined marginally.

.. . .

Analysts have identified certain factors that limit 'employment oppor-
tunities for Young black women, including the largely suburban locations
of many of the new jobs versus the e-largely center.city, residences of
blacks; the trend toward industrial growth in the Southwest versus the
lower propensity of blacks to move to that.part of the country; ana the
lack of education and labor market skills of many young black woman
versus the higher skills levels of other aegments of the labor force.

The lasting effects of young black women's lack of opportunities to
obtain work experience in their teem years often are manifested in their
being unemployedAla young adults (ages 20 to 24)`. In 19,84 the unesploy-
ment rate of young adult black females waa nearly three times that of
their white Counterparts, ,worse than in i 975 when their jobless rate was
twice that of young adult white women.
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'Unemploymehb Rates of Teenage

9

Teen' age k 16-14

Percent

c
Al]. 18.0
White 15.2
Black 38.5.

Yonss=41012
. All 10.9

White 8.8
Black* 23.5

* Reported as "Negro and other" in
Negroes were more than 90 percent of
Census, and were a smaller proportion
in-1981$.

and Young Adult Wonen.,--

19.
17.4

, 38.3 .

12.7
11.2
22.4

19/5 and "Black "and other" in 1984.
the group, according to the 1970
but still the overwhelming majority

Women of Prime Working
.., , f

The laber.torce Paritiatibion of women age z 25 pii-54 greatly in-
creased during the Deeds. In 1975 more' than half the women in- this age
grOuliwere.Vorkers, but by 1984 nearly 70 percent were either .working or
looking for ,y9fic, Their -unemployment rates at' both points -in time were
lower #fan, fop,all

The Artioipation g'rowth -rate.i6r,,white-wasen wee unusually rapid,
Starting with. a partied:patina rate 6.6 percentage points lower -than for
black Women in 197$, white women, increased their participation rate to
68.0 percent by 1984, almost equaling black woments part4..eipation rate of
70.6 percent. The largest growth was .among-younger wreen.ages 25 to 34,
-those at tbo early family building stage.

Older Wane

The labor force participation rate of waxen ages 55 to 64 increased
frau 40.9 to 41;2 percent between 1975 and 1981$. Despite the increaise
job opportunities-in the itoontat and-the impreseivfio labor ,market activity
of women at younger ages, these- women either those to remain out of the
labor force f they libtd not ,,...-rticipatiesil earlier, chose to retire, or,
withdrew prematurely for other reasons !mob as job dislocation or dis-
couragement at not obtaining employments

D4r,ing the Decade the 'wow of waxen ages g5 to 614 Who were out ,of
the labor force increased just ever 12 pare/ant, rivet 6.1 to 6.9 EL/Ilion,

sc4
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but the proportion at have .because they were keeping how,^ declined fray
81 percent in' 1 to 75 percent in 1984: On the other hand5..the.proPpr-.
tion out of the lltber'force for other reasons inci'eased.rrhm;10- millionor 19 litekent, to' 1.7 millibn .or 25 percent. It -4r0 eng this latter
group that the diseouraged and dislobated workers woul be counted.

-There was a 13 percent indbease in the number of women ages 65 and._

in the labor force between 197.5 and 1984, from 1.0 to 1.2 million,
e'en though Weir participation rate declined from 8.2 to 7.5 percent.
Although higher in both years-, the participation rates for black and
other minority women also declined from 10.5 'to 8.2' percent.

A special study on displaced workers, condUcted by the Bureau of
Labor Statistics (BLS) and released in late 19814, found that the chance
of reemployment for those workers whose jobs were abolished or whose
plants shut d-wn declined significantly with age, and women in general
were somewhat less likely than men to be reemployed and more likely tohave left the, labor force. Some 36 percent of the, displaced women
workers ages 5 to 614 were not in the labor force at the time of the
study and about the same proportion had found other employment. Sincetheir median tenure on the jab was over-10 years, most of these women
probably would have worked longer, but more than 60 percent became
displaced when their plants closed.

Wheh workers -become dislocated at ages 65 and over, most often theyretire, Some two-thirds of the women of that age in the BLS study of
displacement were found to be out of the labor force. Many ,might have
preferred not to as early as they did. Nearly threo-;fourths were
dislocated as the result of plant shut -downs or job 4bolishment.. Their
median tenure on the deb was 9:8 years. Interestingly, 52 percent had
worked in their,,jobslese than- 10 years before displacement._

' If these wOmen tad no ptfier sources of income, such as from benefits, .

related to work of a spouse, retirement income from another work ex- ,
perienoe of their own, or other ineome, .',they Might have shared the
experience of the 17 Pereent of women ages 65 and over who were in
poverty in 1 983. Of the 1.2 million women in that age bracket who did,
not find work the year before and were retired in 1983, 15 percent were
poor.

Educational Attainment
. -

The employment stattas of women in the United States is greatly
affected by educatiAal attainment. The more education women have
received, the' greater the likelihood they will be in paid employment.
Among women 25 to 614 in 19814, 614 percent of those with. only 14 years- of
high school and 78 percent of those with yearn or wore of college were
in the labor force. In contrast, only 38 percent of women with 8 years
of schooling or less were Workers. (See Appendix table 11.)
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Since 1975 the ethicationai attainment of women has continued to rise
and the average wanan,..workeV:toC.is neerly es well educated as the aver-
age male worker. he inediiit-y-ears scheol eampleted by women wor*ars
Age 126 indsilever -iir:V9tItlrae-12.7;.. up frail' 1.2.0 years. it 1975. Ken in_ the
labor force had completed .medran -bis' 1 ,V8. years., n increase from 41
in,f975. 'Al hough a hii,her proportion of women than Men workers ages 25
to 5i had, cappl.gted at least ehigh4:Qi001. ( 86 per-cent comparedlwith,8 2
percent), 4'5'fiereent of the men. had some college compared with 41 percent
of the women. .

Persons with college training continue to have a relative economic
"advantage over other workers. They are most likely to be in the labor
force and least likely to be unemployed, and more of them continue to
hold the highest paying professionaland.marsagerial jobs-.

Historically, women have had lower college enrollments and ,completion
rates than men, but these differences have continued to narrow in recent
years. (See Appendix, table 1 2). Reflecting these advances in educa-
tional attainment, women now represent 38 percent of all adult workers
with 4 or more years of colleger compared with 32 percent in 1970.

Women are making great strides in the content of their post secondary
education at the bachelor's and master's degree levels, particularly in
fields such as business and management where their representation his-
torically-has been low. In fields traditional to women, such as educa-
tion, home economics, and the health professions, the proportion of
degree recipients who are women remains- virtually unchangetl. At the
doctoral level, the number of degrees awarded to women in nontraditional
areas continues to increase. (See Appendix table 13.)

Younger, uccens, ,in particular, are helping to 'Close the educational
434.0;betwsistm--wojen and men. The median years of schooling of women
workers. ages 25 to34. in 1984 was 13.0 years. More than 9 out of 10 of
these young women had completed at least 4 years of high school and more
than-one-fourqh.were'college graduates;

There has been a significant closing of the gap as well between the
educational attainment of white and minority women workers. The median
years of schooling of black women workers is 12.6. The difference of 0.2
years that nos exists between black and white women workers is down from
1.8 years in)1962, an achievement that was ;trade in less than a gener-
ation. The, narrowing of this educational gap reflects two major ocour-
renced:, the continued decline in the ntmber of black women workers with
8 years or less of school completed (only 8 percent today); and the
increases in the'proportion of black women who are completing high school
and those continuing on to college.

Hispanic women in the labor force also have made saints in educational.
attainment. The median years of ecnool they amp% wMa.e roe" fronrs 'I 9..1 in
1975 to 12.3 by 1984. Although 22 percent of Hispanic women workers had
completed 8 years or less of school, continued increases ocourred in the
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proportion of those who graduated from high school and those who com-
plete&pallege.
* A *

-*.A.

widows,,Al.arge; propottiom of 'Women who work are w, divorcees, or
single, or have husbands who earn less .than $15,000 a year. Still, the
married- couple family in which both husband and wife work is predominant.
During the MO's, as the crest of the baby boom reached working age and
the rapidly expanding service-producing sector provided many new Jobs,
the proportion of married women working outside the home increased dra-
matically. Today, more than 60..percent of all husband-wife families have
at ,least- two persons employed.

Working mothers--both single and married--have high rates of partici-
pation. In 1984 more than 3 out of 5 women maintaining families had
children under age 18 in the home. Labor force participation rates show
these single mothers have a strong commitment to the labor force.
Seventyseven percent were in the labor force when their youngest child
was school age, as were 53 percent of those with preschoolers. The
relatively high participation rates of married mothers, especially those
with infants, attest, in part, to the acceptance in the United States of
the Exdployhtent of such mothers. The rates also reflect the growing trend
of married women to delay having children until they have established
thOmselves in their careers. Appendix table 14 provides data on the
labor force participation of women who are single, married, separated,
widowed, or divorced.

MultiAle-Earner
*A

Between 1975 and 1984 the number of faMilies in the United States
increased 10.4 percent, from 561.9 million to 62.9 million. Married-
couple families grew only 4.7, percent during the Decade, from 47.9 to
50.1 million, but there was more rapid increase in 41tiple-earner
families of all types, up 12 percent, especially among husband-wife
families, up, 17 percent. More than 60 percent of the growth in-multi-
earner familiee over the 10 years was among those in which both the
husband and wife were in the labor force. By 1984 the majority of all
families had spouses who were working or looking for work, and this type
of family was nearly 90 percent of all multi-earner families. This
phenomenon can be related directly to other data that show the rapid
influx of wives into the labor force.

Working wives contribute substantially to the economic support of
their families. In 1983 their share was 29 peroent. *When wives worked
full time throughout the year, however, their contribution to family
income was about 40 percent.
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ALL WIVES
WHO WORKED

tires fir,
TIM
WOWED FULL

CONTRIBUTION OF WIVES EARNINGS TO FAMILY INCOME 1003
PERCENT OF FAMILY INCOME)

29.9 27.9

37.1
31.8

:S0.0

-40.0

r30.0

L20.0

E.10.0

.0

39.8 39.3

TOTAL

41.5

WHITE BLACK

SOURCE: BUREAU OP, THE CENSUS.
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE.

.0

=30:0

:20.0

:40.0

n
HISPANIC " .

New data Fran the Bureau of Labor Statistics beginning in 1980 con-
firmed general perceptions that married-couple families with two or more

.learners had the highest median earnings of the family types.

Median Weekly Earnings of Families- by Type
Quarterly Averages

,
.

Fourth
Quarter
1.9.19_.

Fourth
Quarter

1030

Total familieS with earners *513 $1107
Married- couple families 568 445

One earner 379 308
Husband 1126 352
Wife 204 157
Other family member 209- 1711

Wo or more earners 698 551
Husband and wife only 666 5211
Husband and other family member(a) 702 _ 557
Wife and other family member(s) 11117 355
Other family members only 422 888

Familiesles maintained by women 290 225

Families maintained by win 450 380

1
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Reflecting the historically high labor force participation rate of
black women, two-earner married-couple families among blacks are more
common than among white or Hispanic families. While their median family
incomes were not as high as whites, the overwhelming majority of the
black married-couple families have earned enough to remain above the
poverty level. Appendix table 15 provides additional data on multi-
earner families.

joagLiihoLEgintaktaindliej

Women who maintain their own families are considerably more likely to
work or look for work today than in the past. But their historical
pattern of marginal earnings and high unemployment persists, keeping the
economic status of their families well below that of the majority of
American families, A continuation of multiple problems hinder many women
who support families frail being more competitive in the market place.
Prominent among these problems are lower average educational attaimient
and relatively higher proportions with children to raise.

In March 1984, 10.3 million families had as their principal support
women who were divorced, separated, widowed, or never married. These
families accounted for over 16 percent of all families in the United
States, up 3 percentage points from 1975. Sixty-one percent of women
maintaining families were labor force participants, compared with 54 per-
cent in 1975. (See Appendix tables 16 and 17.)

Most employee women maintaining families worked at full-time jobs in
1984.-82 percent. Those ages 25 to 54 were more likely to be working
full time (85 percent) than either younger (72 percent) or older women
(75 percent). Despite some movement into professional and managerial
jobs, particularly by divorcees who are generally younger and have more
education, most employed women maintaining families have tended to remain
in the generally low paying or less skilled jobs. Like most employed
women, the largest proportion of those maintaining families were in
administrative support jobs, ineluding olerical work.

As of 1984 about 69 percent of the women maintaining families were
white, 29 percent were black, and fewer than 10 percent were of Hispanic
origin. On average, the black women had more children under age 18 and
less education than the white women. Black and Hispanic women maintain-
ing families had lower median earnings, lower median ages, lower labor
force participation rates, and higher unemployment rates than the white
women. Also, their families were less likely than similar white families
to have more than one owner.

The growth of female-headed families has been especially dramatic
among blacks. In 1984, 44 percent of all bleak families were headed by
wewn4n, wit4 23.2 percent ot mispanic families and 13 percent of
white' families.
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Growth in Families Maintained by Women, 1970 -1983
(Numbers 'in Thousands)

'White Black Hispanic*

Year Number
1 of '

Total Number
% of

Total Number
% of

Total

1970

1980

1983
1984

,,,

4,p5,
6, 02
6,783
7,072

9.1

11.6

12.6
13.0

1,349
2,095
2,808
2,957

28.3

40.3

42.4
43.7

**
. 637

800
837

21.8

31.0
23.2

* Persons of Hispanic origin may be- of any race.

** No data available.

Working Mothers

Working mothers are a prominent segment of the U.S. work force. A,

record 19.5 million mothers, or 6 out of 10 with children under 18 years
old, were in the labor force in 1984. Tea years earlier, not quite 5 out
of 10 mothers worked outside the home.

Since 1975 the rise in the labor force participation rates for
mothers has beer! phenomenal--abobt 13 percentage points. The increase
was about the same,for mothers of preschoolers as it was for mothers of
school age children. Most of the gain was among married mothers, whose
participation rate rose from 45 percent in 1'975 to 59 percent in 1984.
The rate for other mothers also advance& but at a much slower pace.

One important aspect of this increase is the degree to which mothers
today remain in the labor force after childbirth. This is clearly demon-
strated in the comparison of married mothers' labor force participation
rates.

Nearly half of the mothers with a child age 1 or younger were in the

labor force in 1984. By the time the youngest algid reached 3 years old,
married mothers' participation rates approached 60 percent. These data
clearly indicate that nursery school attendance or day care in some form
is increasingly necessary. Most employed mothers--71 percent in 1984- -
work full time. Even when the youngest child;is under 3, about 65
percent of the employed mothers are full-time workers.
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LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION RATES
OF MARRIED !GOERS

BY AGE OF YOUNGEST CHILD

SOURCE/ BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS. U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR.

About 56 percent of the 58 million U.S. children under age 18 had
mothers in the labor force in 1984, compared with 4.4 percent in 1975.
The vast majority of these childrefi were under 14 years--ages for which
all-day pare, after-school care, -or a combination of- both is likely to be
needed.

Almost half the children in two-parent families in 1 984 had both an
employed father and mother. As might be expected, children in single-
parent families--prisearily families maintained by women--were much less
likely tg have a working parent in the hate. Overall, approximately 1
child 5.n 7 lived in a home where there was no employed parent, and income
was accordingly 1°0 Ca median of $6;782 in 1983).

A re6ord 6.2 million families with children were maintained by
mothers in 1984, and they accounted for one-fifth of al,l families with
children. In 1975 there were about half as many such, families, and they
constituted only one in seven of the families with children.

A higher percentage of black than white or Hispanic mothers were in
the labor force in 1984. However, when labor force participation is
examined by marital status, a different picture emerges. While black
married mothers are much more likely to he in...the labor forp& then their
white dainterparts, the opposite is true among divorced Or separated
mothers. Age, education, and the number of children are important
factors underlying these differences. On average, black and Hispanic
mothers without 'husbands are younger, have coupleted fewer years of

0
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education, and have more children than their white counterparts, and
thus are likely to have a harder time finding and holding jobs.

ChilsiktarineinsLialmrEgrgelarlidsatisa

The majonty of American women are mothers by the end of their child-
bearing years. In 1980, for example, only about 6 percent of all ever -
married women aged 40 to 44 remained childless, out there have been sig-
nificant changes in the timing of births. In the 1960's there was a move
from having children before age 25 to having theta between 25 and 30. In
the 1970,a a significant group or women delayed childbearing until After
age 30.

Delayed childbearing may have important consequences for women.
Women Who become mothers before age 21 tend to finish fewer years 44
school than those who have-children later, and these young mothers show
no evidence of catching up in educational: attainment at later ages.
Because education is so closely linked to labor force opportunities,
lower attainment often translates into lower earnings in later life.
Early childbearers also have larger families and a higher incidence of
poverty than,wctuen who bear children later in life.

Fertility and birth expectations. vary inversely with educational
attainment, occupation and labor force status, and family income. The
higher a wcaents educational attainment, the fewer biithe she has had or
expects and the greater likelihood that she plans to have no children.
Women with 5 or more years of college expect to have 1.7 children, on
average,- and 20 percent do not plan to have children at all. By con-
trast, women who have not completed high school expect to have 2.4
children, on average, and only 7 percent plan to have no children.

A similar relationship applies to family income and fertility. %keen
with the highest family income have the fewest children (e.9 on average),
whereas women with very low family income have thellighest fertility (14
children on average),

itaIDUD Wert's*,

Poverty in families headed by women is a source of increasing public
concern. ,Almost half of the poor people in the United States live in
such families. The weber of families maintained by women grew more than
84 percent between 1970 and 1984. The growth is attributed largely to
p_koleek marriage* ending in divorce and more women having children without
marrying. The typical outdoste of a itae.teal. family with
ohiidren is that the matt becomes single while the wean becomes a single
parent. The number of children living with a divorced thother more than
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doubled between 1970 and 1982, while the number of children living with a
never-married mother increased more than fourfold. In 1981, 1 in every 5
babies was born to an unmarried wazan. In 1970 there were about 6.7 mil-
lion children in ono-parent families;, by 1984 nearly 10.9 1251111on child-
ren were in auch families. Most.of thepe children are being. r4aised by
their mothers.

Because average income among families vatntained by stcmdn is low,
proportionately more live below the poverty line than other famillea. In
1983 molbe than 1 of, 3 families maintained by a Evian was poor, compared
with 1 of 13 other families. Although the percentages of black and His-
panic families maintained by women in poverty'wera much greater' than for
similar white families, all fetale-dleaded remiliee greatly, exceeded the
proportions for other family groups.

FAMILIES
MANTAINED
13Y

I
00N

MARRIED
COUPLE
FAMILIES

FAMILIES
MAINTAINED
BY MEN

I

FAMILIES LIVIN3 IN POVERTY, 1003

36.0
.0

7,6 6.9 15 17.0

VallamInmaimm,

00.0

40.0

.0
90.0

,40,0

.0

90.0

40.0

SOURCEI OLREAU OF THE CENSUS, U.S. DENRIMENT OF COMMSCE.

..0

Today, tcmilies maintained by women have a poverty rate which it
three times that of all families and rive tit the rate for married-
couple families. When race is taken into account, the poverty rate is
even higher. More than half of the black families with female heads live
in poverty,. and 47 percent of all, black children are poor.,

families` maintained by women tend to be poorer,thart others tie
women face special obstacles in earning enough too` support a family.
Women generally earn leas than wens so they frequently do rise !metre
sufficient earnin, o support a family. Generally, their educational

40
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attain ent is low; therefore, these worsen often lack the skills for the
higher paying jobs hold by men, or consciously select the less demanding
jobs. Due to their family responsibilities, many of these women select
jots requiring little or up Overtime; thiy have minimal chances of ad-
vancement thereby reducing their current and future earnings potential.

Mothers raising children by themselves often receive no support from
the absent father. gstimates are that only three-fifths of women with
dependent children are awarded child support or have an Agreement to
receive it.

OTHER LABOri MICE .SEMICITS

A significant social and economic change of the 1970'S, clone with
tie ieflia of women into the labor force, was the ;sharp movebent Of wanei
into business ovnerdhip. During the late 1970's, female operated busi-
nesses increased more rapidly than male operated firms. In fact, from
1977 to 1980 the nest recent period for which data, are available --the
=bar of nonfarm sole proprietorships operated by women increased 33
percent; similar male operated businessee rose 11 percent; and the total
of all types increased 16 percent., Waeonle stare of all nonfarm sole
proprietorships rose from nearly 23 to ,26 percent:

Changes in the number of self- employed women, who constitute a major
pc *.ion. of the sole proprictorShipn, suggest that the number of female
opera.-1 sole proprietorships continued to rot .f 1980 to 1983. The
number of self -s mployed wean rose from 2.1 million to 2.4 million, a 16
percent gain. The nuMber et self-employedeten increased only 5 percent
over the 3-year period--fron 4.9 millionte 5.1 million.

According to the, neat recenedata from the 'Bureau of the Census,
temsen %Tweed over 700,000 firms in 1977representing 7 percent of all
businesses in the United States. A special survey of wemen-owned bust.-
nesees revealed that 9# pereent were owned by white women. almost 4
percent by black.women, and nearly 3 pereent by women of Hiepanie origin.

Despite the increased vesbor of firms operated by woven, there has
not boon a significant improvement in the size and typo of operations.
Pram 1977 to 1980 the preentage of business receipts from female oper-
ated nonfarm sole proprietorships increased from 7.8 percent of the
yearly total to 8.9 pexvent. Average i980 net income of these propric,
torihipe was only $2,200 compared with $7,139 ter :similar male operated
firms,,virtually the same as in 1977, when it wea 42,228 for women and
47,208 for non.
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The major types of female operated businesses remain in the tradi-
tional areas of retail trade and services.. Within these industry divi-
sions, women are substantially involved in the operation of miscellaneous
retail stores, personal services,, and educatior.s1 services. Since 1977,
tio-Thwer, eueinesti women have made modest progress in entering ,nontradi-
tional areas such as manufacturing, finance, .insurance and real. estate,
and agricultural services.

Progress of women in new areas of entrepreneurship may be limited by
differences in the educational fields of study-..and job skills of men and
women. Relatively fewer women have educational backgrounds in the physi-
cal sciences, engineering, and business, which are important to many
entrepreneurial endeavors today. Women also are underrepresented in
thanagerial positions and highly technical and high-income sales jobs.

The' concentration of women in tfbaditional areas of business ownership
is eXpected to decrease somewhat as more women enter ne4 fields of educa-
tiAln and different occupations that will assist.. their transition into
high growth and more profitable business ventures.

U. S. policies developed to imprOve opportunities for women business
owners are described in Part 2 of this report, "Policy Development.$
Also, several demonstration projects sponsored by the Women's Bureau to
increase women's business 'development skills are described in Part 3 I in
the section on l'Hechanisma of Change.w

!omen in Aeprenticeshili

Apprenticeship has long been regarded as one or the best routes to
learn skilled crafts that lead to Some of the highest possible wages for
workers without advanced education. Many craft workers also are able to
make transitions into independent entrepreneurship, another promising
means; of increasing women's earning capacities. Apprentices earn while
they learn-'-a special kind of on-the-job training.

Many apprenticeship programs in the United States are .under the spon-
sorship of unions or' joint apprenticeship committees comprised of unions
and employers. The Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training of the U.S.
Department of Labor has recorded the Percentage women apprentices are of
all apprentices since 1973. The nurabers of women have increased from
loss than 2,000 in 1973 to more than 1,000 at the end of 19811. The
fastest rate of growth, however, was in the first half of the Decade.

At least acme women apprentices were registered in every State of the
union and in each of the 250 or more apprenticeable trades. The vast
majority of women were registered in the approximately 50 trades in .ubich
virtually,lell apprentices (95 percent) are employed.
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1974

,1975
1976

WotEN AS A PERCENT OF TOTAL APPRENTICES

y.
OOP

PIRM21 .7.
'44

mw.M* .7

:1977 2.2'
1278 7:::1757.3M?m:MW 3.1
1979 .1
1980; mmmmi:immM:MM 4.8
t961 5.7
1982 6;0
1983 6.6
1984 6.7

.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0

SOURCE: BUREAU OF APPRENTICESHIP Atra Attunt.5.
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR..

Women still predominate among the traditionally female skilled trades

such as beauticians. As early as 1979, however,,enrollees in the tradi-

tional female trades bad been outnumbered by women apprentices in the
building trades or other nontraditional jobs. The 1 980Census
reorganized the classification of occupations, and craft workers now fall
under "precision production, craft, and repair occupations" group. Sane

1.1 million of these workers were women, or 8.1 percent of the 13.6
million workers so classified in 1980.

The 1 980 Census separated out apprentices 'in certain selected crafts,

as shown in the following example:,

Selected Craft

No. of Women

141X2iltdiati

Total No.

of Aprrentices

Women as %
of Total

:Automobile mechanic 99 44130 2.4
Carpenter 696 9,9 "7 7.0
Electrician , 1,028 18,8b1 5.5

'Plumber, pipefitter,
and.ateimfitter 360 12,360 2.9

Tool and die maker 317 7,880 11.0

Machinist 444 8,219 5.11

Sheet metal worker . 133 737 18.0
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There were 4,749 women supervisory mechanics and repairers, or 2.9
percent of the 1 57,0 00' journeyworkers; 13,204 women were supervisors in
construction, or 1.7 percent of the total- of 790,832. There was not one
listed oeolipetion in the preCision production series where womerVid not
appear.

Many of the skilled trades require skills, knowledge and physical
abilities that women have not emphasized in their life preparation.
TherefOre, acme women's organizations have developed preapprenticeship
training courses to help women bring their basic skills up to required
entrance levels as explained in the section on "Program Components," in
Part 4 of this report.

YozwiLls.imingsm2arma

Women living on farms and working in agriculture are just as likely
to be unpaid family workers as to be self-employed. Or those employed in
agriculture in 1983, only 19 percent were wage and salary workers while
40 percent were unpaid family workers.. The labor force participation
rate of farm women, although lower than that of nonfarm women at 52
percent in 1983, inbreased trim 39 percent in 1975 to-more than 46 per-
cent by 1983. The unemployment rate among the ,female fans population in
1983 was 4.4 percent, compared with 9.7 percent for nonfarm women.

Farm women were more often employed in nonagricultural jobs (68 per-
cent) while farm men more often had agricultural jobs (67 percent): This
large proportion of women engaged in nonagricultUral work reflects, at
least in part, the importance of supplemental nonfarm income to farm
families. Farm women are more likely to be employed in service indus-
tries.

The median income of farm families continues to be substantially
lower than that for -nonfarm families. In.1 982 the median income of farm
and nonfarm families was $18,756 and $23,585, respectively. Farm
families are more likely to be in poverty than are nonfarm families.
About one-fifth ,19 percent) of farm familieb but 12 percent of nonfarm
families had incomes below the poyerty level in 1982. The proportion
of farm families maintained by women (5 percent) in March 1983 was about
one-third of that of -nonfarm families (15.7 percent).

Disabled Women

When disabled women are able to surmount barriers to employment, they
tend to obtain jobs that pay well. In fact, when they persist in their
efforts to secure jobs they often are successful in obtaining wages com-
parable* to those or their nondise.bled peers. In 1 981 more than 23
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percent of disabled women of working age (16 to 64) were in the labor
force--a decrease from 26 percent in 1970.

Women who were disabled represented more than 8 percent of all
working age women in the United Statcis in "1981: which is slightly more
than 1 woman in every,12 in the working age population. While only 16
percent Of disabled wccen have some college education, more than one-
third of those Who do work. By contrast, only 1 in every 8 disabled
women with ,less than 8 years of schooling has a job.

LABCO FORCE STATUS OF DISABLED WOMEN
AGES 16 TO 64, MARCH 1981
(PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION)

NOT IN IWIPLOYED
LABOR --
FORCE

3.6

76.6
EMPLOYED
PART TIME

7.7

EMPLOYED
--FULL TIME

12.2

SOURCE: BUREAU OF TIE CENSUS, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE.

As a group, disabled women generally,are poor. Two out of three had

an income of less than $4,000 in 1980. That is far less than the $7,000

avera81,, for women without disabilities. Only 3 percent of the disabled

women had a 1980 income of $15,000 or more.

Slightly less than half of the working age women with disabilities
are married compared with over 60 percent of similar nondisabled women.
They are more likely to be divorced or separated and less apt to have
never married. However, they are more than four times as likely as
nondisabled women and disabled men to be widowed (15 percent). '
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Women in Labor Organizations

During the first half of the Decade, continuous grawth was recorded
in the lumber of women on membership rolls of unions and'employee- as-
sociations, against a dowroard trend in total organized labor. .Although
their growth was stronger in unions than among prefeeaional associations,
ieflecting continuing increases in employment in the service industries
and in State and local governments, the rate at which women joined labor
organtzations was outpaced by the rate at which they entered the labor
force.

r n..mher nf` wernan in anionic arid professional associations peakod
1980 with 6.1 million members, or 30 percent of total membership accord-
ing to BLS data. Their number declined to 5.8 million in 1984. Because
of the sharp//total de'oline in membership, women comprised 33.6 percent of
the total -it the end of the Decade, but represented only 13.8 percent of
all women wotkere.

women. inliniens and .Professional- Associations
(Numbers in Thousands)

1.911k
17,340 19,335letalielegaereithi, 20,095

Women members 5,829 6,056 5,329
Woman as percent of total 33.6 -30.1 27-.6

Women in labor organizations were less than representative of the
proportion of employed women in the labor force and were heavily weighted
towekd minorities. About a fifth (18 percent) of the women members were
black and 5.9 percent were of -Hispanic origin. The 1.1' million black
Women who were union or professional organization members comprised
almost a fourth (22 percent) of all blecik women workers end more than
two-fifths of all organized black workers. Similarly, tae 343,000 Airy
panic women in labor organizatione comprised 16 percent or all -Hispanic
women workers but 32 percent of all organized Hispanic workers, The 4.6
million white4omen in labor groupi comprised only 13 percent of all
white,women who were employed and about a third of organized,white
workers.

Women have continued to benefit from membership in labor organiza-
tions, especially in the matter of earnings. Union women's earnings
exceeded nonunion women's earnings by an, average of 30 percent in 1984.
Still, among organized labor, the gap betweenvoments and Dien?' s earnings
did not close. The usual median WeeklY earnings of women in labor or-
ganizations at $326 were 73 percent of unien men's, while nonunion
women's earnings at $251 were only 69 percent of those ,of nonunion EMI.
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`Part 2. POLICY DETELOINENT

ovERvin

During the United Nationi Decade for Women, policymakers in the
United States took many steps toward the goal of making equal employment
opportunity policy a -reality in practice, The building blocks of a
strong policy were already in place at the beginning of the Decade. Yet
many problems remained to be 'addressed and many barriers to be overcome,
particularly-for working mothers.

Two major challenges Were to strengthen and coordinate enfOrcement of
legislation ?and to elae..ify the application of the lm; to specific: r,itua=
tione. Amendmente,and guidelines clarified policy in such areas as:
women's aocess to better jobs in constructiont.apprenticeship, and
certain occupations in the armed services; pensions and social security
for workers and their spouses; discrimination against' pregnant workers;
sexual harassment; pay equity; child care for working parents; training
and vocational education. Federal policy was developed to encourage
wamen business owners. Affirmative action policy was being reassessed at
the end of the Decade.

Federal. eigenoieersystenatically reviewed the entire United States
Code and regulations to identify sny instances of sex discrimination in
the law, and many States did the me.

Whenever apecific issues received attention, policymakers examined
the roles of both the Federal and State governments in addressing eco-
nomic problems. Laws were revised to give States greater responsibility
in planning and administering employment-related programs, and greater
cooperation between goverment and the private sector was fostered.

This section reviews achievements in the policy area during the
Decade and indicates where steps are beinb taken toward further policy
developmerit.

BASES FOR EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY

United States policy on equal employment opportunity is made up of a
number of interrelated laws and executive actions formulated at different
times. Laws against sex discrimination in employment and training are
part of a whole fabric of laws to ensure fair treatment regardless of
race, color, religion, national origin, sex, age, and physical or mental
handicap. Employment practices must be related- to the worker's ability
to perform the job, and imipediments or barriers are to be' removed insofar
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as possible. Primary among the laws already in place at the beginning of
the U.N. Decade for Women were the following;

o the Equal Pay Act of 1963, which prohibits employers from paying
employees of one sex less than employees of the other sex for
substantially equal work in the "same establishment;

o the much broader title, VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which
prohibits discrimination in -all terms and conditions of employment
'based on sex, race, color, religion, or national, origin (hiring,
discharge, promotion, training; compensation and benefits are all
within, the reach of this act);

O Executive Order 112116, as amended, which places additional obliga-
tions on Federal contractors to takeaffirmative steps to assure
that there be no discrimination in employment based on sex, race,
color, religion, or national origin;

o the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1961, which prohibits
___age_disotiminatimagainst....appllcante_orworkers between the ages

of ISO and 65 (later amendgd to age 70);

o Section 503 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, which requires that
. Federal contractors provide equal job opportunity and affirmative
action for qualified handicapped persons; other sections in title
V of the act prohibit discrimination on the basis of handicap in
Federal employment and in _programs or activities receiving Federal
funds;

o Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, Which prohibits sex
discrimination, in any program or activity receiving Federal finan-

cial assistance, and the Women's. Educational Equity Act of 19721#
which provides grants for rrojeots such as the development of non-
sexist curriculums and new techniques of guidance and, counseling
to. broaden women' s career choices.

Many States enacted counterparts to these Federal lave. Agreements
were developed to coordinate efforts -both among the Federal agencies
enforcing the Imo! and between Federal agencies and the States.

While enactment of the many nondiscrimination laws represented a
significant commitment to equal opportunity, the application of these
laws to specific areas of policy was far from clear at the outset of the
U.N. Decade for Women. The world and national conferences and *plans of
action" provided a supportive climate -during the periqd when U.S. policy-
makers were testing and fine-tuning these basic laws.
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ACCESS TO BETTER JOBS

Access to more skilled and to higher paying jobs has consistently
been a major objective of women in the labor force. All through the
Decade the media recounted "firsts" for women in work as diverse as
mining coal, conducting experiments in space as an astronaut, managing a
bank, or serving as a justice on the U.S. Supreme Court. While numbers
of women moved into better jobs (see "Occupational Trends" in Part 1),
many woven still met resistance, particularly in attempting to enter
high-paying, blue-collar jobs.

Skilled Trades

In 1 978 the Department of Labor 'Issued regulations requiring affirm-
ative action for women in construction and in apprenticeship. While
women's participation in the precision production, craft, and repair
occupations is still not high, the pin over the Decade of 3 percentage
points, to 8.5 percent by 1984, has been significant.

In 1985 the Equal Daployment Opportunity Commission (EEOC), which
enforces the Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA) as well as the
Equal Pay Act and title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, proposed
modifying regulations which have permitted age limits in apprenticeship
programs. Sane programs bar entrance to persons more than 26 years of
age. While most young men who enter apprenticeship do so shortly after
completing high school, some women become serious about learning a
skilled trade in their late twenties or early thirties, after early years
spent predominantly on family responsibilities. Removal of age restric-
tions.in apprenticeship would ease their access to better jobs.

0

Voluntary Affirmative Action

Voluntary affirmative action programs have been established by some
employers and in sane collective bargaining agreements to offset deeply
entrenched employment patterns that have had an adverse impact-on-warren-
and minorities. In 1979 the EEOC issued guidelines on voluntary affirm-
ative action plans. Appropriate voluntary plans include an objective
self-analysis Of the company's practices, identification of problems, and
reasonable measures to offset adverse impact of past practices. In
recent years courts 'and policymakers have been reexamining and challeng-
ing the use of numerical goals and timetables to increase the numbers .of
minorities and wcmen in jobs to which they had little access. Debate on
affirmative abtion is expected to continue in Congress, 'in advisory
bodies, and through litigation in the effort to find the most equitable
means Of overcoming systemic patterns of discrimination.
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Since the early ,1970's both the number of woolen in the Armed Forces
and the variety of military occupational specialties to which they have
been assigned have increased markedly. Frau the mid-19110's to the early
19701s; women constituted less than 2 percent of the Nation's military
.strength. In 1972 the Department of Defense, spurred partly by concern
that the end of the military draft in the early 1970's might result in
shortages of male recruits, decided to increase.the use of women in the
Armed Forces, By June 1975 women constituted about 4.6 percent of the
total. active military f6rce, and by December 19811 they constituted 9.5
percent.

In the1960's,. only the traditional skills (primarily in clerical and
medical fields) were open to women in the military. TO' 61117. those
positions classified as combat or closely related:- mbat remain
closed. Between 197 1 and early 1985 the proportion of enlisted military
shills open to women rose frail 39 percent to 86 percent in the Army; frail
211 to nearly 86 percent in the Navy; from 57 to 86 percent in the Marine
Corps; and frail 51 to 98 percent "in the Air Force. As of December 19811,
52 percent of positions in the Army, about 48 percelit of those in the
Navy, 18 percent of those in the Marine Corps, and 93 percent of posi-
tions in the Air Force were open to women.

OFFICER AND ENLISTED CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
PERCENT CF SKILLS AND POSITIONS mai TO WOMEN

DECEMBER 1904

96.0 85.0
100.0

60.0

60.0

40.0

20.0

.0

SKILLS
POSITIONS

SOURCE: U.S. DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE.
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(The Women's Bureau is conducting research to examine the trans-
ferability of military occupational skills to women's post-service
employment. A brief description of the project is included in the
section on "Research Activities of the Women's Bureau.")

On August 27, 1984 the Secretary of Defense announced ;establishment
of .a Task Force' on Equity kor Women to evaluate the effects of defense
policies, programs, and Tr actices on opportunities for women and to
recommend changes where appropriate.

mcwit4131,1102.226=

Increasingly in the last Decade women have begun to establish and/
manage their own businesses.

, Congressional hearings on the difficulties]
faced by women entrepreneurs led to the creation of an interagency Taslq
Force on Women Business Owners in 1 977 to focus specifically- on the
problems and to make recommendations for action by the Federal Govern-
ment. The Task Force's report, issued in June 1978, contained recommen-
dations in the areas of legislation, regulations, capital formation," -

credit, and Federal loans. and grants.

To implement these recommendations an I,nteragency Committee on
Women's Business Enterprise was formed, comprised of high-level repre-
sentatives from Government agencies. The Committee's mission was to work
with agencies to expand Federal procurement opportunities for women
business owners, increase loan opportunities, improve* data collection
efforts, and institute better outreach and management assistance, pro-
grams. The Committee continues its work on behalf of women businens
owners.

Executive-Order 12138, issued in May 1979, created a National Women's
Business Enterprise Policy and outlined arrangements for the development,
coordination, and implementation of a-- national program in this area., The
executive order mandated, among other things, all Federal departments and
agencies to take affirmative action in support of town's business enter-
prise in appropriate programs and activities, particularly in the areas
brte-oltataTififd- management aesiiitance; training, counseling, and -infor-
mation dissemination; and procurement. In 1 980 an Office of _Wcmepts
Business Enterprise was established within the Small Buthinese Adminis-
tration (SBA) to oversee the implementation of Executive Order 12138; in
cooperation with the Committee, and to administer the national program.
The Committee developed language for a subcontracting clause to be used
in'all prime contracts to encourage utilization of women business firms
in subcontractire activities. In addition, each Federal agency involved
in major procturcaest activity was directed to establish a women-owned
business program under its Office of Small and Disadvantaged Business
Utilization. In this program the office develops agency procedures to
ensure women-owned business participation in acquisition activities,
establishes and monitors women-owned business goals, and identifies
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program offices Whose requirements for services are offered by these
types of firms.-

The SBA is the Federal agency with primary responsibility for provid-
. ing assistance to warren business owners. That agency provides assistance

through programs that target derect loan fuv da. to women, as well 'as
through those which provide management and technical assistance, such as
programs established by the Small Beainess Development Center Improvement
Act of 1984. The technical assistance programs offer short-term train-
ing, conferences, counseling, and academic training on starting and
running a business. SBA also produces and disseminates publications to
inform wawa business owners of the resources available to them.

In a new initiative for waxen business owners, the President directed
the SBA in June 1983 to sponsor a series of eonferences across the United
States to assist weenen to "compete equitably in the total business envi-
ronment." These national conferences provided businese:skLlls training
for warren, as well as prcooted private sector initiatives for access to
corporate resources for women business owners. Media outreach was
included in the conferences to emphasize the econceAc contributions that
can be generated by successful wmen-owned basinesseS.

TO ensure the success of the Natinnal Initiative Program, strong
Private support had to be obtained. To gain this support the President
established, through Executive Order 12426, the President's Advisory
Committee on Women's Business Ownership. The Committee, compoted of 15
members, was charged with fostering private sector support (iinanoial,
educational, and procurement) for women entrepreneurs, and with reviewing
the status of.wmeo-owned businesses in order to provide advice to the
President and to the Administrator of the Small Business Admihistration.

EDUCATION AND TRAINING FOR .BETTER JOBS
4,

Education an.. training have long been seen as pathways to better jobs
for wcmen. During the, U.N.' Decade for Women particular effort has been
made to eliminate narrow stereotypical thinking about the occupations
wceen could enter and the education and skills they would need. This
effort to expand options and opportunities for women has pervaded job
training programs, vocational educatiun, higher education, and the
academies' of the military services.

At the beginning of the Decade, employment and training activities
and services were conducted primarily at the State and local level under
the terms of the Comprehensive Employment and Training Aot (CETA.). Under
CETA, local units of government called prime sponsors were granted funds
to conduct programs formerly-administered by the Federal Goverment, 'or
to design new pregrams tailored to meet their specific local needs.
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Although CETA was a step toward decentralization of employment and train-
ing programs, monitoring, overnight, and 30:0 program re3poneibilitie3
still rested with the Federal Goverment.

BETA was replaced in 1982 with the enactment of the Job Training
Partnership Act (JTPA). The new legislation, which became rally effects. tive October 1 r 1983, differed teem CETA in that the role and respon-
sibilities of the States in job training programa were greatly inweased.
The States were made the primary recipients of funds and were given the
principal reanonatbility for program direction, Monitoring, and admini
trative functions previously carried out by the Federal Government.
Recognizing the need for private aeqor input, recource3, and expertiee
in order for training programs to lead Co gainful, unsubsidized employ-
ment, the private ,sector was given equal authority with its public
partners in looar program'. planning, policy guidance, and oversight.
Local service delivery areas (SDP:3) and private industry counoils-"`
(P/C's) thus share responsibility for the outcomee of participants in

;4.7iit;V/SVICAUSO t
JTPA, like its 'predecessor, carries a mandate to help 'prepare coo-

vertically disadvantaged inWidual3 and those with aerie= barriers to
employment. to be produotLve members of the labor force. Tee act rota two
primary performance &ale for adult training piogram3: reduced welfare
dependency and increased employment and earnings. Given these goals, it
is clear that women were intended to be among the primary beneficierie3
of the proviaiods of JTPA. In addition, general program requirements
stipulate that programs be developed that overcome sex stereotyping in
occupations -traditional for the other sex. JTPA also prohibits ,dis-
crimination based on race, wlorireligion, and Aims among other factors.
It provides heavy emphe3is on training for youth.

The act stipulates that at leant 90 percent et' part/cinte in eh
SBA must be individuals who are economieally ,disadvantaged (that is,
living at or below the poverty level). In addition, ste3.tare recipients
are to be served equitably and in relation to their proportion of econee.
ically disadvantaged persons. A najoeity or individuals living.at or
below the poverty level are women; yawn also are a majority or welfare
recipients, particularly AFDC (Aid to Families with Dependent Children)recipients. JTPA,%therefose, targetts women as beneficiaries at their
training p gram's in order to meet its mandates.

Up to 10 percent of local progrue participants may be preens who arc
not coo omically disadvantaged but face eerien3 berrier3 to mployaeet,
such as eenage parents and displaced ha: makers. JTPA also authorizes
the prov 33011 of supports e services, particularly child oars, health
care, and tranaportation to individuals who need it to partieipate in
the program,. such as single ads of households with dependent children.

Under*JT11), womenIs parti pation has increased in the policymaking
side, of the equation as well. For example, each Governer must lemur°
that membership in tau State Job Training C,::ordinating, Council (EJTCC)
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"reasonably repreeents the popelatien or the State," Also, the coupon
=at inolude representatives of the general public and 'the eligible_
population. trivate industry eounoii, EPIC' ia) must have a majority
representation of business members and include, among others, repre-
zentativete free comieeni 4-based orstanizafi0V.2 (C130..e). Women buainaas
oven-4 ao well as CBO't that nerve women have great apportunitiee to
reprezent women's ciployment and training-intereste.

,11LI-U2L21..Z.Iss)tion

Early in the Deeado--in 1 976 --eel language appeared in legislation
authorizing Federal grant* for State vocational education programs.
Vadost funding provided for a Sox Equity Coordinator for each State,
progreme to overoone, sex steeeotyping and sex discrimination in voca-
tional education, tiaining of counselors in the changing work patterns or
weer, and vocational education for dieplaced homemakers (longtime home-
oaken) who because of widowhood or divorce suddenly need to prepare
themzelvea to enter or reenter paid employment). Reauthorized in 19R an
the Carl D. ForWnc. Vocational Education subataotial esphaai3 was
added to programs for VO:3C13 and, for, the firet time, en industry-
education partnerzhip for traiiiing in high technology occupations was
Mtablithed.

The law providee asetance. to States to. expand and improve existing
vocational education programs and to develop quality pre: ama to meet the
needs of the country's current and future work force. The language of
the act Cri,SUr03 afOCOrn to pregema by individuals who have been under-
eeerved in the past, such as hatidicapped and disadvantaged individuat,
ening/a parente and homemakers, eorease with limited Anglimb proficiency,
women ced men metering nontraditional occupations, and incarcerated
I/Idle/du:31a.

Eon .of the funds are provided through the basic vocational education
gar it given to each State. TWolve percent of the total basic State grant
13 awarded for two new especial mode program* that will sasist women:
0.5 percent for mogrems for ainglo parents and ha: makers, and 3:5 per-
cent foie activities dereigned to eliminate sex bias or* stereotyping,
on-et:131/y for yowg women eve 121 to 25. In addition, the role of the
State sex -equity coordinator has been strengthened considerably, mete

Vile; person has responsibllie tor administering both of these new
_ p1,4ozzo=e.

Neer aetivitiem ,authorized cy the legislation include oonsumee and
buccmaimr. educatic3 grant', zuppoet cervices to be prcrtidea by eeeenunity-
!need orgenizatione, career guidance and eeuneeling programe, and train-
ing in high teobnology occupatione. Bilingual vocational training is
included emove, special activities that cm receive discretionary funds.
Suet aotivitien can help new populations of immigrant women bectOtao
teed act I ee meebere of their cotreeniti 03.
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attekistezteea_ela Armed Services

Legislation in 1975 permitting wonpn to be appointed to the Army,
Navy, and Air Force Academies, openedtill other career paths to women.
In 1985 a female cadet in the U.S, 11117-2. Academy ed her graduating
class.

ritele.-11_91...teheFalueatteramendmentasilq72.

The strong impact of title IX of the Education Abendments of 1972 wan
felt throughout the Decade. Title IX prohibits sex discrimination in any
education program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance.
The .admission of women on an equal basis to graduate schools in law,
medicine, and business administration has been followed by marked
increases in the numbers .of warren earning advanced degrees (see "Educa-
tional Attainment" in Part 1). 'Greater access for women to sports
scholarships has yielded some Olympic champions and womer.lentering
professional sports. Research grants, another necessity for advancement
in some professions, became more accessible to warren.

A 1984 Supreme Cotirt decision narrowed the application of title IX to
the particular program or activity actually receiving the Federal dollars
rather than to the whole education institution whose program was funded.
Members of Congress have introduced bills, to restore full effectivemiss
of title U.

While title IX prohibits discrimination, the Women's Educational
Equity Act provides grant money to twill development of projects and
materials that offer alternatives to sex-stereotypical courses, counsel-
ing programs, and materials.

PAY EQUITY'

"Pay equity "; "equal pay for jobs of comparable worth (or value) se

"sex-based wage discrimination (or race-based wage discrimination)";
"equal pay for work requiring equal skill, effort, and responsibility" --
oil are expressions of a rising concern about the issue of fairness in
wage .-setting practices. Research, litigation, and initiatives by em-
ployers, state legialatures, and trade unions are expected to continue
during the next decade since the complexity of 'the issue precludes easy
or simple solutions.

Research on the reasons for loni4tanding differences in the median
pay betweea eccon and men has identified some nondisoriminatory wises
but has left unexplained a residual earnings gap attrAbuted by sesta' to
discrimination (see "Earnings Differentials* in FaA 1)., There is agree.

meat that batten are clustered in predominantly low- paying occupations and
that the more an occupation is dominated by women, the leas- it pays.
There also is agreement that ono approach to achieving Wetter pay for

41:q-Mt 0, 95 *1 -
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women is for more women to-learn new skills and apply for a wider range
of occupations. Economists differe however, about whether the skills in
occupations now held predominantly by women are undervalued and
underpaid.

Litigation

As noted earlier, at the beginning of the Decade -the Equal Pay Act of
1963 and title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 were already in place.
Both prohibit discrimination in compensation; neither incorporates lan-
guage about "comparable worth." The Equal Pay Act has survived many
challenges in the courts, and the U.S. Supreme Court has ruled that the
act can apply to jobs that are "substantially equal," not necessarily
identical. The Equal Pay Act specifically permits different pay for
equal work if the differepee is based on seniority, merit, quantity or
quality of production, or any factor other than sex. These factors are
sometimes called the "row affirmative defenses."

Title VII permits the same four affirmative defenses but does not
limit a finding of wage discrimination under title VII to jobs that are
equal. In Saueeteystaaghineeten v. Gunther, a landmark case decided by
the U.S. Supreme Court in 1981, female prison ?nerds alleged intentional
sex discrimination because their pay was only 70 percent of the pay of
male prison guards. This pay difference remained even after the county
had conducted a job evaluation which determined that the positions of the
female guards should be valued at 95 percent of the value of theposi-
tions of the male guards. Because the jobs !tore not equal the Equal
Act did not provide a means of ending Vett wage diftferentiation. HowevfPn7\
the Supreme Court ruled that the inequality of the jobs did not prevent
relief under title' VII. The decision noted that the Court had not itself
determined the value of the different Jobe, and courts generally have
been reluctant to do so. The decision confined itself to the case at
hand and did not attempt to set criteria that would apply to future eases
on sex-based wage discrimination brought under title VII.

More recently a Federal district court found discrimination in a case
whore a public employees union brought evidence that the State of Wash-
ington had not implemented the results of its series of studies that
showed a 20 percent pay disparity between predominantly male and predom-
inantly female jobs requiring an equivalent composite of skill, effort,
and responsibility. nirther evidence establiened occupational segrega-
tion on the basis of sex (advertisements for "male" and "female" posi-
tions and disparities in salaries between predominantly male and female
entry level jobs which require the same qualifieatione). This and, the
admission by State officers that w 5 paid to employees in predominantly
female jobs were discriminate led the judge to a determination of
"direct, overt and institution ized discrimination" in violation of
title VII. The ease has been appealed by the State.
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A variety of cases alleging wage discrimination based on sex have
been brought in the last 10 years under title VII. In many cases the
courts found discrimination and in many they did not. The outcome of
litigation when the jobs are quite different is not yet clear.

Initiatives matatejagalatusa'

Most States already have equal pay laws or fair employment laws
comparable to the Equal *Pay Act or title VII or both. According to a
recent survey conducted by the Council of State Governments, many States
are giving serious attention to the issue of pay equity. Legislative oik-;

administrative action to study the salary classifications of Stateem-
ployees is the action most frequently taken, Four States haVe moved
beyond study, taking steps to equalize pay levels between jobs held pre-
dominantly by women ancl comparable jobs held predominantly by men. BY
appropriating money to increase salary rates in lowLpaid, female-
dominated jobs, they hope that gsadual, good-faith corrective measures
taken now will make costly litigation unnecessary later. Other States
have turned down such measures but are monitoring the progress of pay'
equity studiee elsewhere..

lnjtiatives

A. number of unions have taken leadership roles on pay equity.
Although unions differ on the emphasis that should be placed on the
issue, some see it as a basis for expanding membership, particularly in
occupations dominated by women.

Among the strategies used by unions are litigation, supporting State
legislation directed at the salaries of public employees, and educating
their members through publications and meetings. Through eollective bar-
gaining unions have pressed for a commitment to equal pay for work of
comparable value; more specifically, for employer/union studies of job
classifications and wage rates to detect discrimination, "upgrading
'women's jobs," and negotiating "equity increases.* A public employees
strike against a city government and a strike by private uhiveraity
employees to raise wages alleged to be undervalued in clerical and tech-
nical jobs won pay increases in the new contracts for predominantly
"women's jobs." Grievance and arbitration procedures also have been used
to correct wage inequities.

/nirtiativee_by Employers'

Today, employers generally support the concept of equal pay for equal
work (as defined in the Equal, Pay Act) and few would quarrel with the
premise that wages should be based on work performed, not on the sex of
the worker. Nevertheless, employers raise serious concerns about pro-
posals for equal pay for jobs of "comparable worth." Among other
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things, they express the view that judges and courts do not have suffi-
cient technical expertise to determine the worth of a job and that
government intervention in salary determination would prove disruptive
and unworkable, and would lead to rising business costs and inflation.
They also fear that this rise in costs would hurt O.S. competitiveness in
world markets.

Public emplo ers and large companies have used job evaluation plans
and job classification systems for decades to, bring some kind of order
and rationale into the wage-setting process. However, employers stress
the need to take supply and demand into account in any wage-setting
system. Several employers nevertheless have taken steps to examine their
own job evaluation and classification systems. as a part of assessing the
fairness of their own employment practices. For example, as new technol-
ogy rapidly changed the content of jobs and the qualifications needed to
fill them, one major company invited unions to take part in the com-
mittees that identified job factors and estimated the importance of those
_factors, laying the groundwork for wage determinations. A number of
management consulting firms have specialized in providing legal and
technical advice to companies facing the complexities of reassessing
their systems of-wage determination.

RETIREMENT 114COME PROGRAMS

Retirement ince:lie, important to all people, is critical to women
because of their longevity. The federally administered Social Security
program, which covers most workers, provides monthly benefits to retired
workers and their dependents: While employers are not required to offer
additional private pensions, those who do so have been required since
19711 to meet certain minimum standards.

Private Pension Plate

It has been difficult for women, particularly those with family
responsibilities, to meet the years-of-service requirements to earn a
private pension. The Retirement Equity Act of 1984 (REA) removes many
difficulties that workers -- particularly women - -have faced in earning
their own pensions and in receiving retirement income following divorce
or the death of their spouse.

The special work patterns of warren are taken into consideration by
REA. Fany women enter the work force after high school or college, work
a few years, marry, leave to have children, and then reenter employment
when the children enter or finish schoOl. Before enactment of REA,
private plans could set-25 as the minimal age for participation. women,

whose labor force participation rate is nearly 70 percent between the
ages of 18 and 25, freque4tly,lost any pension rights they might have
earned in their early work years and had_ to start over when they resumed
paid employment after childbearing.
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Under REA, a plan cannot exclude a worker from coverage after she or
he reaches age 21. and has 1 year of service. In addition, years of
service are to be credited from age 18 after a worker becomes a member of
a pension plan. Further, liberalized .nbreak-in-service" rules help
families plan more effectively to retaire pension rights when either
parent leaves the work force for a period of time to care for infant
children. Flans must permit participants to leave and return to a job
without sacrificing _pension credits built up unless. tte breaks in service
exceed 5 consecutive years or the amount of time the employee worked at
the job before leaving, whichever is greater. Under a special rule
applying to maternity or paternity leave (including leave for adoption of
a child), an employee may he credited with up to 501 hours of service,
solely for determining whether a break in service has occurred.

In addition to making it easier for warren to earn their own pension,
REA contains provisions that protect the retirement income of women as
wives, widows, and former spouses. All married participants with vested
benefits (benefits to which the worker has a legal right, usually earned
after 10 years of service) must automatically be provided with an annuity
which provides for a survivor. A participant may waive survivor bene-
fits, ,but only yinthAltrittsiLgsumejrblasizaum. Enactment
of this provision marks a shift from the premise that a pension, longed
solely to the paid worker, who had the power .to exclude her/his spouse
from survivor benefits even without any kind of notice. REA also clttri-

tied the fact that plan administrators can honor court order assigning
benefits from the plan participant to pay for child support or alimony.

(Provisions somewhat comparable to those affecting private planS
under REA have been bnacted in separate legislation affecting pensions of
certain Federal employees. In the late 1970's and early 1980's Congress
passed legislation allowing State courts to consider Federal civil
service and military retirement benefits as marital property subject to
division in divorce settlements. Survivor benefits for civil service and
foreign service spouses were made mandatory unless waived in writing by
both spouses.)

While REA unquestionably will make it-easier for workers to earn
pensions, significant problems remain. In particular, as technological
change makes many jobs, in fact whole companies, obsolete, long-term
careers with a single employer cannot be expected. More portability of
pension credit from one job to another, and reducing to 5 years the
service required to earn "vested benefits" are policy goals still sought
by several wcments organizations..

.15e) talase_d_Actuarial_Talass

Still another pension issue important to warren was settled by the

U.S. Supreme Court rather than by legislation. It had been customary for
some companies to use sex-differentiated actuarial tables to determine
the payment and benefit schedules of employment-related annuities. Since
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women as a group live longer than men, some plans required women to make
larger monthly payments into a plan to ,rfiective the same fixed monthly
'benefit as men in comparable situations. 'Conversely, if the contribu-
tions Were the same, women were paid a smaller monthly benefit ,during
retirement.

In a landmark case in 1978 the Court ruled that requiring women to
make higher contributions than similarly situated men are required to do
violates title VII of the Civil Rights Aet of 19611. The Court reasoned
that although women as a class live longer than men and therefore draw
annuity benefits for longer periods, characteristics of a class may or
may not bg those of an individual and that title VII requires that the
individual's characteristici must govern compensation and benefits.
Subsequent cases in 1983 and 19811 reinforced the same principle which
will govern future practices for employment- .related annuities. An
attempt to enact legislation that would bar the use of sex-based rates
for annuities and other forms of insurance purchased individually (not as
an employment benefit) did-not 'succeed in Congress.

Social Security

Policies determining retirement income candor social security have
been under great scrutiny and debate throughout, the Decade. Because
social security is totally portable and because it has always automati-,
cally provided benefits for dependents and surviving spouses the program
has been favorable to women. Changes in the earning patterns of families
and the increase of divorce, however, have affected the equity of Social
security benefits:

A provision, that a divorced spouse had to have been married to an
insured worker for 20 years or longer was reduced to 10 years, but there
is no prorated benefit for a former spouse who was married to an insured
worker for less than 10 years: Amendments in 1983 made changes liberal-
izing benefits for disabled widow(er)s, certain divorced spouses, and
surviving divorced spouses.

A central issue is whether the system of dependents' benefits, de-
signed decades ago, adequately serves a society in which more than half
of the women -of' ages 16 and over work for pay outside the home. In a
marriage in whioh both partners work, sooial security does not provido
commensurately for paid work by both spouses. For example, the law
entitles a wife (or husband) to a "spouse benefit!! equal to 50 percent of
the .husband's (or wife's) benefit, but a working wife who would be
entitled to both a kspousen and a worker benefit receives only the
greater of the two. The result is that one-earner couples generally
receive greater benefits than two-earner couple's.with the same total
earned income.

A proposal for "earnings sharingn,would credit 50 percent of the
combined annual earnings of a married couple to each spouse's earnings
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..V1toprIL_, While. this proposal would benefit most two-earner couples, it
1044;1i3duce the income of a one-earner couple, which now gets the
insurea workerls'.beriefi4_plus 50 percent more for the dependent. No

quick resolution of.the issues can be expected, but continued exploration
and proposals from legislators and private groups is assured.

POLICY SUPPORT FOR DAY CARE SERVICES

The need for day care for the children of working parents has greatly
increased over the past 20 years and is expected to continue into the
1990's. More married women are entering the work force than ever before
and more are remaining at work during their childrearing years. For many
single parents,with small,children, child care services enabling the
parent to work are a necessity. In addition, care services for elderly
or disabled persons frequently are needed while other family members
work.

Federal polioymakers have responded to the increased need for child
and dependent care' services primarily through provisions in the Federal
tax law which provide tax credits to workers, tax incentives for employ-
ers to establish day care programs, and tax deductions for those who make
charitable contr-lbilti ens to nonprofit day care facilities. Direct sup-
port for day care services is provided also through transfer payments to
poor persons to enable them to participate in training programs, look for
work, or continue working. Funds are available for meals served to
children in child care centers or in family day care homes.

ChildandDeiLendent Care Tax Credit for 171:Titers

The Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 (ERTA) provides for a tax
credit for a portion of the expenses incurred for child or disabled
dependent care if the expenditure enables the taxpayer to be gainfully
employed, The credit is computed at 30 percent for taxpayers with
adjusted gross incomes of $10,000 Or less, with the rate of the credit
reduced one percentage point for each $2,000, or fraction of $2,000, of
income above $10,000 until the rate reaches 20 percent for taxpayers with
incomes over $28,000.. Expenses for which the credit may be taken are
limited to $2,1100 for one dependent and $11,800 for two or more depend-
ents.

Tax incentives for Employers

The 1981 tax law, ERTA, established a new category of tax benefits
entitled "Dependent Care Assistance Programs." Prior to the passage of
ERTA, some tax advisorS feared that, without specific provisions in the
tax law, the value of employer-proVided child care payments, services, or
vouchers would be included in the employee's gross income and taxed.
Now, as long as the requirements of the statute are met, the Internal
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Tax incentives which may encourage employers to contribute to child
care services are provided also in other Federal laws, They relate
primarily to investment credits and tax exempt features of contributions.

nenandent Care AsdANUTtMOMWAL1

The child care services allowed under a dependeRt care assistance
program include care at the parent's home, at another person's home, or
at a child care center. An employer can provide services_at an employer-
operated child carp center or A family day care ?acme, or the employer can
provide funds to cover any .eligible services that the,parentmight
choose. Employer prog.rama which 'do not involve actual care for the
child, such as parent seminars or information and referral services,
would not qualify as dependent care assistance programs.

A dependent care assistance program may be offered by the employer as
an optitin in a "cafeteria" style employee, benefits package where the
employee selects the options she or he desires. The cost of the depend-
ent care Atifilstsinee program is tax deductible for the employer.

Other Tax Incentives

Tax incentive provisions of other Federal laws applicable to employ.-
ers include: accelerated cost recovery and a tax investment credit of 10
percent for capital expenses, amortization of "start -up" and Rinv esti.
gatoru expenses, targeted jobs .tax- credit for certain categories_of..
persons including part -time workers who might be employed by a center,
and a variety of provisions relating to charitable contributions and tax-
exempt programs.

The Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 provides that capital contributions
by employers to Voluntary Employee Benefit Associations (VEBA) for day
care purposes carube depreciated for tax purposes,over 5 rather than 18
years.

_Other Federal:Unpporte for Day Care

o Persons who provide day care pc ices in their hams on a regular
basis for compensation 'may claim a tax deduction for expenses
related to the use of the property for business purposes. Day
care ineudes care provided for children, individuals 65 years of
age or older, Or individuals mentally or physically incapable of
self-care.
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o The Child Care Food Program, administered by the U.S. Department
of Agriculture (USDA), provides reimbursement for nutritious meals
that are served to children in child care centers or in family day
care homes. To be eligible for funding, a private child care
center or an "umbrella sponsors of Tamil;, day care banes must have
a federal tax exemption or be receiving funding under title YX of
the Social Security Act. The food reimbursement includes a base
rate for all children and increased rates for children from low
income families that are eligible for free or reduced-price meals.
Reimbursement rates are revised annually.

o The Federal Government provides funding for day care services for
children of many persons at or near the poverty level. Under
title XX of the Social Security Act, funds are available to such
families for child care. Parents in the Aid to Families with
Dependent Children (AFDC) program may be eligible for an AFDC Work
Expenses Allowance to ppy for child care so that they can find and
continue employment. Participants in the Work Incentive (WIN)
program are entitled to child care services that are necessary for
the participant to find ,a job.

o Limited funding for day care services is also available under the
Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA) and the Carl D. Perkins
Vocational Education Act.

o In 19811 Congress passed legislation for the development of State
and local resource and referral.aystems to provide information on
child care and dependent care services. Additional legislation
also provides for development or improvement of programs to fur-
nish child care services before and after school for youngsters
ages 5 to 13.

PREGNANCY AND WORKING WOMEN

Despite general prohibitions against sex diborimination, women
workers undergoing pregnancy and childbirth met special obstaoles that
called for the attention of public policy. Sane employers fired pregnant,
workers .'ho were well and able to work. Some school systems determined
for a pregnant teacher what month she should leave work and her many
months she must remain with her infant before returning to teach.

,AN

Many employment-related health insurance policies and temporary
disability policies applied to virtually every need for health care
except pregnancy and childbirth.

In 1978 Congress amended title VII to clarify the faot that dis-
crimination on the basis of pregnancy, childbirth, or related medical
conditions is unlawful. Thus, employers are required to apply the same
personnel policies to pregnant employees as they apply to other employees
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who are unable to work because of. a temporary disability or health condi-
tion. The law does not require employers to provide a specific number of
weeks for maternity leave or to provide any new benefit programs where
none exists.

A woman affected by pregnancy, therefore, receives no leas and no
more protection than any other employee unable to work for other medical
reasons. The courts have ruled that the policy extends maternity bene-
fits to the wives of male employees where the company health plan pro-
vides benefits for the husbands of women employees.

Women who work for an employer who has no sick leave or temporary
disability plan for any worker continue to be particularly vulnerable to
loss of job because of absence from work-for childbirth.

Only five States and Puerto Rico have enacted laws requiring tem-
porary disability insurance for all workers. Two State laws which have a
special provision for maternity leave exclusively have been challenged.
In both oases the State laws have been upheld and the courts rejected
arguments that such special provisions for maternity leave discriminate
against men on the basis of sex. The issue may receive further attention
by the courts. Family-oriented polieymakers have euggeated a combination
Of diaability insueance for all workers and parental leave without pay
for either parent to protect a worker's right to return to the same or a
similar job.

Pregnant -men faced another obstacle -With respect to some State
unemployment insurance laws. Under the Federal-'State unemployment in-
surance system benefits are paid to involuntarily unemployed persons who
are "able and available" for work. However, some States denied benefits *
to o-ami pregnant woman, even one who lost work in a general layoff and who
continued to seek work. In 1976 Congress remedied this problem by adding
a Federal standard that prohibits States from denying benefits solely on
the basis of pregnanoy for persona able and available for work.

Still another problem in certain work environments is reconciling the
need for protection from reproductive hazards with the goal of equal
employment opportunity. Some employers have adopted policies or prac
ticeawhich exclude women of childbearing ago and pregnant women from
jobs involving.potential exposure to certain toxic substances (for
example, toluene, carbon disulfide,, lead, and radiation) because of
possible damage to the fetus. In response, women and unions have used
union grievance procedures, title VII of the Civil Rights Act, and the
Occupational Safety and Health Act to oppose ouch polioiescreprattices.
Whereas two oourta have found that forcing pregaWnt X -ray tedliniciene to
leave their job is sex discrimination under title VIII another court has
ruled that a company's "fetus protection policy" is not a hazard under
the Occupational Safety and Health Act.

Proposed interpretive guidelines oft, employment discrimination and
reproductive hazards were issued by the Department of LaborAnd the Equal
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Employment Opportunity Cc-mission in 1980. Upon reviewing the comments,
the agencies concluded that the most appropriate method of eliminating
employment discrimination in the workplace where there is potential
exposure to reproductive hazards is through investigation and enforcement
of the law on a case-by-case basis, rather than by the issuance of
interpretive guidelines. They therefore withdrew the proposed guidelines
in 1981.

OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH

Responsibility for United States policy on occupational safety and
health is primarily vested in the Occupational Safety and Health Admin-
istration (OSHA) of the U.S. Department of Labor and the National Insti-
tute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) of the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services. OSHA enforces the Occupational Safety and
Health Act, develops and enforces mandatory safety and health standards
pursuant to the act, and assists employers in identifying hazardous
conditions and in determining corrective measures. NIOSH is responsible
for identifying occupational safety and health hazards, determining

'methods of controlling them, and recommending Federal standards to limit
the hazards.

Since the Occupational Safety and Health Act was enacted in 1970,
OSHA has adopted national consensus standards for more than 1100 harmful
physical agents and has issued proposed, final, or revised standards on
acrylonitrile, inorganic arsenic, asbestos, benzene, 14 carcinogens, coke
oven emissions, cotton dust, Dibromochloropropane (DBCP), ethylene dibro-
mide, ethylene oxide, lead, and vinyl chloride. Standards may set ex-
posure limits and/or require conditions, or the adoption or use of one or
more practices, means, methods or processes such as engineering controls
or personal protective equipment reasonably accessary or appropriate to
protect workers on the job.

Both industry and unions have brought legal challenges to many of the
standards issued, and unions and public interest groups have filed law-
suits to compel the issuance of standards.

Nongovernmental organizations influence policy development through:
requests for standard-setting; comments on proposed standards; legal
challenges to standards, the lack of standards, or unsafe or unhealthful
employment practices; research and development of reports, articles,
publications, and educational materials; sponsorship of or participation
in conferences; testimony at Congressional and other hearings; and the
creation of or participation on task forces, committees, and organiza-
tions that deal with occupational safety and health hazards.

Since the late 1970's, renewed attention has been focused on the
occupational health and safefy hazards to which women are exposed. Some
of this attention has been directed at occupational safety and health in
industries dominated by or employing a substantial number'of women
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workers, or at health and safety hazards of particular interest to women.
For example, in 1980, the Women's Bureau and OSHA cosponsored a con-
ference on hazards in the textile mills, which employ large minters of
women. NIOSH has funded research on industrial wrist injuries in women
and on cancer risks to cosnetologists, and in 1981, held a conference on
occupational, health issues affecting clerical and secretarial personnel.

A task force appointed in 1983 by the Assistant Secretary for Health
in the Department of Health and Human Services recommended that:

o studies should aim to reduce hazards rather than prohibit the
employment of women in those occupations founa to engender
problems;

o o studies are necessary to determine the health effects on women
being in occupations where large num rsoof warren are not tradi-
tionally employed (for example, blue-collar work and upper level
management positions); and

o research should be expanded on the health eonditiond of women in
occupations that are predominantly female, such as clerical work
and nursing, and on work in the home.

In 197 8 OSHA announced the New Directions grant program under which
labor organizations, employer associations, educational institutions, and
other nonprofit organizations were offered the opportunity to apply for
grants to develop centers of competency providing a wide range of work-
place safety and health education and,related services. New Directions
grants have been awarded to, among others, the Women's Occupational
Health Resource Center, the Working Women Education Fund, and the Coali-
tio of Labor Union Women, which have developeU materials on Bach sub-
jects as reproductive health, personal protective equipment, and health
hazards for office workers. Other grantees have developed materials on
occupational safety and health for women, health and safety for dry -
cleaners and for hairdressers, hazards in the clothing and textile
industry, ergonomics, job stress, and video display terminals.

. Some attention has been directed at safety and health issues for
fomnale worke's in traditionally male jobs, for example, the issue of
personal protective equipment that fits women. The American National
Standards Institute standard for protective footwear was amended in 1983
and a separate performance standard for women's footwear added.

The military services have conducted and continue to conduct studies
examining the adequacy of clothing and shoes, tools, and equipment for
servicewomen. The Internatiopal Safety Equipment Hanufacturers Associa-
tion has begun to work on size criteria for protective clothin4 that
takes into account male and female characteristics (it has been pointed
out that women's chest depth, hip ciroanferenme, and back curvature at
the hip are significantly larger than men's and that at every height-
weight combination men have significantly larger shoulders than Women).
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Some attention has been directed at reproductive health hazards for
women and men. In mid1932 Congressional hearings tlIOSH testified that
in the United States little zeientific attention wao directe towerd
workplace hazards to reproduction until the mid-1970's. During the early
years of research on the reproductive hazards of work, NIOSH emphasized
the hazards to women workers and the potential, dangers to the aveloping
fetus' from exposures to the mother,. The discovery in 1977 that exposure
to DBCP was responsible for a number of health effects, including steril-
ity in exposed male workers, turned the attention of beth researchers and,
the public to the -potentiee for workplace exposures to produce eerioue
reproductive effects in men. NIOS11 is conducting laboratory and
°loge studies and supporting research grants in a wide range (.1r reproduc-
tive health project sue, At the same hearings, OSHA stated that fee :studies,
have been conducted or the potential effect on human reproduction of the
great majority of potentially toxic materials ±n the workplace and that
there is insufficient information on which to .base regulation, other than
on a case-by-case basis.

In recent years, more and more attention is being -directed at ,alfety
and health hazards associated with the use cr new technoloa, such as
video display terminals (VDT's). In testimony before the U.S Congress
in 1984, the Director of 11IOSH recommended general guidelines on work-
station design, illumination, work-rest regimes, and vie_ en teetine.

Although the U.S. Congress has held hearings on the health and tafete
aspects of VDT use, no Federal legislation regulating VDT use has been
passed. At least 14 Statee have introduced legislation and at -eetest 3
States have passed laws to examine problems associated with tifi UV:I,. or to
regulate working conditions.

The computer and business equipment industry is responding to con-
cerns and questions about the use of VDT'a through training programs,
brochures, articles, and public service announcements. A 3984 survey of
111 employers revealed tiat 10 had commissioned health Cr repro, ...2tivity
studies of problems associated with VDT's and half had de,Vvloped health
and satety policy guidelines specifically related to VDT operators.

Some unions and other organizations have developed sample VDT con-
tract language, guidelines, or bargaining recommendations, or have
included VDT provisions in their mandatory bargaining program.

Concern also ha, been raised about evesible safety and health hazards
in "high technologye industries, suph as the nemiconduotor industry.
Women workers comprised 50 percent of the work force in the electronic
component manufacturing industry in 1983. NUMB 117:',. conducted health
hazard evaluations of production workers in several cemicondueLer cam.-
facturing companies after receiving requests from ceployere, workers, or
worker representatives, and in the late 1970'e and early 1980's conducted
studies of the photovoltaics afal semiconductor component manufacturing
industries.
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Significant progress has been made on the difficult question of
soxual tiktra.atMetli. i4 the workplace. Once thought to bo Legally undef in-
able acid to be expected as part of the job, sexual harasementbezpi has

in clearly ruled an unlawful practice under title VII of t Civil
Rights Act of 1964. The Equal Employment Opportunity Commpsiont
tOtd.delin*__on Di3arimirlation Because of Sex* provide that unwelcome
c.exual advax-es, roqmsts for sexual favors, and other verbal OP physical
conduct of a scaukll nature constitute sAxuat harasanent when:

o Subsicalon to such conduct is made either explicitly or implicitly
a tetra :A. Oration of an individual's asployment;

o Subnis:Jien to or rejection of such conduct by an individual is
uzcd az the basic for employttent decisions affecting that person;
or

e Such conduct ban the popose or effect or unrea-sonably interfering
with an individu.alls work performance or creating an intimidating,
hottilo, or offensive working orrtirormont.

.ap1oyers have boon hbld accountable for the acts of their super-
vi,nr:s Eves when the employer has been unaware of the barest-anent. Fur-
ther, caployerz arc responsible for sexual harassment by coworkers,
customers, and calor third parties where the employer knew or ohould have
known of the conduct and ±d not take i=ediate correctiie action.

Ccurtm have hold that an employee who in unable to obtain protection
fres the employer for the haranasent my quit the job and sue as if dis-
charged. Carts have award-ul pay until reinstatement with protection
aoinzt harassment or until a new job with equal pay has boon ob!:.ainsd.

bara4=ent has boon found to ha also in violation of State
tort laws ard State law against the invasion of privacy. Severe
instances of sexual harassment involving :mob things as extortion,
assault and battery, or specific sox crimes fall under criminal as well
bt=.1 tort statutes. Disminnal of a victim who failed to comply with a
e.,..uporior a sexual demands can be the heats of a suit for breach of eon-
tract. In some Staten Emma heramemert 13 considered feral "or se* for
quitting a job co that a former employee would be eligible for =employ-
=Alt .Nmpanzation, but in othnr Mites the reverse in true. Case law on
cenal harat3=ent 13 still evolving. Class actions are rare as each case

enerincd in the light of the trAclity of evidence submitted.

Preventative measures which may rake an employer 1033 vulnerable tf.
1 ez:al action include the following:

o le. uing a eitsr polio./ against mania tiaraa=ont;
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o incorporating appropriate training on sexual harassment into
supervi3ory and management courses and new employee orientation;

o developing and publiciting an appropriate means for victims to
seek redress from harassment; and

o taking immediate action against employees who violate the policy.

EQUAL RIGHTS UNDER LE LAW

During the Decade, major efforts of a number of weaen's organizations
focused on an attempt to secure ratification of an amendment to the U.S.
Constitution that would have provided: "Equality of rights under the law
shall not be denied or abridged by the United States or by ally State on
account of sex. The Congress shall have the power to enforce, by appro-
priate legislation, the provisions of this article." Thirty-five State
legislatures voted for ratification before time ran out in June 1982,
three States short of the number needed. (Ratification requires approval
of three-fourths of the Statgs wihia a specified time.) While the Equal
Rights Amendment (ERA) was introduced again in Congress, legislative
energy recently has been invested more in economic and educational
issues. Sixteen States have enacted equal rights provisions in their
State constitutions.

In a separate approach toward achieving equal rights under the law,
the past three Presidents have authorized review of all haws of the U.S.
Code as a step toward removing overt sex discrimination or policies that
have an adverse impact on women. Many such laws and implementing regale-
tions have been amended to remove discriminatory language, and an omnibus
bill before Congress early in 1985 would amend most remaining instances
of laws that treat women and men differently.

IA 1981 the President undertook a special initiative that invited tle!.
Governors of all 50 States to examine their State codes with the purpose
of identifying and correcting discriminatory laws. Most States have' are
ticipated in this Fifty States Project, sharing information and expertise
with one another, and with the Office of the President.

INTERNATIONAL POLICY EMPHASIS ON WOMEN

The worldwide focus on women during the United Nations Decade for
Women provided many opportunities for representatives of the United
States to learn from and contribute to discussions of policies affecting
women in the economy of other nations: Task forces and agenda items in
the meetings. of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD), the International Labor Organization (ILO), the Organization of
American States, and other regional bodies were directed toward the
elimination of discrimination and full integration or women in the devele
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opment of their respective countries. The U. S. Congress also has sup-
ported this goal. For example, legislation enacted in 1978 provides that
the Peace Corps is to be administered so as to give particular attentionto programs and activities which tend to integrate women into the na-
tional economies of developing countries. 4 i3,?..a in 1978, international
development assistance legislation required that U.S. bilateral assis-
tance encourage the improvement of wceents status as an important means
of prceloting the total development effort.

A
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Part-3. RESEARCH ACTIVITIES OP THEAIONEWS BUREAU

OBJECTIVES

4

During the latter part of the Decade, the Women's Bureau of the U.S.
Department of Labor initiated five major research studies to gain more
knowledge about waffents employiaent opportunities in. specific areas. The
research findings will he used to develop policy positions, identify
areas of need for demonstration projects, and contribute toward the for-
mulation of legiSlation and programs addressing women's employment and
training needs.

RESEARCH FOCUS AND FINDINGS

The research aotivities, begun in 1983, focus on: the impact of
technological change on women's employment opportunities; needs of .

immigrant, refugee, and entrant women; career transitions of women in
professions; the impact of job dislocation; and the effect of military
service on post-service employment of woolen.

.

imoaet of Wethnolokical Change -=

Considerable effort and Money. ,have been expended on del/ el o grig .and
marketing highly -sophisticated word and information processing equipment.
Although over 16-million ltericans--80 percent of them women--work in
clerical and other administrative support jobs, comparatively little
rdearch has -been-done on the impact this rapidly changing technology is
havin4 aikr will have on clerical occupations and. the people who earn
theirliving in them.

The WoMents Bureau has made a focused attempt to find out what is
happening to women workers" as a result or technological change. Knowing
that research on the subject of women and micro-electronic tecihnology is
minimal, the Bureau sponsored a research conference to help determine
what is already, known, what information is lacking, r -id what kind of
research is needed to answer these critical questions.

A basic question in assessing the future of any occupational field is
how many and what kinds of jobs will there be. By increasing produc-
tivity and changing office procedures, computer-based technology has a
vast potential impact on employment prospects in clerical occupations.

What we dont t know--and what we must .find out--is how fast office
information processing technologies are spreading, bow the equipment is
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being used, and which occupations are being most impacted. The answers

)to these questions are of more than academic interest, not only to mil -
lions of women who work as bank tellers, secretaries, receptir.aists, and
t40.9,phone operators but also to education and training institutions. To

prepare tomorrow's work force, thesei institutions must know tomorrow's

jobs.

Based on the recommendations from the conference and the expertise of
specialists in the field of technology, the Wcmen's BUreau is developing
a series of publications to address such topics as the quality,of the new

jobs being created, the number and types of new jobs, the training and
retraining needs of workers to obtain these jobs, the impact of women
working at computer terminals in the home, and the potential for discrim-
ination in "back office" electronic pools.

Zn ant, Refugee, and Entrant Women

The impetus behind this project was the realization, on the part of

the Halien's Bureau, that the United States has received thousands of
foreign-born women since 1980 and that there is no clear understanding of
their status in the labor force and their movement toward economic self-
sufficiency. This project focused on an assessment of the needs of women
who arrived recently in the United States as immigrants, refUgees, and
entrants. It also analyzed the programs and policies intended to fabili-
tate their entry into the labor market and their movement toward economic
self - sufficiency. The groups studied were the Southeast Asian, Haitian,

and Hispanic women.

A major finding of this study was that, though these women may ,come
from very different countries and backgrounds, the commonality of their
needs is remarkable. They need to be employed. Some of them are single

heads of households, and others share the responsibility of providing
income needed to support a household. Thus, their economic survival and

the survival of their families depend upon their ability to'cbtain
employment.

4

Many immigrant, refugee, and entrant women are in the labor force,
but they have dead-end, Mirth= wage jobs that force them to remain
dependent upon cash assistance programs and other forms of support. The

major reason these women are in dead-end jobs or locked, out of employment
opportunities altogether is that their prdficiency in the English lan-
guage is severely limited-Lthe better the person speaks and understands

English, the.,more likely she it to find and keep a job. However, even if

their mastery of,.English and vocational skills were sufficient for
employment, these'women would not know how to get and keep a job in
America. Reading "help.wanted" advertisements, filling out applicati 'on

_forms, and calling the employer if they cannot work a particular dal,. are
all unfamiliar concepts of the U.S. work ethic.
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Aggravating this situation is the fact that the job skills which the
majority of these women possess are not needed in the United States.
Although many of than worked outside of their home in their own country,
their work experience in rural, agritlultural societies did not prepare
them for employment in an urban, industrialized environment. Thus, they
are ill equipped to do wrrk.other than unskilled labor--the jobs that
force than to remain dependent upon welfare.

Another obstacle to these women's assimilation is their incomplete
social adjustment. Not only must they cope with extreme culture shook
and the traumas attendant upon leaving their hcxnaland, they must do it
within the context of changing family and community structures. The
problems stem from both their experiences prior to arriving in the United
States and their "experiences after resettlement, such as family and
generational conflicts precipitated by changes in family members' roles
and differing attitudes toward their net( culture,

While some appropriate training and employment opportunities do
exist, many women cannot take advantage of them because they do not have
access to child care and transportation. They have no one to care for
their children, or they cannot afford to pay for child care services on
their limited incomes. Lack of transportation is an obstacle for similar
reasons--either no car or money for gas, or no public transportation,
'available or money for bus fare.

The obstacles facing thene women will not disappear of their own
accord. The single greatest need is for programs that develop the lan-
guage skills, vocational skills, and employability skills. While lack of
marketable job skills and negligible understanding of the American world
of work constitute serious barriers for immigrant, refugee, and entrant
women, theirliRited English language proficiency appears to be the major
obstacle., -.01:WC:cents Bureau demonstration program on job training in
food services For immigrant .,and refugee women is described in the section
on. *chants/as, of Change. ft)

rargsmjztanatignEA Wsven 4.n ProtesSionb

Increasing numbers of women in the United States are entering the
labor force and working in jobs that were once the province of filen. The
overwhelming majority of wanen in professional occupations, particularly
those between the ages of 35 and 55, work in traditionally female pro-
fessions-- teachers, nurses, social workers; librarians, among others.
However, the norm of holding one job or continuing in one profession ror
life has given way to an increasing incidence of transition in jobs and
professional work,, The pattern is more ,readily observed and amply
described in the literature based on the career transitions of males.
Little attention has been given.to career transitions experienced by
women.

_
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This research project is targeted specifically at identifying under
what conditions job changes occur for women in professional occupations.
Recent socio- economic trends have contributed to the increased prevalence
of job and profession changing and other types of career transitions for
women. These trends include: occupational crowding which results in
shrinking demands and involuntary exit transition: continued demand for
more specialized technically-oriented personnel, personal dissatisfaction
in unrewarding and dead-end jobs, a re-examination of work versus family
priorities, plus expectations for a longer life span. The published
report of this project will include research on the present state of the
art of cared, transitions, identification of patterns of job changes, and
an investigation of established programs and practices that have assisted
in the reductiOn of unemployment, and have enabled women to transfer
successfully to 'another career.

,Impact of Jobinslosation

A significant proportion of workers who are being displaced from jobs
due to plant closings and technological change are women. An examination
of these female dislocated workers is necessary since,, on average, they
come from occupations and industries which are different from those where
men are dislocated. These dislocated warren were most likely employed as
sewers and stitchers in the textile and apparel industries, while the men
worked,as production operatives in the ''automotive and steel industries.

Important reasons for giving specific eonsideration to women and job
displacement are the differing labor force experience and general labor
market segregation of women in lower paying jobs within occupational
groups compared with men in the same group., In addition, many women have
the dual role of homemaker and paid worker in .the market place. In

general, women work outside the home for the same reasons men do --
economic need. However, planning for programs to assist dislocated
workers must take into account and consider issues relating to warren.

Results of the research study will provide an economic profile of
dislocated women workers, assessment of the differences between male and
fentale workers who have been displaced, evaluation of governmental
poll" es to assist these women, and recommendations for any policy
changes, as well as special projects designed to address the specific
transition problems of dislocated wen workers.

jrginegrallIty91111Aona
The latest figures on the female veteran populatiorilndieate that the

number of female veterans is growing slowly but steadily. In 1984 there
Were nearly 1.2 million women veterans, over 4 percent of the entire vet-
eran population. The upward trend is expected to continue. It is cur-
rently estimated that the number of post- Vietnam era female veterans will
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grow annually by about 21,500. Therefore, an increasing number of
younger women will be in the female veteran popiiation.

This research project is examiningethe effects of'military service on
women's post-service employment and the tranferability of military
occupational skills to the civilian employment market. It will identify
what further training and retraining efforts are required to accomplish
the goal of suitable employment and career tracking for these women.

"`t
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Oars Azia Program Components and Mechanisms
Used by the Women's Bureau to
Improve Employment Opportunities
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Fart 4. PROGRAM COMMENTS AID MECHANISMS USED BY THE WOMEGP S BUREAU
TO IMPROVE EXPLOIMEXT OPPORTUNITIES

OVERVIEW

During the U.N. Decade .for Women, the Women's Bureau tested new
concepts and conducted experimental projects designed to expand women's
employment,opportunities and eliminate barriers to their full participa-
tion in the labor force. The Bureau also strengthened its cooperative
working relationships with a number of entities that arepiponsible for,
or assist in, the training and employment of workers--Fe eral, State, and
lo.cal government agencies; educational institutions; business and indus-
try; trade, unions; community-based organizations;,and women's
organizations.

The experiences of employment and training programs in the United
States have produced a system of supportive and technical services that
address the specific needs of women. The system includes components or
elements which have proved effective in preparing women for employment
and facilitating their movement into the labor force. Although most of
the components are applicable to employment programs that assist any
groups to enter a range of oocupat! lel areas, the Women's Bureau has
focused mainly upon models of training programs that feature nontradi-
tional jobs because of the potential for improving the economic status of
women and especially providing a route out of poverty for many. The
program components therefore include strategies and processes for
removing barriers to women's participation in these jobs.

The Bureau encourages women to consider nontraditional occupations in
all categories--professional, technibal, managerial, skilled crafts, and
oth,xs--in which women may find more jobs structured for upward mobility
with increasing skill and responsibility. Emphasis has been placed on
getting women into the skilled and apprenticeable trades because of the
stereotyping and discrimination that prevented their easy access to the
better' paying nontraditional or male-dominated jobs--defined as those in
which 25 percent or fewer women are employed. The fundamental reason why
the Bureau advocates that women consider nontraditional occupations in
their career plans is that they offer higher pay, better fringe benefits,
a wider variety of work schedules, greater job security, and more oppor-
tunities for advancement than are offered by many traditionally women's
occupations. Women also are being encouraged to enter the growing number
of high technol;ezt jobs, many of which are mixed--that is, not dominated*
by males or females.

As women joined the labor force in rapidly growing numbers,. primary
concerns were to improve wane& s access to training and to occupations of
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their choice. There was also a focus upon outreach, especially to help
low income and minority group women overcome employment disadvantages.
For the first time, in 1977-78, the Bureau began to develop and secure
funning for projects designed to demonstrate techniques for moving woman
into skilled trades and (Wier nontraditional jobs, and for helping minor-
ity women and other unemployed and underemployed women find artfl.tceep
jobs.

The Bureau assumed a strategic role of educating the general public
about the need for women's wide range of occupational choices. At the

same time, the Bureau enhanced its position and ability to provide
solutions through the direct funding of research and demonstration pr^-
jects. Using limited resources from the Employment and Training Adminis-
tration of the U.S. Department of Labor, the Bureau funded experimental
projects which daiised innovative techniques for meeting the unique needs
of various groups of w..men including single heads of households; ex-
offenders or inmates in correctional institutions; business owners; and
rural, teen, and minority women.

To develop and implement projects the Bureau sought organizations
with a capability to provide a range of services and with some sensi-
tivity to the special needs of warren. For example, as more women became
aware of opportunities in the fields of steady occupational growth, as
well as skilled trades and apprenticeship programs, a :umber of special-
ized services or components were utilized to assist them to obtain admis-
sion. After more than a decade of experience and field testing in a
number of cities across the country, programs have been developed for
offering information, training, and support to wanen who are considering

nontraditional careers.

The components included in such programs vary, however, with the
needs of the specific group and the purpose_ of the project, the avail-
ability of resources in a local community, and the responsiveness of
those resources to serving women interested in nontraditional employment.
The availability of funds also dictates the extent to which the com-
ponents can. be provided.

PROGRAM' COMPONENTS

The principal concepts or primary components of employment programs,
as described below, have been adapted across the country to address the

special needs of target groups. They are: outreach; recruitment; coun-
seling, assessment, and test preparation; training referral; skills
traknisg; job development and placement; and followup. A physical fit-
nes&Coomponent is often required in preparation for nontraditional
employment.
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Tha primary function is to reach out to the public to romote general
awareness about and interest in a particular occupation or employment-
related program. Outreach, is also designed to educate and to disseminate
information on program activities that respond to the concerns and needsof the target population. In addition to reaching eligible wotnen with
information about training and employment opportunities, an objective
also is to reach role models to solicit their participation in providing
positive reinforcement and mentoring for girls and women who may be
considering nontraditional careers.

This is a very specific targeting component. It narrows the group to
be served from the public at large to specific groups of women, for
example, youth or women who are the sole support of families. Many women
who participate in Warren's Bureau projects have not been reached through
the usual recruitment methods. Therefore, specialized approaches are
necessary to convince women of advantages and benefits of programs
designed to meet their special needs. The recruitment phase continues
the education process, as It provides for systematic orientation of women
in a supportive setting. When a program develops a comprehensive plan
for ongoing recruitment, women are identified in advance as potential
applicants interested in the program when it begins accepting applica-
tions.

A viable recruitment plan may include the follOwing strategies:

o Wide dissemination of a good brochure that describes the program's
services-. to women who wish to become employable or employed,
especially into communities identified for )3pecifio targeting;

o Use of the media to reach' potential program participants. A

nonprofit organization can accomplish this through the use of free
public service announcements provided by radio and television
stations;

o Dove lopnent of linkages with other organizations serving women in
the community stich-Has coordination with public social service and
employment agencies to identify potential program participants.
The communication will provide a source of referral of women

h
interested in

services available to wcmen;
traditional employment and will provide informa-

tion regarding

o Special projectsPieffective in reach ing a wide range of women, such
as sponsoring career fairs for the trades in cooperation with
local contractors, or having local elected officials proclaim a
day or week for nontraditional working women and arranging events
thrbughout that period to highlight progrim activities.
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Counsel

The skill, interest, ,work and life experiences, and levelo: educa-
tion and training of individnal women determine the amount and type of
counseling needed. A major goal of this component is to help applicants
make employment decisions and narrow their areas of interest. Therefore,

adequate information and exposure to the demands of tho labor market are
necessary to facilitate well-informed decisions. In addition, women
often need help to solve problems they experience because of their life
circumstances, and which become barriers to their opportunities
training and employment.

* oni

'Both individual and group counseling seakona provide excellent
opportunities for sharing information and they may afford women their
first opportunity to discuss working in nontraditional settings. .Indi-
,vidual counseling offers an opportunity for women to discuss personal
employmedt-related issues that they may. find difficult to discuss in_a
group situation. For example, some women may need supportive services
relating to financial, legal, or health eare;_child pare arrangements;
transpoitation; books; tuition; clothing; or equiPmenit. Group sessions,

on the other hand, offer peer support and shared information which may
range from employment rights in the e:Cnt _: sexual haraeamenti to job
safety procedurese to detailed information about nontraditional gooupa-
LLons - -the skills, training, education, and entry requirements, and how
to find end keep jobs that offer good wages and benefits.

Asseasment

. The assessment process helps applicantSito evaluate realistically
their alternatives by defining their levels of learning, aptitudes,
abilities,,, behaviors, and interests. It helps women transfori their
basic skills and abilities in preparation for entry into the world of
work, especially nontraditional jobs, and helps them reali44 their
potential as workers.

Teat Preoaranen

Tutoring for test preparation may be a necessary part of employment
and training programs. Even if examinations are not required for admis-
sion into training programs or for entry level jobs, tutoring may be
necessary to ensure advancement beyond entry level p4aitiona. When the
job being considered is in the skilled trades, tutoring should be trade

specific. However, since most apprentimaki.p and trade examinations
require aptitude in the technical soieir64trefirtioular empbasie Mould be
placed on mathematics, problem-solving, spatial relationthips, meehanioai
reasoning,, blueprint reading, and EngIiSh. Some trades may require basic
knowledge of physics or chemistry. Strategies for reducing math anxiety,
if it -is a problem, should be included in_tho test preparation prom=
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This component connects women to viable training resources. any
women are not aware of either the broad range of occupations or the
training available to them; converae:y, many training programs are not
aware that woven are interested. Therefore, this part of the program
alto to link women to high schools, community colleges, technical
2C2Iftrii3, or other training opportunitiea.

When considering the skilled crafts, preapprentiedship training is
essential for participants who have little or no experience and knowledge
of the tools and skills used or have not made a decision on the occupa-
tion they with to pursue. Seem participants may not need preapprentice-
ship training but may benefit from other services stub as preparation for
oral interview or information on.admisaion requirements. Other parti-
cipants are referred directly to an vprenticeship program or industrial
employment.

zuLtir_mains

This component 1,3rovtdee werien acmes to skills training programs. it
includes classrocci training, internships, and on-the-Job training in both
traditional and' nontraditional areas. It is most effective when the
training is soared to an available job or occupation that is generally in
demand. in a given labor market.

uLzys19.2:42,.....nd e t

The objeotivi) of this component is to match the right woman with the
right job. Job develoncent identifies the needs of 'employers for workers
with specific skills and abilities. It also detormines where expanding
job opportunitiea exist in the local area. To carry out this function, a
careful labor market 4,11yeda in necessary. This process also ensures
that emphasis is not placed on any particular area of employment, such as
the constrnotion, mechanical, or the state working trades; or food prep-
aration and health fields, to the exclusion of other newly de,;eloping
occupational, choices, such as el eatronioi3 and oomputer applications.
Jobs with decreasing employment opportunities in one geonraphical area
mey tairgeoning in another.

The job development and placement function requires conaiatent con-
tact acd folleioup with personnel directors; equal employment opportunity
officers; and reprebentativee of gilding trades councils, labor/manage-
wont offices, the State Apprenticeship Councils, chambers of commerce,
and tam State Job Service.
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Follow-up activities are essential if a program is to maximize
placemept and ,retention of women in nontraditional jobs. Effective
followup, through technical assistance and problet-solving advice, helps
newly hired women as well as employers during difficult .periods of
adjustment. Women are encouraged to form or become involved in support
groups to share experiences, information, resources, and solutions to
job-related problems.

Followup after placement should routinely include: interim employ-
ment assistance; assistance in achieving upgrading; encouragement; and
the assistance of experts to discuss legal rights, procedures for com-
plaints, and other relevant issues as necessary.

Yhvsical Fitness

The physical demands of many nontraditional jobs require that a woman
possess sane degree of fitness and stamina. Therefore, a physical .'it-
ness component is es-dntial when preparing woven for such occupations.
Generally, the regimen includes exercises and tests that develop strength
and ability relevant to the job for which the applicant is being trained.
It'also may include exposure to noise levels ar' excessive heat and cold
associated with different occupations, as well as information on appro-
priate dress and diet needed to .endure or tolerate the demands of the
job.

PROGRAM EVALUATION

Evaluation is an essential tool to ensure the effectiveness of a
program. A good evaluation instrument should be designed before program
implementation in order to establish a system frtr gathering adequate data
that, through analysis, will determine if the program is meeting its
goals. Ongoing monitoring and evaluation of program's also may enable
program staff to recognize emerging problems before they become a threat
to the effectiveness of the program.

IndicatoreALEssanafflactivesesa

Programs generally have different objectives which suggest the kinds
of indicators of effectiveness for program evaluation. For example,
indicators for skills training programs inc ;de measures of participants'
attainment of relevant skill competencies reflected in test scores or
instructor evaluations and how well the attainment or these competencies
prediat job placement and retention rates. Indicator's of the effective-
ness of programs to provide occupational information measure changes in
participants',knowledge and Changes in attitudes toward nontraditional
jobs. For programq in which,the activities are related only indirectly
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to the elimination of discrimination, indicators of changes in the level
and scope of recruitment efforts by employers and unions and changes in.
the number of women applying for nontraditional job openings provide
measures of effectiveness.

These indicators measure success in improving knowledge and abilities
believed to be associated with economic gains for participants. They are
used in process evaluation. Impact evaluation determines whether econom-
ic gains for participants would have occurred without the program, and
focuses on changes in employment and earnings as the major indicators of
program effectiveness. The decision on whether a program should be ta -
geted for a process or impact evaluation is based on the intended use of
the results and the allocation of resources to conduct the evaluation
program.

Evaluation Obiectiyes

Evaluations are likely to collapse into an effort to reconstruct
program activities if evaluation is not considered an integral part of
the design of a program and treated equally in importance with service
delivery components. Cooperation between program planners and evaluators
is necessary to specify program objectives in terms suitable for measure-
ment, to distinguish between primary and secondary program objectives,
and to define data collection requirmments.

The most important question that planners and evaluators must answer
is the use of the evaluation results -- whether they will be used to adjust
the mix of program services to achieve the best results frow.a given type
of program or whether they will help decide on reallocation of resources
between different types of programs. Evaluation studies for program
development compare successful projects to deteridne which characteris-
tics acicount for 151,10008S and whether the favorable outcomes can be neat-
cated. Studies for resource allainktion incorporate a representative,
range of variation in program models and success rates to determine
whether outcomes acroes programs are significantly different from thosy
that would have occurred in their abeencee

MECHANISMS OF CHANGE

Through the operation of experimental or pilot programs, the Women's
Bureau has developed mechanisms, that have increased its base of knowledge
about specific groups of women and have demonstrated better techniques
for outreach and service to theft. Many of the Bureau's ongoing programs
and activities do not require special funding,. The appreaches and etrat-
egies of both the ongoing and specially funded programs represent the
mechanisms by which change is' accomplished for the benefit of large
numbers of warren, particularly as successful projects are replicated
throughout the Nation. Following are descriptions of a /umber of Ntuen's
Bureau initiatives which Have utilized all or some of the oomponepts
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described in the previous section, or have pursued other promising
strategies.

-.EmolieyakaagresISALIALQamitratszLea

Throughout the Decade, as well as in prior years, the Women's Bureau
addressed the issue of child care. In 1982, however, the Bureau inten-
sified its focus on child care as an issue of the highest priority facing

workers, particularly women workero,, The need for reliable and afford-
able quality child care is recognized as a continuing barrier to improv-
ing training and employment opportunities for large numbers of women.
Building on its previous work in this area, the Bureau began an initia-
tive to promote employer-sponsored child care systems in the private
sector by encouraging employers to take advantage of tax incentives and
other benefits associated with the availability of child care to employ-
ees. Using a national -and regional approach, activities undertaken
included the development of pilot projects to demonstrate a variety of
options and services which respond to child care needs, provision of
technical assistance to employers and other individuals and groups
interested in addressing the child care issue, and the dissemination of
information relevant to the road for and reeponftea to child care.

rte Bureau joined with the Rockefeller Foundation in a 5-year ex-
perimental project to assist minority single heads of households who are

economically disadvantaged. Four community-based organizations were
funded to provide training and job placement (Foundation funded) and to
develop innovative techniques for providing child care services (the
Bureau-funded component of the project). In addition to addressing both
the employment and child care needs of female-headed families,- the or-
ganizations are endeavoring to increase the awareness of employers to the
effects of parenting responsibilities on the productivity of employees.
The four organizations implementing the initiative are the Atlanta Urban

League, Atlanta, Georgia; Center for Employment Training, San Jose,
California; Opportunities Industrialization Center, Providence, Rhode
Island; and Wider Opportunities for Women, Washington, D.C.

a

In addition to the joint effort with the Rockefeller Foundation, the

Bureau's initiatives inclu.de regional` activities which resulted in the
establishment of 18 employer-supported child care systems raving from
hospital on-afte °enters, to voucher systems adopted by a corporation, to
information and referral- systems instituted by several firms.

The Bureau also provided technical assistance and p ted materials
to help implement the White House Private Sector Initi ve on child

care. Women's Bureau publications on Employer-Supported Ch ld Care--
research; tax legislation, and a how-to guide--were distributed in the
kit of materials at each of the White House meetings ith corporate
leaders.
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The Bureau produded the first comprehensive videotape of national
scope on employer involvement in child care, "The Business of Caring,"
and held a premiere showing for members of Congress and key government
officials in June 19811. The film, depicting a variety of options and
child care services surported by the private sector, is distributed on
boar to employers, community groups,. child care providers, employee
benefits and management consulting firms, governmental unite, the media,
and others concerned with employment-related child care.

Youth Programs ,

Between 1978 and 1982 the Women's Bureau adminiptered a dozen experi-
ment,a1 projects to find solutions to a number of employment-related prob-
lems of young women. Some projects sought effective ways to help young
women make the transition from school to work, while others were directed
toward helping adolescent mothers who, because of early motherhood, often
drop. out of school and do not acquire job skills.

tO- or ra lk ome nal_ ere)

In response to a growing awareness that young people, especially
young women, were not being provided effective help in making the transi-
tion from being students to becoming wvrkers, the Woman's Bureau devel-
bped five school -toe -work demonstration projects between 1978_and 1980.
The programs were designed to create awareness among women 16 to 21 years
of age, and to focus on nontraditional occupational choices because the
preparation would enable them to face the realities of the world of work
and to secure jobs that provide higher pay, better fringe benefit,
greater job security, and more opportunities for advancement than are
offered by traditional "woe en's work." The initiative demonstrated how
schoold, the ccmmunity, and local government could assume the respon-
sibility for implementing the programs and how services could be combined
to enhance the 'achievement of the goal- -sound career choides by high
school women. Varying combinations of community-based organizations and
school systems in different parts of the country were utilized in the
five dem'onstrations.

All of the programs featured common elements that helped young women
--become aware of the realities of their, future economic outlook, the
Women's Bureau chose to replicate one of the demonstration projecte-which
was developed in Portland, Oregon, called Women in Nontraditional Careers
(WINC). WINC incorporated into a single program most of the requisites
of an effective nontraditional careers school-to-work transition program.
The three major components of the program are:

o Claairoom instruoiion to provide students with occupational and
.labor market information;,

a NbnZrattitionil job exploration in the community by the students;
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- o Training of school personnel to become aware of the need for
nontraditional career planning for young women and how occupa-
tional choice may affect lifetime earnings potential.

During the 2-year (1978 -80) demonstration effort in the Portland,
,Oregon, public school system, 11 of the high schools participated in the
program, serving.,120 young women who were juniors and seniors in high
school; and who Were interested in exploring nontraditional careers. i'

curriculum and special teaching materials were developed to implement the

WINC concepts.

Based on the knowledge and expertise acquired through this pilot

project, the Women's Bureau held a .series of regional training workshops

during 1981 to 19811. The purpose was to provide a forum for school
administrators and other personnel to.discuss the need to integrate WINC
concepts and_processes into the secondary education system.

In February 1985 the Bureau convened a national conference to intro-
duce the mg concepts and processes to policybakers, administrators, and
program developers_ as the basis for integrating the ideas into conven-
tional programs and policies for youth. The irr,'olvement of major youth

serving agencies and organizations was deemed crucial if the ultimate
goal of institutional change is to take place. The 1985 conference also

inaugurated a new phase of the WINC program: that of expanding its
capacity to assist more young people, including those being served under

such programs as Job Corps, JTPA Summer Youth Programs, apprenticeship
programs, and offender programs. The WINC concepts are adaptable as well

to employment and training programs operated by community-based
organizatioW-

Adoleicent Mothers

The six "teen mother" or "sole parent" programs were basdd on program

components conceptualized at a Bureau-sponsored conference which included
educators, health professionals, and program administrators who assisted
teen women during or after pregnancy;. The components focused on: educa-

tional anitots including basic education and the need to remain/return to

school, as well as immediate job skills, work attitudes, and long-range
career plans that considered the benefits of nontraditional occupations;

child care as a suppctrt.service while the young women continued their
education or pursued employment training; e_ouneeling which responded to

such diverse concerns as building, a positive image, "big sister" peer
counseling, and support during stressful periods after childbirth and
prior to entering the workplace; and UpjmitAlLagguagnilL to

provide 4ealth care, parenting skills, and other support servi

The programs were primarily school-based or community-baSed and were
operated during 1980-82 by the Girls Clubs of America, Pittsfield,
Massachusetts; National Council of Negro Women, New Orl'eans, Louisiana;

Northern California Women fort Apprenticeship, Sacramento, California;
young Women,s Christian Association (YWCA) or Greater Miami and Dade
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County, Florida; YWCA of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; and Minneapolis
Board' of Education in Minnesota.

National. Initiative_on_the qob Training PartilershipAtlaba

The Nation's major employment and training program for economically
disadvantaged persons is provided for in the Job Training Partnership Act
(JTPA] of 1982, which replaced the Comprehensive Employment and Training
Act. As soon as the legislatioAalenacted, the Women's Bureau issued a
'publication summarizing and analyzing the major provisions of the law,
parSioularly as they related to employment and training for women, and
took steps to ensure that women and women's organizations were familiar
with the act's provisions and the available services.

Subsequently the Bureau developed and s?onsored workshops using an
overall theme, "JTPA: Its Implementation and Impact on Women." The work-

.

shop design proved effective in sharing information and providing oppor-
tunities.for discussion of strategies Which may be used in accessing the
JTPA system to ensure that women are served adequately. The format
focused on the, responsibility for JTPA at different levels--the Federal
level and particularly the State and local levels where the major
decisionmaking and implementation occur.

Among the participants .at more thah 20 workshops around the country
were State and local officials, Governors, Mayors,. private industry
council (PIC) representatives, community college administrators; buainesc
leaders, program operators, and leaders of waients organizations.

Women are indeed participating in JTPA. Preliminary data show that
'men constituted approximately 53 percent of partiapants in the basio
training during the ,First_ program year. Provisions of JTPA are described
*under Part 2, "Policy Deyelopment.t$

Wceep in_ Aeprenti ce Sh iD Initiative

The Women in ApprebticeShip Training Initiative MA), was a national
project conceptuatized and developed in 1980-81. Implementation of the
workshop design be 1982, in cooperation With the U.S Department of
.Labor's Bureau v 'Appren :ship and Training, to increase the awareness
and efforts of employers an ogram sponsors in the recruitment, place-
ment, and retention of women in apprenticeship and nontraditional occupa-
tions. Emphasis was placed o women's ability to perform such jobs and
their interest in and need for jobs that pay good wages.

Each of tut. 10 regional offices of the Bureau established .a regional
"action planning group consisting of representatives of Federal and State
apprenticeship agencies, employment and training sponsors, the Employment
Service, the Office of Federal Contrast- Compliance Programs (OFCCP),
program operators, employers, unions, and educational inetitutions.
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Assistance was sought also from the Work Incentive Program (WIN) and
women's organizations. Regional training coordinators conducted the
training workshops attended by employers, union representatives, educa-
tors, apprenticeship agency staff, community-based organization repre-
sentatives, and women's groups in about 45 cities across the country. In

most cities the training was provided in 1-day workshops that focused on
community involvement and were structured to create an organization, task
force, or network for follownp.

A concrete example of the impact of the WIA workshops is The YWCA
Pre-Apprenticeship Training Program, which grew out of the "Wotan in
Apprenticeship Initiative." This YWCA project has gained credibility, in
the Atlanta area and receives continuing job development assistance from
the Atlanta Coalition for Women in Nontraditional Jobs. The Coalition
was formed by representatives from private industry, labor unions, and
governmental and social service agehcies who had attended the Women/3
Bureau workshop. These interested individuals committed themselves to
support the newly-established YWCA training program. The Atlanta Pre-
Apprenticeship Program has been greatly enhanced through the efforts of
the Coalition, which has taken a major role in both job development and
placement efforts.

Displaced. nakers- Network

Since 1980 a number of special demonstration projects have been
oaveloped and funded to provide counseling, training, jobseeking skills,

and plaftnent to displaced homemakers in their search for economic self-

sufficiency. Displaced homemakers are defined generally as those pers'ons
beyond'. age 35 who, through death, divorce, or separation of the spouse,
have lost the primary source of their income in the household and have
feu or ne marketable skills because of an extended absence frau the labor

force.

Since 1982 the Women's Bureau has continued to fund the Displaced

Homemakers Network to provide technical assistance to more than 400 loca.,

displaced homemaker programs throughout the country. Aejletmerlellog,
publit.hed bimonthly, provides information on resource materials2 research

findings, program techniques, and additional resetwoes useful to dis-
placed ,o.caemaker service providers. Other channels of assistance to
pr ogram operators inolude a ,D1,1. nigx;msLataaksalLgmatt&ggem,
conferences, workshops, and ntaats on, critical issues ipolading fund-
raising possibilities, job development strategies, entr,prenrurahip, and

impact of uow legislation such as the Job Training Partnarship,Aot. The

Network alwo resaes the concerns of individual local programs.
(Additional et forts to assist displaced homemakers are described under
"Business Development projects.)
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Project Discovery

Project Discovery was launched in' 1983 in Baltitore, Maryland, as a
Pilot symposium to address the needs of middle-income minori,ty women
whose economic status had been adversely affected because of, changes in
marital status.' The project focuses on the needs of women 35 to 50 years
of age who are seeking to enter or reenter the workplace because of
divorce,_ separation, or widowhood; who have lost jobs due to reductions-
in-force (RIF's); and who are trying to move out of unfulfilling or dead-
end jobs.

The program consists primarily of workshop sessions encompassing
self-awareness, career exploration, transfer of job skills, resource
awareness, networking, and exposure to the job marketplace. It is being
implemented for the Bureau by the Links, a nonprofit national organiza-'
tian comprised chiefly or black women. A follow-up workshop provides
program participants an opportunity to share employment-related experi-
ences which occurred in the interim. The Project Discovery workshop
model, is being replicated in other areas of the country...

EtELT§Ansaagt_v_AinimsssxAin. gle...ilealeeLliculakoiie

The project, sponsored'by the Women's Bureau in conjunction with the
State of Washington Community College District 17, explored the use of
community colleges as a training resource for this particular group, as
well as the effectiveness of short-term training for high technology
jobs. The participants were mainstreamed into existing college courses.
The program also idcluded workshops covering support skills and job
search techniques to enhance employability, and retention in jobs.

The rroject `'effectively, demonstrated the feasibility of short-term (6
months) community college training as a means or increasing the employ-
ability of low' income women who maintain families. While participants in
these condensed programs did not complete all of the requirements nece
nary for community college certificate programs, the training did it-
crease employability and retention in jobs..

National JobInitjattyll
The Job Fair initiative was undertaken in 1982 to assist women in

securing private sector employment by (1) making them aware of the range
of potential job opportunitied available in the local labor market, and
(2) providing a mechanism for them to identify and compete for specific
job openings. This initiative was based on a pilot program (Operation
Talent Bank) which bad been implemented in Westchester County., New York,
by the Bureau's New York regional offine and the Westchester County
Office for Women. Subsequently each of the remaining nine regional
offices of the Bureau sponsored at least ono Job Fair.
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In view of the success of Operation Talent Bank, it was determined
that the national initiative would follow a similar strategy, having in
each of the other Bureau regions two components - -a Job Fair of 1 or 2
days followed by a job matching or "employment exchange" system. These
would provide the opportunity for linkages between government, community -
based organizations, and the private sector in addressing local unemploy-
ment problemt.

The Fairs provided an opportunity for participating women to explore
the local job market by putting them in direct contact with area employ-
ers. Moreover, participants were assisted by counselors providing advice
on how, to document marketable skills and develop a job search strategy.
Participants were afforded the opportunity to register for a talent bank
that would provide a clearinghouse for linkage between employers and
potent±al jobseekers who were on the registry. This initiative repre-
sented a results-oriented approach to reducing unemployment among women
workers and stressed direct private sector involvement.

.C4a3._lanzloyment Project

This project, located in five Tennessee counties -- Anderson, Campbell,
Claiborne, Morgan, and Scott-:emerged from a study undertaken to deter-
mine the extent'toVhich women. were interested in coal mining and
employer& were willing to hire Wm. Based on the findings, the Coal
Employment Project was funded in part by the Woments Bureau to develop an
advocacy (Coal Mining Support Team), training, and placement network
which gipiPicantly incriasedthe n.;:mber of women coal miners. Advocacy
was climate,/ at opening opportunities for women throughout the coal
mining industry by stimulating enforcement of equal employment oppor-
tunity and affirmative action laws and regulations.

The training included 40 hours beyond the number required by Tennes-
see mining officials for certification. This enrichment program included
support needed by women to survive in this new work environment. A
training mpmual was developed on safety and health and employment rights
to meet thi special needs of women entering the coal industry. The Coal
Employment Project staff worked closely with State vocational depart-
ments, vane owners, and the United Mine Workers.

National s limplomment and Education *olent.

This special effort to assist Hispanic low income women to become job
ready and gain work skills served women who were heads of families, AFDC
recipients, or former migrant wonieu in the San Antonio, Texas, area. The

project funded initially by the Woments Bureau in 1978, provided special
outreach information and reoruitment efforts to acquaint the women with
the program and its purpose. The applicants then were given pre-
employment counseling, world-of-work orientation, and other supportive



training. Special efforts were made to provide for child care and trans-
portation needs. Follow-up activities and participation in a support
group encouraged job retention and helped the women to deal with common
problems.

The training design was quite different from traditional programs.
The thrust, was to move women quickly into jobs after only 2 to 3 weeks of
classroan experience and job site visits to acquire job readiness skills.
One interesting feature of this program was job development, in which
"packages" of jobs wene identified first, then women were recruited to
fill those jobs or to enter training programs. The package might consist
of several kinds of jobs with a single employer, or it might include only
one kind of job, such as electrical worker, with one or more employers.
The project has been replicated in several areas of the country.

Business Development

r e ra nih enters coupatio t- 1: oviett or
Rural Displaced ipomemakers'

Focusing on the 'dual objective's of assisting displaced homemakers
prepare for entry into the world of work and securing unsubsidized
employment in fields of steady occupational growth, this initiative
provides intensive occupational development and skills training to rural
displaced homemakers in Utah. The ultimate goal of the project is the
development of a program of services that will continue after Federal
funding ceases. This is being accomplished through the identification
and mobilization of local resources to continue program operations
through the two Enterprise Training Centers now being funded by the
Women's Bureau. A replicable program model also is being developed to
serve the needs of displaced homemakers in otliar parts of the country.

Start on Suocess (SOS) kgegrm

To assist, displaced homemakers and mature women who have limited
access to resources necessary for independent economic security, the
Women's Bureau in 1982_ contracted ,With the Door Opener in Mason City,
Iowa, to develop and implement a proSect' on entrepreneurship training.
The organization provided training to low income displaced homemakers and
mature women who have the, potential to be successfully self-employed.
They learned how to organize their approach, market their services, and
run their own businesses.

-40

ZriimatatIcson

upswatiiinisamiciiw.
In 1983 the Bureau initiated a project on "Women and the Corporate

Ladder--Corporate Linkage', to: identify how worsen advance 304...upper
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levels of management in industry and business; analyze programs and
practices in major corporations whose goals are to enhance the mobility
of professional women; and develop an occupational outlook cn prospective
opportunities for the employment of women in professional and managerial
positions in emerging new technologies.

As part of this effort, key executives were interviewed to identify
successful programs that contribute to the advancement of wooden in the
corporate sector. In addition to the data collected during these inter-.
views, a Corporate Round Table comprised of representatives from business
and industry, goverment, and academia was assembled. The purpose was to

develop a corporate linkage Vrocess model through which the Women's
Bureau can work with public agencies and private companies to identify
the best means to accomplish the goal of increased upward mobility for
professional women in industry and business.

tuts the t t 11,11 1.

The Institute addressed issues confronting the black female in the
corporate sector, and-was part of a project to develop a model program
which may be useful to black institutions of higher education in prepar-
ing black women for advancement to leadership positions. Noting the lank

of executive development programs that address the needs of minority
women, the Women's Bureau contracted with Howard University in Washing-

ton D.C., to develop a model that addressed the needs of both mature
black women and younger black women students.

In September 1982 the Institute Was held at Howard University, and
in olved representatives from corporations, government, academia, and
st dents. Recommendations were made about the need for:, instructional
m terials to address the aoncerns of black women corporate executives,

internships/apprenticeships, and continuing research.

rdmxtrateGsmernance and the Advancement of Women

This project was designed to establish a dialogue with corporate
board women focusing on: private sector programs and policies to provide
opportunities for women working in corporations; ways to facilitate
opportunities for women-awned businesscz; and the development of networks

and leadership activities such as mentoring roles. The dialogue was
implemented through a seriep of five regional conferences during 1981-82.
The conferences represented a second phase of the project, the first of
which (during 1979-80) consisted of a directory and a profile analysis
study of women serving on boards of for-profit corporations with '500 or

more employees. Conference participants were women board members and

representatIves of upper management from larger corporations and some
women who owned busineseat. The discussion centered on the need to help
more women move from entry -level jobs into mid and upper level management

positions and ways to assist women within their own companies.
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Women Offenders

Apprenticeship Prolect

Women in prison today are young, poorly educated, and have limited
occupational skills. Between 197 5 and 1983, although the number of
female, offenders increased, their proportion of the total adult offender
population remained unchanged at around 4 to 6 percent.

!)

To help prepare women offenders to enter the labor force after their
release from prison, and to enable them to obtain jobs that pay well
enough to sustain them and their families economically, the Women's
Bureau has advocated that women receive adequate education and training
while incarcerated. Toward that end, in 1078 the Women's Bureau: con-
duoted a national conference with State corrections officials to explore
ways of improving employment, and training programs for women in prisons.
Since then, significant developments have occurred in training oppor-
tunities made available to women in both Federal and State prisons.

The Bureau developed its cooperative relationship with_the Bureau of
Apprenticeship and Training and with the Bureau of Prisons to promote
apprenticeship training for incarcerated wceeen. As a result, in the-five
Federal institutions that house women and in at least 17 State prisons,.,
apprenticeship training is offered or programs are being developed. The
Federal Correctional Institution at Alderson, West Virginia, which has

. the largest apprenticeship program in existence in an all-female institu-
tion, is considered the model upon which other prison apprenticeship
programs can be patterned. The Alderson program normally has 50 to 80
apprentices in 19 skilled trade areas. The trades, mostly nontraditional
for women, include: plumber, painter, electrician, auto mechanic, steam-
fitter, air-conditioning/refrigeration mechanic, firefighter, and sewing
machine repairer...,

In November 1982, a major accomplishment was the signing of a Linkage
Seated Agreement for apprentices released from Alderson to the Washington
D.C., area. This Agreement was approved by- the Fedeial Bureau of
Prisons, the Women's Bureau, the Alderson warden, District of Columbia
and area correctional officials, the U.S Department of Labor's Bureau of
Apprenticeship and Training, and the District of Columbia Apprenticeship
Council. It commits the agencies' involved to a concerted effort to
support the apprenticeship program at Alderson, and to assist the appren-
tioes returning, home to continue their apprenticeships in union or
employer programs, or to find jobs in their Chosen trades. In September
1984 the Agreement was expanded to give assistance to all apprentias
released from Alderson no matter where in the United States they go. It
is hoped that these agreements will establish a model for post-release
service that could be extended to all irmatee in apprenticeship programs
at Federal and State prisons.
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Network 'on Fettle's Offenders

The Network is an informal association of organizations and individ-
uals from the Distribt of Columbia and neighboring States of Maryland and
Virginig interested in exchanging information and ideas on the problems
and needs of female offenders. Started by the Women's Bureau in 1979, it
developed out of a need to address the status of warren offenders and ex-
offenders and the problems they confront. As a resuWIndividuals from
more than 60 local; State, and Federal agencies and community-based
organizations formed the Network tq coordinate efforts and to persue
improved services for women offenders. Wambers are on staff at criminal
lusticedplanning boards, jails, prisons, half-way houses, Federal and
State correctional agenoiea Commiisions,on the Status ok Women, National
and State wceen's organizations, projeot6 and programs with a concern for
female offenders, an Congressional ocamittees. Meetings, held quar-
terly, usually consist of a Penal discussion on issues affecting women
offenders and a series of updates or short reports on legislative
matters, private agency programs, go)ernment initiatives, and court

'-cases.

Rural Women

jest IDEA_CLIdithivA

To address the needs of impOverished rural women in the Hissieeippi
Delta, and tc develop a training model for use in aimilar situations In

other areas of the country, the Bureau in 1982 undertook a pilot effort
with Coahama Junior CollUge in Clarksdale, Miasisaippi. The program
provided vocational technical training in nontraditional skills and job
placement assistance to minority women 35 years of ago and elder who
maintain families.

Project IDEA i3 an example of a partnership effort between the Fed-
eral Government and educational institutions to prepare economically
disadvantaged persons to enter the ,Liellearket. It was an effective
program for serving the needs of rural lew income womon who lack market-
able skills and may be displaced farm workers. Training was provided in
such areas as construction masonry,%elding, carpentry, entrepreanurial
skills, law enforcement, and paramedio technology:

lellilelabiglapitaternySenetrudienPrejest-

This'cooporative project was nndertakcn to increase the partioipation
of women in construction work connected with the Tenneszee-Tembigbee

)Waterway and grew out or the Bureau's concern for tho low economio etatue
of southern rural women. The aotivitie6 included apeoial outreach to
women and coordination with unions, contActors, State and local govern-
ments, and community -based organizationa to develop tergeted recruitment,
trainingt'and placement efforts. A3 a direct reeult Of this outreach
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female employment participation did increase. At the peak of construc-
tion, the Federal goals for woven in construction were met.

Suocesstul'reeention methods were adopted by worldng directly with
the unions and nonunion contractors to increase the numbers and r tentionikrates of women. Several. training progr'ams vivre initiated and fforts
were puts forth to recruit, train, and place women in these nontrad ional
jobs which --afforded ruralsmjuer'an opportunity to enter the nontradi-
tional construction work force in a very positive manner. .

,1 's Qpuortupit Pror am

This initiative in rural Mississippi was implemented by the National
Council of Negro Women to provide recruitment, pre-employmenV orienta-
tion, and placement to rural women in Okolona and Issaquena during 197 8-
80. Some of the problems affecting these women were laok,of institutions
which could prepare then to enter the job market; lack of transportation
in a remote area; lack of services such as running water, telephones, and
sewage systems; and lack of job opportunities.

Anellmehlenifeedg2i jimplaymitinfsrmatimr"prsait.

Operated by the Anterican Friends Service Committee in 197 8-801 this
'project demonstrated techniques that enabled rural. Appalachian women gin
seven counties of Kentucky, Virginia,. and West Virginia to gain higher
levels.of employment, greater participation in job training programs, and
increased utilization and availability of social services related to jobability and success. Because the region is mountainous, access toiinformation at a central locatiOn is virtually uhavailable to many the
law income or unemployed women. Therefore; mobile units were desiVled to
take employment information and resource people into hollows and hills of
Appalachia to provide counseling, referral to training and placement
services, and other employment information.

Izeigrant/Reheee Women

sa_b ra4 milt in Food Services

In 1 982 the Orga.nizaticui of
and

American Women, under contract
with the Women's Bureau, designed and conduoted a program in Washington,
D.C. , to improve the employrrient skills of Chinese American women by
emehasizing food preparation and management techniques used in restau-
rants, catering .firms, and other food services. An objective of the
project was to encourage national, women's organizations and program
operators to respond to the uniqt19..needs immigrAt and refugee women
who face -many barriers because they are not proficient in the English,
language, are not familiar with work ethics and customs in this country,
and lack skills needed in the U.S. 'job market. A by-product ota the
project was a program model suitable for replication in othel, areas with'
large immigrant, refugee, and entrant populations.
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e major thrust was a series of community consultations bringing
le5adership A1,44 women and community resources together. These dialogues
were held in 1980 to identify the econcmic-and employment needs ,of APA.
women, especially new immigrants and refugees.- The information gathered

_ at the consultations served as a guide for subsequent research and demon-,
stration projects of the. Women's Bureau which focus on ttie training and
employment of immigrant, refugee, and entrant women. (A research
initiative is descrit.'d under Part 3, "Research Actiiities of the women's
Bureau. ")

Union Woments Pro,iect

To address the issues related to increasing the number of women
holding responsible positions on the staffs or unions, the Warren's Bureau

:'n 1980 contracted with the Department for Professional Employees, AFL.-
CIO, to develop the Women's Project. Activities included: conducting a

survey of the affiliated unions, focusing solely on women in appointed
staff positions; designing a pilot staff development conference that
focused on three skills deemed necessary for career advancement...-o.%gani-
zational effectiveness, professional, effectiveness, and personal effete-
ti'Velless; establishing a clearinidioup_of information including statisti-
cal data, research studies, bibliographies, and educational and other.
materials; and developing publications covering women in profeasionalkand
technical occupations,' safety and health risks of professional women
off1c1 wdrkers, and upgrading and promotion strategies, which'were
contained in a handbook for union staff women and a ,training guide for
staff development conferences for union women.

.

Commissiobs on the Status of Women

For more than two decades, commissions on the status of women have
been serving as official advocates for women by advising Governors,.

}Sayers, county executives, and legislatures on issues or concern to

mien. During this time the number of active State and local commissions

has grown dramatically. As of June 1984 there were commissions in 39
States, the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico., and in about 175
localities.

A study of Commissions on the Status of Women revealed a ,i4i'aer range

of structure and programs. In the beginning the majority of-not:missions
were- created by executive order, but increasingly they have been estab-
lished by legislative mandate. In this way, although appointment3 to
commissions 'frequently change with new administrations, the commissions
themselved continued-

Over the years some commissions have been attached to units of
government such as departments of labor or h4man services, 6Z7 in a few
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cases they have become efull-'fledged governmental unit, such 'as the
Women's,.Bureau in Louisiana and the Womenis Unit in the Governor's Office
in. New York. Some commissions receive legislative appi,opr4.ation6 and
hire executive director's and/or other staff. Others operate only, with
volunteers. The commissions vary stn size but most average 15 to 25;
members. .

The Women's Bureau hp .s maintained a close relationship with commis-
sions, providing technical assistance in program .areas, serving as
informal liaison, compil.ing current rosters, and cosponsoring regional
meetings of "'commissions. The Bureau's mandate to promote the Welfare Of
wage-earning women is also* priority of most commissions.

.

Among the activities in which commission's are involved are: esta
lishing resters of qualified wailer, for public appointment; improving job
opportunities for la; income women; improving guidance and counseling for
women and girls; promoting day tare services; establishing services for
displaced homemaker; and encouraging women to enter nontraditional

.bccupations. These activities have been accomplished through methods
such as publishing and distributing materials, advocacy, public healOgs,,,,,
conferences, `4nd the operation of employment and training proframs2which
provide, direct slaty/cos- eo the client populatiAn.

Symposia

Thellonien's Bureau utilized the forum or symposia as an effective'
mechanism for gathering infOrmation firsthand fro& experts in a variety
of fields. These 1- oz' 2-day conferences initiated by the Bureau were
cooperative efforts with educational institutions and women's organize-

:0)o. tiOns, They offered opportunities for dialogue on issue's critical to
employment and *raining of the Bureau's diverse Constituencies.

In sites across the country, the symposia involved public policy-
makers, researchers, and high 'technology specialists, as well as other
persons in private enterprise, corporations, unions, academiat'the media,
and women's organizations. These individuals sh-ared their knowledge and
perceptions about specific issues and offered eecommendations'for future
Women's Bureau initiatives.'

Ambng the topics addresied at the symposia were:
1

o Math and Science Preparation for Young Wcmen
o Impact of Sex Role Socialization on Careers for Women
o nislocetted Women Workers
o Woolen and' High Technology EmploYment

.0 Public Policy IesuesAffecting Older Women
o Future Exploratfons for Working Women
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Part 5. IHITI&TI OF NONGOVERNIENTAL ORGIITZ/TIONS.

INTRODUCTION

-
American women whd are working or seeking to enter the labor force

are served by a vast array of nongovernmental organizations. While' some
groups focus on helping wfomen to prepare for and obtain empXoyment,
others are geared toward helping women gain upw'ard mobility in skills,
level of job responsibilities, and earnings. Some organizations work to
increase women's opportunities for work in nontraditional jobs, while
others promote or provide employment-related support services such aschild care. Some limit their scope tole particular Jesus or occupation
or target group in prieference to 'those groups whose tasks and prioriti,es
are defined largely by the needs identified. Still other organizations
are advocacy groups that center their attention on information sharing
and education to increase awareness.ofmajor concerns related to women's
employment or economic welfare. These are individual organizations,
coalitions and networks, tasc forces, caucuses, auxiliary groups, and
community-based as well as regional 'and national groups.

Whatever the structure and focus of these nongovernm' ental organize-
tipns, the characteiistics and numbers of their membership, or the female
population they serve--and many serve other segments of society as well-7
they have &mutual objective to pi,cniote.the econtxaic and social "welfare
of women. Together they reflect the, growing awareness in the United
States of the need to assrst women to overcome any barriers that prevent'
their participating more fully and productively in the ,Labor force.
Thus, theie nongovernmental organizatione contribute.sighifioantly toward
fulfi4.ling the goal's of the -National (and Worl.d)Aan. of Action. Indeed,
theii`activitiea have resulted in many achievements for women in the
United Statis during the U.N. Decade for women.

Clearly it is impossible to summarize the activities of the countless
numbeis of organizations that are serving *omen at all levels of the
nationakstibucture. Bather, this section merely :. provides examples to
illustr,atg, the scope of activities tnt abrvices.of those organizations
working'to -ImprOve women's emplOyment opporturritigs and. econcciric status.
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Organiza_tj.on', Groups Serve

Al'pha Kappa Alpha Black Women
Sorority .

Poor Women .

Youth

American "_, Displaced
Association 0 Hcmemakers
University Women

, . Working Women

American Federa- , Women in Labor
tion of State, Unions
County, and
Mupicipal
Employees

w.

American Nurses IWomen in
Association Nursing

O

Activities

Conduots- seminars on job hun,ting and
career, develognent:

.

--Sponsors-canferences-t&-identi.fy___
'economic problems common to women.,

Developed programs to address the

problems of'illiteracy.

5'

Operates a Job Corps center:

Through its Families and Work
Project,- provides local forUms
for individuals- and organizations
concerned with family/woilc

relationships.

Has been an effective force in the
creation of job training programs
for displaced hanemakers.

Provides skills training and basic
education for poor women in. India,

Strives to increase employment
opportunities for educated women.

Established day care centers at
the workplace.

Pres6ured for pay equity studies.

Pursues sex di'sc'rimination cases 'and

charges for public employees.

_Pursues sex discrimination and
pay equity cases and charges for

-'nurses.

Promotes the concept of job sharing
as a viable work option of health
care workers.



Orgagpation

Ameridan Red
(Toss

gpoups'Serud

Teenagers'

Association of, Flight
Flight Attendants Attendants

Association of
Junibr Leagues

Baltimore New
Directions for
Women

QAT). Fire

Aotiviies

;

Sponsors leadership development
conferences.

Promotes career ex ploration through
4 volunteerism. A

Reentry Women

Displaced
Homemakers

Al], Women

Young women

Achieved the removal of age,
and pregnancy restrictions.

Provides job internships to women
returning- to theflabor force.

DeVeloped.a project to train people
who care for thildree. ,

Launched a "Learn to Read! program
to combat illiteracy in adults.

Provides a full range of career
counseling and employment
training services.

Condudts an in-depth seminar program
for women reentering the labor
force.

Through a job search program, served
people experiencing special barriers
to employment.'

Developed a beforeand afDeL. school
care wagram for Orkifig parents.

Created career education programs
ftr high schools. ,

Provides leadership training.
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Organization Gr9u6s Served Activities
S. I9

Catalyst All Women Maintains a national clearinghouse
library on women and work.

Coal Employment Women 'in
Projed Mining

ProvideS career and educational
counseling ad pi-ograms.

1
. -

Helps companies identify and resolve
problems related to. women 14 the

. corporate sector.

Helps companies,locafe qualified
women for oards of directors.

.

Advocates training and employment
ifor women in mining.

Surveyed xoffen miners to determine
the effect of their work on their
health.

Coalition of All Union Through its Empowerment of Union
Labor Union Women Women project, a monitoring and
Women resource program, assists women in

achieving new uniton roles.

Used an OSHA "New Directions" graft
to develop research and educational
and training materials on workplace
hazards facing women such as stress
and reproductive hazards.

Conducts workbhops and provides
informational materials of interest
to working women.

104
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.0E32 Iltratia,

Data Sigma. Single Heads Sponsored 13. conferences in support
Theta Sorority of. Households of single female heads of

hoUSeholds, nationwide, and is
Young Women continteng with the program

implementation phase.
Black Wemer.

.

Operates a.

i.

center to prepare adults
to get a high school diploma or GED
equivalency and move on to an`
institution of higher learning.

Operates a home for underprivileged
and socially maladjusted young woman
and provides job skill training.

Displaced Hone- Displaced Worked" to get the inolusion of
makers Network Homanakers displaced homemakers as a

significant group in need of service
in the Job Train& Partnership Aot.

Publiihes information on services
available to dippliced homemakers.

Published a training manual on
a entrepreneurial skills needed to

operate a business.

-Future Home-
makers of
America

Teenage Women Assists young women in career
planning.

Girls Clubs Young Women
of America

.Operates a child care and vocational
home economics center.

Provides guidance, support, and
leadership development.

Developed career awareness programs
in new technology.

Created a program to teach parents
to be effective career advisors.

Published ix report on programs in
career awareness,- employability
skills, and employment training.
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III

Drganization `Groups gery941` Activities -
4I

Girl Scouts Young Women .-

of the U.S.A.

.

National Alliance All Wawa
Business

Business
Owners

t

National Council Hispanic
of La Reza 4 Wcemn

National Council
of Negro Women

I

Provides programs to help girlri
develop deoisiormaking abilities and
betiome leaders.

Publishes a workbook designed to
encourage girls to seriously
investigate career options.

Maintains a clearinghouse of

materials of on employment,
training, education, etc.

Publishes a newsletter highlighting
model programs for women.

. Serves aa.a network of Hispanic
community-based organizations, and

provides technical assistance to
local training and employment
programs'to improve opportunities
rot Hispanics.

Minority Women
v

Teenage keen

Poor Worsen

Rural Women

Established a Women's Center to help
black and Hispanic women gain job
knowledge and skills.

Directs an employment and training
program to serve teens, teen
parents, and pregnant teens.

Operated a _program to provide ;re-
employment orientation skills
training, career development, and
job placement services to rural

waken,

If
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kaanizati.9121
National Women's
Law Center

r

9 to 5,

National
Association of
Working Women

Wider Oppor-
tunities for
Women

483-494 0 - 85 -S

Droupa Serve

All Women

Office'
Worjfers

N

All Women

J 4

-'Activities

9

Addresses policies on Wal101it3
employment-rights, emphasizing
'nontraditional, emplpyment and
enforcement Of anti - discrimination
laws.

1

Conducts training conferences on
women's. education rights, vhether as
*vtudentd or employees of education
'institutions, and the problems of
sex discrimination.

Developed model State legislation
relating to use of video display
terminals (VDT's) and advocates
State legislation or regulations to
protect VDT., operators from health

hazards believed to be associated
with VDT use.

Developed employment programa for
wanen in skilled, well-paid
nontraditional occupations.

Works with employers 2nd unions to
develop a partnership for effiptive
hiring and pranoting of women,

Serves as an advocate for women in
the development of Federal
opployment policy.

Established the women's Work Form
network to monitor the impact of
public policy onwoments employment,
provide lines of ommunication among
momenta employment groups, and
supply technical assistance.
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Organization Grove Served ActivitLt2

Women in Teenage Women Recruits and screens young women for
Community vocational training opportunititis in
Service the Job Corps.

Provides supportive services before
during, and after Job Corps
training.

Assists those young women not_
eligible for the-Job Corps to return
to school or participate' in other .

training programs.

Young Women 3 Young, Women Provides a comprehensive network of
Christian zoportive services and activities
Association r for teenage mothers who dropped out

-of school or job training prograis.

Created a trainini prcgt= for
nontraditional jobs for high school
dropouts to ispreve employment
.potential.

A

c

Provided a:pre-employment progrms
cone trating on career exploration,
physical fitness training, and am-
the -job exposure.

Uses its purchasing power to further
affirmative action in employment at
hotels and conference centers with
whom it contracts for meetit.
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rpltiLlaa S iStiVikal

Zenta All Women Conducting a survey to examine
International factors which have helped or

hinderoduoten employedln executive
positions to determine elements or-
=Coen.

Provides an interhational
scholirship program for women in
serospace-related science and
engineering.

Supports wocents slamming, weaving,
and pottery serf-help projects in
Kenya to assist them in raising
income in support of themselves and
their families.

Funds tha construotion of wells in
Sri I4a to- aid wizen Who tarry
water and prepare food for their
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Part 6. Piling mucttoss

OVERVIEW 4

While there is much uncertainty in projecting the future,' it is a
fact -that the future, is grounded largely in the present. In the case of
the labor force and the participation of women, the future situation will
`reflect, to a large extert,the demographic characteristics of the exist-...
ing populatiot. The future experience of warren in the labor force also
depends, greatly upon the °homey, especially where they are in the
process of shifting,.to nontraditional occupations and industries.
Unforeseen business fluctuations may occur, having a negative effect on
.the demand for workers.

Policy changes are less certain than, demographic. changes, especially
thoie of governaients and trading partners outside the U.S. borders.
Also, details of ocoppational employment are less certain than industrial
trends. As mentioned periodically in the review of employment develop-
ments during the Decade for Women, impacts from sectors of the world
econcey have had increasingly greater effects on the Nation's employment
situation. r.

By 1'995 total U.S. employe:eh flepected to be 'between 128.3 and
132.8 million, and women will account for about 47 percent of those
workers, according to projections by the U.S. Department of Labor's

_Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). Both jobs and production growth are
expected to taper eft during the latter part of the period, primarily in
respontie to slower projected growth in both the population and labor
force':' (Projections of the labor force to 1995 are shown i.n Appendix
table 18.)

All major sectors of the U.S. economy are expected t3 greet during the
next decade, but Manufacturing will continue to claim a smaller share of
the growth, while the service-prodUoing induatries.will claim the larger.
The largest export industries are expected to include, anon& other itacs,
computers, aircraft, electronic components, and motor vehicles. The
fastest growing export industries also will include computers and eommu-
nicatzion-related produotis such as telephone and telegraph apparaoue. The
outlook, then, is for continued growth in industries involved with
computer-based technologies and requiring workers with high, levels of
skills. 1"

While the occupational outlook points.,to continued high growth in
soie of the traditional areas for wanetp, such as clerical work, nursing,
and teaching in kindergarten and elementary. school, the impact of new
technology will be. felt throughout most industries and loam occupations.

4
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Increasing nunbereoe scientists, engineers, computer speCialists, and
technicians will be needed to provide the high degree of technical knowl-
edge required in some industries and occupations. Not to be overlooked
are professional and technical occupations in the medical field- ":hose
involftng services in health care asseell as research. The growing
proportion of the elderly in the population will require more specialists
in geriatrics and related areas.

While many of the computer-related occupations are "sex - neutral" in
terms`of having between 25 and 55 percent female workers, women also will
move increasingly into these and other nontraditional jobs as they study
more scie&ee, mathematics, and into technical subjects in high school,
and as they pursue post-secondary education in fielida such as engineering
and business management. These expectations and other employment projec-
tions - -as well es changes now occurring in the use of computer-based
technologies like word progessing, computer-aided ,design, and computer-
aided medioaX diagnosis equipment -- clearly point to the crucial need for
training and retraining programe for workers, and perhaps eignal new
approaches by educational institutions.'

FutUre changes in public policies very welly may relate to issues
surrounding the training and retraining of workers, health and safety
factors connected to new offiCe technology or new work environments, and
equity in pay and retirement income programs, among other issues.

To provide future direction in the development of policy and i)1 the
formulation of programs to improve training and employment opportunities
for women, the Women's Biaesau initiated five research studies which are
summarized in Part 3 of this report, "Research Activities of the Wanen's
Bureau."

LABOR FORCE PROJECTIONS
e

According to BLS, the number of persons of prime working age, 25 to
54 years, in the labor force is expected to grow much faster through 1995
than the total labor force. The number of young workers will decline,
however, with the entry of the sharply reduced post-baby boom generation.
At the same tiee, the huge baby boom group of workers will be at their
peak labor force participation leyels. By 1995 the median ages of women
and men will be nearly the same, at about 37 years, with minorities
having lower median ages.

Projections of the labor force to 1995, as calculated by BLS, include
estimates for low, middle, and high growth. The middle estimate antici-
pates that labor force participation of women-will accelerate, then taper
off by 1995. Still, nearly too-thirds of the labor force growth will be
among women, no matter. which of the three estimates is used. By the end
of the next decade fully 60 percent of all working age women are expected
to be in the labor force, including almost 80 percent of those ages 25 to

54. A smaller proportion of women ages 55 and over, however, may be in
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the labor force than there are at present. The steadily closing gap
between the participation rates of white women and black and other minor-
ity women will continue to close. Racial minorities other than blacks
are expected to increase their proportion of the female Tabor force as
they enter more fully into the economic activity of the Nation. By 1995
over a fifth of the minority women's labor force will be composed of
racial minorities other than blacks.,

oe,

Industrial Outlook

The services-producing sector is expected to provide more than three-
fourths of all new jobs during the next decade. Women are expected to
obtain the greatest share of their employment in this sector, just as
they do today. BLS projects that the miscellaneous Services sector will
provide the most new jobs over the next decade, with about twice as many
new jobs as will arise in manufaCturing. By 1995 these industries,
including medical care, business and professional services, and amuse-
ments and recreation will provide almost one-fourth of total employment.
Today women generally are a larger component than men in the largest
industry, miscellaneous business services', which includes personnel
supply, business consultants, janitorial and protective services, and
computer and data Processing services., Women are still a minority of
protective service workers and are not yet well represented at the higher
levels in computer and data processing services.

Historically, women have formed a large component of the retail trade

industry but a far less prominent component of wholesale trade. Pro
jected growth is expected to expand faster in retail trade, especially in
eating and drinking establishments.

On the other hand, women form substantial proportions of the work
forces of some of the most rapidly declining industries, including those

* in nondurable manufacturing such as apparelnd other,textile products.
The long-term declines in farm work and unskilled manufacturing work are.
expected to continue, raising implications for training and retraining of
workers in these declining industries.

One particular industrial sector deserves special mentionl.that is
the high tedhnblogypecitor. There is no standard definition of this part
of the economy based either on production or employment, but several
estimates indicate that although it is not yet a very large part of the
whole, it will hhvg far- reaching effects on production and employment
into the next century. According to BLS projections of high technology
industries, employment will increase faster than the total employment for
all industries. Most work will be in the manufacture of equipment and
components.

awe
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Occupational Outlook

The latest BLS projections list the following 10 occupations as those
expected to provide the largest job growth through 1995: building cus-

tddians, cashiers, secretaries, general clerks, salesclerks, registered
nurses, waiters and waitresses, kindergarten and elementary school
teachers, truckdrivers, and nursing aides and orderlies, With the
exception of truckdrivers, each .s among the leading occupations of women
today. If current patterns do not change, Women will still obtain .a
large proportion of those jobs available in the foreseeable future.,...,_
Although traditional for women, relatively low paying, and often not
requiring very high levels of education and training, even these jobs
will be impacted by the introduction of computers into their work
environments.

Projections by BLS also indicate that because of the high degree of
technical knowledge that will be required in working with computers,
professional and technical workers will continue to increase faster than
total employment, and will account for a greater share of total employ-
ment by 1995. Service workers, with the exception of private household
workers, also will grow faster than average. Managers, sales workers,
and crhft workers will increase at about average rates. The long-term
declines will continue for operatives and laborers as the economy dhifts
away from manufacturing. . Again, there are major implications for _women,
especially some of the racia minorities who have tended to concentrate
in these declining occupations.

Clerical Occupations, which have provided the largest source of jobs
for Women since the mid-1950's, are projected to grow at a much less
rapid pace as the impact of computer-based word processing continues to
modify demand for the traditional typist or file clerk. This change
could have far-reaching negative implications for unwary women working in
these occupations or expecting to enter the labor force through that
route. Further disctxsion on the training needs of workers imp-cted by
new technology is included under the topic "Training Needs."

EDUCATIONAL REQUIREMENTS

The labor.force et the future will be even more highly educated than
it is today, when one-fourth are college graduates and two-fifths of the
college educated workers are women. Almost all ,workers in professional
specialties had.some college education when they entered emplbyment.
Professions that educated women are shifting into, such as engineering,
law, and life and physical sciences, increasingly are requiring advanced
degrees for status and proMotions. These advanced educational require-
ments are different from the requirements of the professions where women
traditionally have been employed such as teething at tbe elementary and
secondary levels and nursing, which require bachelor's degrees, Mana-

gerial and administrative occupations in which women have made some of
the largest employment gains over the Decade now limy e employees with a
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broad range of educational and other experiences, and,acc4ding to the
BLS report, "How Workers Get Their Training," releahed in early 1985,
more than a third _already had at least 11 years of. college ethication.
Prospeots are that persons in those Rositions in the future also will be
required to have advanced education as more technical expertise and
specialized knowledge will be needed.

Sane oecupationd that formerly .did not requir'e college degrees, such
as poliCe protection, increasingly will employ more highly educated
workers, and many police officers now are taking courses mainly in com-
munity and junior colleges. In the past it was often the few women on
the police force who were required to, have a college degree at job
entrance to do the social work connected to law enforcement, while the
men at the patrol level were accepted with a high school education. The
future public protection work force, however, will include women in all
positions, and both-women and men will be more hie,* educated.

In sales and some technical specialties, women workers generally do
not have a college education and generally do not sell some of the me.
technical and "big ticket" items, whereas the men in these occupations
often have studied engineering, business, or other technical subjects
beyond high school. As women continue to move into the more nontradi-
tional areas of sales, more education will be requirei ef them. The BLS
report also showed that some occupations in. the personal service in-
dustries such as hotels and recreation services, where women are the
majority or workers, are attracting 'increasing proportions of college
graduates.

There are now more persons in the labor force who have had 1 year of
college than there are those who have left school immediately upon grad-
uation from high school. Many workers, however, end their education with
high school, including most of the more than 30 percent of employed women
who are in clerical and other office support occupations. With the
spread of computer-based word processing and information technology,
however., there is likely to be increased competition for the more chal-
lenging and creative positions. Those positions may require higher
skills in language, computation, editing, and communication than normally
can be obtained with education that ends with a high school diploma,

Another promising trend in education is the declining dropout rate.
Data from the National Center for Education Statistics indicate that
fewer students are dropping out of school before obtaining at least a
high school diploma. The dropout rate for women _declined from 17 percent
in 1971 to 12.5 pereent-id 1981; for men the rate decreased from 16 to 13
percent over the 10-year period. Among black women the rate dropped from
25 percent in 197 1 to 18 percent in 1981; black men's rate dr9pped from
27 percent to match black wczaen4s,rate in 1.981. This is a trend that
deserves continued encouragment, as the prospects are that there will be
few godd job opportunities for high school dropouts in the future.
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Workers of' the-1990's will be ,expected to have studied the often
termed fklifficult" mathematics and science subjects in order to under-
stand the highly technical training they will receive on the job.
Employers kave indicated that in the future they will expect improved
proficiency\ in basic skills frau entry level employees, including those
who enter the labor forde with only a high school educati61. With
increased cooperation between employers and school systems, students
already are beginning to take more difficult subjects. About 35 percent
of the young women who were seniors in high schools in 1980 had completed
2 or 2 1/2 years of mathematics and 31 percent of the young men had done
so. Similar proportions each hak' completed chemistry. On the other
hand, only 28 percent of the female seniors had, taken 3 or more years of
mathematics, while almost 40 percent of the male seniors had done so.
Only 6 percent of the young women and 10 percent of the young men had
studied physics.

TRAINING -NEEDS

Training needs of the future will be one of the most important issues
in the coring years. Estimatee are that between 50 and \80 percent of the
present labor force must be retrained within the next few years--,because

of the many changes in the structure of industry brought \on by the wide
dissemination of new methods and equipment, related to computers and other
new technology, and because of the rapid changes in.sproducts and services
influenced by the highly competitive trade environment.. Furthermore, the
structural changes include the internal labor markets and, affect the
promotion routeiapward from entry level in firms that traditionally have
allowed increasingly experienced and valuable workers to advance with
responsibility and earnings. Especially at middle management, W.es, and
some technical levels, workers more and more are expected to enter'
already trained and educated, whereas formerly such workers largely had
begun at lower levels right out of high, school and moved up. These
changes in former prtmotion routes also include the clerical management
or supervisory slots mainly available to experienced women.

In the United States today it is estimated that more than 7 million
workers already use computer-based video display terminals to do word
data processing. Some.400,000 siotd processing units were sold in t e
United States in 19811 alone. By 1990 the number of terminals in use is
expected to reach at least 40 million. An international consulting find,
predicts that by 1990 "between 40 and 50 percent of all American workers
will be making daily use of '4006,011Jc-terminal equipment." Women make
up a disproportionate number of the clerical and other office workers who
are vulnerable to the changes resulting from the new office technology.
In addition, women rising through the ranks of supervisors, adminis- ,

trators, and managers will require training or retraining as the focus of
computer-based office equipment shifts toward those workers whose jobs
have not yet been greatly impacted by these new products. Women are new
half of the employees in the electronics industry where rapid change is



expected tb continue, implying the need for continued training or
retraining of workers.

According to the BLS study on "Hot Workers Get Their Training," more
than half of supervisors of clerical workers and other administrative
support employees have obtained training to improve, their skills. High
proportions of administrative support workers whose jobs already involve
contact with Computerssuch as reservation clerks, insurance adjusters
and investigators, bank tellers, computer equipment operators, and pay-roll clerks--have received training to improve their skills. Surpris-
ingly, however, only 28 percent of typists, secretaries, and stenog-
raphers indicated in the BLS study that they had received training to
improve their skills. This portends continual retraining and upgrading
of skills in the coming years for the 3,5 million women in those jobs- -
the very positions targeted for the rapid introduction of new equipment.
The Women's Bureau has identified the needs of this labor force segment
ae critical for the coming decade and will be developing a new thrust
based on research now in process on the .impact of technological change,
and oh the impact of job dislocation, summarized in Part 3 on "Research
Activities of the Women's Bureau."

In occupations where large numbers of more highly educated women are
employed and some that have been targeted as nontraditional. for women,
such as administration and some professional specialties, more than 60
percent of those workers indicated that they have had additional
training. Many of the positions in fields such as mathematical and
computer- sciences, public administration, health professions, protective
service work, and educational. ar.1 ,vocational dounseling.are being im-
pacted daily by new technology and are also in the forefront of some of
the research and development. These workers can be expected to continue
to require training or retraining to maintain their jobs. The Women's
Bureau has initiated a research study to gain more knowledge about how to
facilitate career changes of women in professions, especially in tradi-
tional occupations. The effort is summarized in Part 3 on "Research
Activities of the Women's Bureau."

Increasingly, education and training for labor force entry and for
promotion will be the responsibility of educational institutions, and
equitable access to these institutions could become a focal point for
competing workere and potential workers.

Young Workers

Increasingly, young women, and men who leave high school before
obtaining a diploma as well as those who end their formal education at
high school graduation have difficulty entering the world of work.
Often, aside from not having a strong basic education, .they lack job-
seeking skills in addition to entry level job skills, Most have little
knowledge of the variety of opportunities. in the job market. Conse-
quently, these young people experience a series of disappointments as
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they attempt to enter the job market unprepared and inexperienced--they
end up in very low skilled and low paying jobs or become unemployed.

. The need for school-to-work training was identified oarly in the
Decade, and the Wccaen's Bureau and several nongovernmental organizations
have developed effective approaches to overcoming barriers to the labor
force entry of female youth. Descriptions of these programs are included
in Part 14 in the section on Mechanisms of change, under the topic "Youth
Programs."

3.

Older 1em.

The difficulties of older women Workers and potential. workers who
require training and retraining vary with their labcfr market experiences.
Ths National Commission for Employment Policy, in its report "Older
Worker Employment Comes of Age: Practice and Potential," issued in early
1985, summarized some of the training needs of older workers as follows:

.plassification inttnitglieesis.

Workers at or near retirement

Displaced workers

Disadvantaged workers

Rarely offered by employers; adult
education only public sector
program for those employed.

Needed, but should build on
existing expertise.

Needed, but not often taken
advantage of; rarely offered by

employers.

Retirees seeking to reenter Few programs available.
the labor force

In addition to the issues identified above, older women workers who are
at or near retirement age often have been in the same low skill jobs for
some time anti they have no newly acquired saleable skills. Many of the
women who become displaced workers simply withdraw from the labor force.
Disadvantaged older women workers include displaced homemakers and former
welfare recipients who require training and counseling for special needs
arising from their long-term absence from. the world of work. In addition,
disadvantaged older women workers often have remedial education needs as
well as new skills training; for example, sane minority women_ whose educa-
tion ended with little more than elementary schooling; or the newly arrived
women immigrants, refugees, and entrants who especially need language
skills. Finally, since part of the growth of the female labor force in the
coming decade will be attributed to warren who previously stayed home, most
of whom are older, many will have training needs related to the new tech -
nology that will be used in the workplace.
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Questions about who will pay for the massive training and retraining
already foreseen are being debated. Suggested solutions range from use of
part of workers' IRA's to tax write-offs, similar to those for research and
development, for employers who invest heavily in the training and retrain-
ing of their employees. Increasingly, there is coordination between
employers and schools, both secondary and higher educational institutions.
It can be foreseen already that the needs for retooling industries as well
as the needs for retraining workers will continue into the next century.

The 4omen's Bureau has identified some of the training components that
help women overcome the barriers to their full participation in the labor
force. Descriptions of programs that have utilized specific processes or
tested new approaches to training are summarized in Part 4 on "Program
Components and Mechanisms Used by the Women's Bureau To Improve Employment
Opportunities."

POLICY OUTLOOK

The outlook for policy development is for further fine-tuning of
employment-related laws that significantly affect women. Review and
reassessment of affirmative action plans to achieve equitabln means of
removing systemic barriers to employment opportunity are expected to
continue. Development of criteria for identifying unlawful discrimination
in job classification and wage-setting practices will be sought.

Employment and training policies and programs for youth who have not
attained basic skills and for ldngtime homemakers entering or reentering
the labor force will be even more important with the skill requirements of
new jobs.

It is expected that polloymakers will continue efforts to make retire-
ment income more accessible to women, assessing proposals for quicker
vesting and portability in private pension plans and equitable balancing of
social security benefits for one-earner and dual-earner families.

Safety) and health issues will continue to arise from new office tech-
nology and froth new data about toxic substances in work environments.

With the continued increase of single working parents and, of families
where both wife and husband are in the labor force, care for children and
dependent adults and parental leave arrangements will become ever more
crucial to women and men. Local, State, and Federal policymakers will be
looking at the extent to which dAild care and time for family respon-
sibilities are to be employee benefits (with or without tax incentives for
the employer), or are the responsibility of each individual or of the
community
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With the tendency toward a nearly equal distribution of women and men
in many occupations 'in the future,.their policy' goals for employment and
benefits are more likely to coincide. Nevertheless the issues named are
complex and do not lend themselves to easy solutions. In'formulatingpolicies, legislators must often balance equities, not simply between labor
and management; but between different groupseof employees, retirees, andconstmers as well. Further, a proposal must be viewed for its impact on
the health of the economy and the growth of jobs in a world society as well
as on the worklife and benefits of the employees immediately concerned.

The achievements of the Decade are significant. The tasks ahead remain
challenging.

""a--
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TABLE 1

EMPLOYMENT STATUS OF THE CIVIL TAN NoNINSTITUTIONAL POPULATION
1975 TO 1984

, (Numbers in Thousands)

Civilian Civilian
Labo

ars
Force

Noninstitutional Labor Percent of . UnemploymentYear Population Force Population Employed Unemployed Hate

Total, ago 16 and over . .

. 1984 176,383 113,514 611.4
1983 174,215 111,55.0 64.0

105,005 8,531
100,839 10,71 ki

13R?
172,271c. 110,204 614.0 . 88,526 10,67 9./

1980 114.8
llgilli Nil Is

170,130

Inig35 10 ,9 0
10 ,9 2 .71M 161;210 102,251 63.2 96 1048 6,202 .1

1977 159,u33 99,009 62.3 92,017 6,991 7.1igs
1w5

156,150 - 96 , 156 61.6
lg_Ag '4;9269 k;153,153 93,775 61.2

.Fccen, ago 16 and over
1984
1983
1982

980
1981
1

lffa

1975

92,778
91,684.
90,748
811618
8 1348

85114

RPM&
80;d6o

49,7509,0483
47,755
46,6

42

4,4
4514, 2

1,6 140,6
38,9
37,475

53.6
52.9
52.6
52.1

50.5
.9

50.0
48.4
4/.3
4 .3

4,915
445,047
43,256
43,000
42,117
41,217
39,549

33:989

45 7.6
9.2

,497 4* 9.

gig

14

i4,
7.g
I'

14

.8
;061 iiV
dg 98.3

6

Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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TABLE 2

EMPLOYMENT BY INDUSTRY, 1975 AND 1984
(Numbers in Thousands)

1904 1915

Industry
Total

Employed

Total, 16 years and over 105,005

Agriculture 4 3,321

Mining 957

Construction 6,665

Manufacturing 20,995

Nondurable Goods
Durable Goods .12,6068,389

Transportation & Public Utilities 7,358

Wholesale 4,212
Trade 21,979

Retail 17,767_

Finance, Insurance & Real Estate 6,750
Banking 1,862
Credit Agencies 654
Security, Commodity &
Investment Companies 516

Insurance 2,018
Real Estate 1,702

Ser:vices ' 329,214
Private Households -
Business

1,243
usiness & Repair 5,458

Entertainment & Recreation
Personal Services 2,931

1,260
Professional & Related 21,1411
Forestry & Fisheries

Women as , Women as
Percent' Total Percent

of Total Employed. of Total

ty

43.7 85,846 39.6

19.7 3,408 11.1

17.2 7b2 9.6

8.4 5,093 ' 6.2

32.6 19,457 28.6 .

26.6 11,539 21.7 7
41.5 7,918

25.8 5,692 21.9

27.4 -121i3
47.4 17,713

52.2 111,3 31 48.4

57.7 4,735 51.4
zgl lin

;;:g

39.2 240
;:g

I..11 1:731 39.3

60.7 24,174 60.3
85.5

1:igi
88.0

36.0 29.2

36g.1 2,i8S`
65.2

06.4 16,5R ilt1
15.5 14.7

Public Administration 4;766 40.2 4,824 31.0

Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics. .
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TABLE 3

.0,00014TIONALDISTRiBUT/4:00F EMPLOEDIWOMENi 197- .AND 198

1984

Occupation

1975

Percent of Percent of Percent of Percent of
All All Female. All All Velnale

Workers Workers Workers Workers

Total

Managerial and Professional Specialty
Executive, Administrative, & Managerial
Professional Specialty

.

Technical, Sales, & Administrative Support
Technicians and Related Support
Sales Occupations -

Administrative Support, Including Clerical

Service' Occupations
Private Household
Protective Service
Other Service Occupations

'Precision Production, Craft, f Repair

Operatorsi Fabricators, & Laborers
Machine Operators, Assemblers,. &

Inspectors,
Transportation te Material Moving
HandLlaborers, Equipment Cleaners, $elpers, &ers

_'!

Farming, Forestry, &,Fiphing

.

Source: U.S. Department .of 1;abor, Bitkiau of

A

'43.7,

'41.6

47.9
79.9

'6
96.2

61.6

8.5

26.0

41.1
8.3

16.6

15.6

100.0 !

'22.5'
.5

14
8.Q

45.6
1.3

1;4.1

0.5
16.2

2.4

944,

k

1.6
A

1.2

39.6

34.8
21.9
45.3

61.3
41.5
4t.9
77.2

61.0.
97.5

64 .4

5.5

24.4

34.8

16.9

14.0

.1.,.
100.0

18.4
5
13.2

A2

45.6

11.11
3

20.8

17.1

1.7

12.0

9.2
0.6

.2.2

1.6

1'

y _

Labor Statistics.
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TABLE 4

r.

20 LEADING OCCUPATIONS OF EMPLOYED WOMEN-1976, 1980, AVfl 1944_

1976

. Secretaries

. Sales Clerks, Retail Trade

3. Bookkeepers, Accounting and
Auditing Clerks -

. Elementary School Teachers
Waiters
Cashiers
Private Household Workers

8. Registered Nurses

-9. Typists

10. Nursing Aides, Orderlies and
Attendants

11. Sewers and Stitohers

12. tooks, Including Short Order
Secondary School Teachers
Assemblers

5. Receptionists
6. Hairdressers and

Cosmetologists
17. Building Interior Cleaners,

not elsewhere classified
18. Packers and Wrappers, Except

Meat and. Produce
19. Food Counter and Fountain

-Workers
20. Checkers, Examiners, and

Inspectors, Manufacturing

1980

1. Secretaries
2. 'Bookkeepers, Accounting and

Auditing clerks
3. Sales Clerks, Retail Trade

4. Cashiers
-5. Waiters
6. Registered Nurses
7. Elementary School Teachers

8. Private Household Workers,

9. Typists

10. Nursing Aides, Orderlies and
Attendants

11. Sewers and Stitohers

12. Cooke, Including Short Order
Secondary School Teachers

14. Assemblers

15f Receptionists
16. Building Interior Cleaners

not elsewhike classified
17. Hairdressers and

Cosmetologists
18. Bank Tellers

19. Cleaners and Servants,
Private Household

20. Cr ild Care Workers,
Private Household

Source: Compiled by the Women's Bureah from_data from the Bureau of Labor StatistiCs.

_19a4

ge riLiz''Spd ta es

. u .

3. Bootckeepers, Accounting and'
Auditing Clerks

4. Registered Nurses
S. Waiters
6. Elementary School Teachers
7. Nursing Aides, Orderlies,

and_Attendants
8. Sales Workers, Other Retail

Commodities
9. Sales Supervisors and

Proprietors
10. Typists

11. Textile Sewing Machine
Operators

12. Cooks, Excluding Short Order
13. Receptionists
14. Child Care Workers, Except

Private Household
15. Secondary School Teachers
16. Hairdressers and

Cosmetologists -

17. Janitors and Cleaners

18. General Office Clerks

19. Cleaners and Servants,
Private Household

20. A000untants and Auditors
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i

'Y.

WOMEN AS PERCENT OF ;OtAli EMPLOYED SY:M.4ntEDOCCUPATIONS

-

1980 AHD -
.

'Ccdttpation
'VW

1984 1980

. .

inrchasing Managers 22.8 21.1
Accountants & Auditors 110.9 37.9
Buyers, Wholesale le Retail Trade,

except Farm Products
.,

112.2 114.2
Architects 10.8 8.2
Engineers 602 14.6

-Mathematical & Computer Scientists 30.? 26.0
Registered, Nurses 96.0 -, 95.9
Physicians 16.0 13.3
Counselors, Education & Vocational 514.2 514.3
Economists 39.6 29.3
Lawyers 16.1 13.6
Engineering & Related Technicians

& Technologists 18.3 16.11
Airplane Pilots & Navigators 2.1 1.4
Computer Programmers 35, 31.1
Securities &-Financial. Services Sales 23.9 18.5
Sales Workers, Apparel 83.0 81.8
Administrative Support Supervisors 52.9 47.1
Computer. Equipment- perators 64.T 59.0
FinanckAr Riaterdis Procelpiiiig 90.0 88.4
Pollee' & Detectives : 10. 7.8

- Bartenders 118.9 113.8
- Cleaning & Building Service SUpervisors

'Elentrcinic
38.0 28.0

Electrical & Equipment Repairers 5.8 7.7
Precision Production Occupations 22.9 17 ,,E3
Optical Goods Workers 49.6 .040.3
Electrical & Electronic

Equipment Assemblers 73.3 76.0
Lathe & Turning Machine Operators 12.9 - 8.6
Typesetters & Compositors 67.11 55.7
Shoe Machine Operators 74.5 74.0
Welders & Cutters- 4.7 5.5
Assemblers 113.8 49.7
Production Testers 30.1 . 32.2
Industrial Truck & Tractor

Equipment Operators 5.3 11.6
I

Source: U.S. Department.of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, and U.S.
Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census.
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TABLE 6

COMPA#SON-11F MEDIAN EARNINGS OF YEAR-ROUND FULL-TIME WORKERS
1975-1983

,*

Year

, ...._

Median Earnings Earnings
Gap in
Current
Dollars

Women' s
Earnings
'as a
Percent
of Men's

Percent
tient s

Earnings
Exceeded
Women's

Earnings
Dap in
Constant

1%7
DollarsWomen Men

'1983 $13,915 $21,881 $7,966 63.6 57.2 $2,670
1982 13,014 21,077 8,063 61.7 62.0 2,789
1981 12,001 20,260 '8,259 59.2 68.8 3,032
1980 11,197 .18,612 7,415 60.2 66.2 3,004
1979 10,151 17,014 6,863 59.7- 67.6 3,157
1978 9,350 15,730 6,380 59.4 68.2 3,267
1977 8,618 14,626 6,008 . 58.9 69.7 3,310
1976 8,099 13,455 5,356 60.2 66.1 j,141
1975 7,504 12,758 5,254 58.8 70.0 3,259

Notes: Data are for persons 15 years and over beginning with 1979.
Prior to 1979, data are for persons 14 and over. Data
reflect wage and salary income and earnings from self-

.. employment.

Source* U.S. Department of Comtherce, Bureau Qf the Census.
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TABLE 7

MEDIAN WEEKLY EARNINGS nr FULL-TIME WAGE AND SALARY WORKERS
ANNUAL AVERAGE 1984'

'-Occupation

Ratio Percent
Female/ Female

Men Women Male Workers

Total

Managerial and Professional Spe6ialty
Executive, Administrative, & Managerial
Professional Specialty

Technical, Sales, & Administrative Support
Technicians and Related Support
Sales Occupations
AdministrAtive Support, Including Clerical

Service Occupations
Private Household
Protective Service
Other Service Occupations

Precision ProdUction, Craft, & Repair

Operators, Fabridators, & Labbrers
Machine Operators, Assemblers, &

Inspectors
Transportation & Material,Moving
Handlerg, Equipment Cleaners, Helpers,

Laborers

Farming, Forestry, & Fishing

$400 $259 64.8 43.7

358
68.4
63.0

41.6
ggi

378

534 394 73.8 H.g

404 256 63.4 64.4
451

ili
q:g 48.1

403 47.9
380 257 g7.6 79.9

130 83:5 .2i88
180

Mi
282 88
1

762
ii:8

401 254 63.3 8.5

321 . 209 65.1 26.0

331 208. 62.8 41.1

354 253 71.5 8.3

258 207 80.2 16.6

205 177 86.3 1,5.6

Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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TABLE 8

EMPLOYMENT STATUS OF WOMEN, AGE 16 AND OVER, BY RACE, 1975 AND 1984
(Numbers in Thousands)

PercentEmployment Status 1984 1975 Change

All Women

Civilian Noninstitutional Population
Civilian Labor Force

Percent of Population
Employed
Unemployed

Unemployment Rate

White 'Women

92,778

4931

7.6

80,860

"421
31:00

9.3

14.7
32.6

3i:i
MO I= OMB

Civilian Noninstitutional Population
Civilian Labor Force

Percent of Population
Employed
Unemployed

Unemployment Rate

Black and Other Minority Women

Civilian Noninstitutional Population
Civilian Labor Force

Percent of Population
Employed
Unemployed

Unemployment Rate

Black Women

Civilian Noninstitutional Population
Civilian Labor Force

Percent of Population
Employed -,

Unemployed
Unemployment Rate

79,624
42,431
53.3

39,659
2,Z71

13,154
7 27969
6,256
1,022
14.0

10,694
5,907
55.2
4,995
911
15.4

70,810
32,508
45.9

29,714
2,794

8.6

10,052
4 967
49.4

4,275
692
13.9

8,691
4,247
48.9

3,618
629

14.8

12.4
30.5

R:i
0.1110.0 e.

30.9
46.5

46.3
47.7

23.0
39.1
- -- -

38.1
44.8
----

Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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TABLE 9

EMPLOYMENT STATUS QF HISPANIC WOMEN, AGE 16 AND OVER, 1976 AND 1984
(Numbers in Thousands)

Employment Status
Percent

1984 1976 Change
-.

All Women

Civilian Noninstitutional Population
Civilian Labor Force

Percent of Population
Employed
Unemployed

Unemployment Rate . .

..4 .

All Hispanic Women

,

92,778

496;1
45,§1
3,791

7.
.

82,390

384 9
35, i5
3,158

v

12.6
27.5
-........

28.9
12.6'
. 41000 00

Civilian Noninstitutional Population
Civilian Labor Force

Percent of Population
Employed
Unemployed

5,222
2 606

84124,126

3,669
1 25
44.3

1,8

20
Unemployment Rate 11.0 12.

Mexican-Origin Women

Civilian Noninstitutional Population 2,989 2,021
Civilian Labor Force 1 517 911

Percent of Population 60.8 45.1
Employed 1,I2 790Unemployed122

Unemployment Rate 10.9 13.3

Puerto Rican-Origin Women

Civilian Noninstitutional Population
Civilian Labor Force

Percent of Population
Employed
Unemployed

Unemployment Rate

Cuban- Origin Women

785
296

3I./

3
14.7

578
1

1

31.6
54
29

15.9

Mega

35.8
61.7
----

Hi
- - --

Civilian Noninstitutional Population
Civilian Labor Force

387
?ig aS1

Percent of Population 55.6 50.2 - - --
Employed
Unemployed

?01
14

149 34,9

Unemployment Rate 6.7 101.1 -17-:6-

Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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TABLE 10

CIVILIAN LABQR FORCE PARTICIPATION RATES, BY AGE GROUP, 1975 AND 1984

Total Warren White Women

Black and
Other Minority

Women Total Men

Age Group 1984- 1975 1984 1975 19811 1975 1984 1975

16 years and over
..o.

93.6 46.3 53.3 454 55.3 49.4 76.11 77.9

16-19 years 51.8 49.1 55.4 51.5 35.5 35.6 56.0 59.1

20-24 years 70.4 64.1 72.5 65.11 60.5 56.3 85.0 84.6

25-29 years 70.4 .57.0 70.8 56.0 68.4 63.6 93.6 911.5

30-34 years 69.1
..-.1

51.7 68.8 50.6 70.6 58.8 95.1 96.

35 -39 years 70..2 54.9 69.5 53.7 74.0 62.7 95.6 96.2

110-44 years 70.1 56.8 69.7 56.2 72.3 . 60.7 95.1 95.2

45-49 years 66.2 55.9 66.1 55.4 67.3 59.9 93.3 94.1

50-54 years 59.4 53.3 59.3 53.3 60.0 53.4 88.9 90.1

55-59 years 119.8 117.9 49.4 47.5 53.0 52.1 80.2 84.4

60-64 years 33.11 33.3 32.9 33.2 37.4 34.6 56.1 65.7

65 and over .7.5 8.2 7.5 8.0 8.2 10.5 16.3 21.7

Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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TABLE 11

LABOR FORCE STATUS OF WOMEN, AGE 25 TO 64, gY, YEARS OF SCHOOL COMPLETED
MARCH 1984

(Numbers in Thousands)

Labor Force Status and
Years of School Completed

Percent

Total Totaofl.

Percent
of

Women Women

Civilian Noninstitutional Population
Elementary: 8 years or less
High school: 1 to 3 years

- 4 years only
College: I t 3 ears

4 years
yor

more

Force
8 years or less
1 to 3 years
4 years only
1 to 3 years
4 years or more,

Labor Force Participation Rate
Elementary: 8 years or less
High school: 1 to 3 years

4 years only
College: 1 to 3 years

4 years or more

Civilian Labor
Elementary:
High school:

College:

Employed
Elementary: 8
High school: 1

College: 1

4

4

Unemployed
Elementary:
High school:

years or less
to 3 years
years only
to 3 years
years or more

8 years or lees
1 to 3 years
4 years only
1 to 3 years
4 years or more

Unemployment Rate
Elementary: 8
High school: 1

4
College: 1

years or less
to 3 years
years only
to 3 years
years or more

118:871 100.0 581901 112
13.1 718gg 12.013,197 .

46,209 40.6 26,310 44.7
19,636 17.2 10,100 1T:g
24r232 21.3 10,3o8 1

86,001 100.0 37,234 100.0
g
Ili

8 6.8 1 349.9
5.1

34$6°3 40.2 lg,Z8
83

21,223 ,,24.7.
15,812 18.4

PAL 11.?

63.2
87.1

1

6
7 .0

54,953 100.0
1,691 4.8

TRU 48
:7 19.1

7,86588 22.5

2,289 100.0

401
9.g22o

11061 14:5

iTi 19:i

.1

161.8
11.5
6.3

B..? il

74.9
80
87.6

.5

80,365

74,14,488

20,055

5,635

1,0
2,505

ggA

161.6
.6

12.4
7.2

100.0

25.7

100.0
12.0
18.7

544.
14.7
10.1

Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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-TABItT2--

TOTAL DIROLLYZNT IN IN OF HIGHER EDUCATION IN SELECTM
MAJOR 'r DS OF STUDY, BY SEX, FALL 1976 AND 1980

Selected Major Field of Study

,ar.

Total

1976

Hen Women Total

1980

Hen Women

Total:
Number
_Percent

A,miculture and natural Renourcem:
Number
Percent

Architecture and Environmental D,,mign:
Number
Percent

Biological Soiencoe:
Number
Percent

Eaninema and Management:
Number
Percent

Dentistry:
Number
Percent'

Engineering:
Number

.fercent
Law:

Number
Percent

Mdicinot
Number
Percent

Phymical Soienee$:
Humber
F--rcent

Vetorit..:ry Medicine:
Number
Percent

All Other:
Number
Percent

11,012,137
100.0

15160
68 796
16.0

318 042
160.0

1'2°160

20 272
160.0

4510
119,581'

100.0

58,085
100.0

161M
6,126
100.0

8,36
60 .01

E0

5,810 828 5,2010 12,016898

116 1486 39al

5244.1 150.1

18919078 128,234
. 40.3

8601434 421,654
2.9

180
0

21 .221
1.

417,200 34,542
92.4 7.e

88,679 .30,902
74.2 25.8

45
7,7

145 12,943 0
.7 -22.

1

27f7l 3642
4,425 1,701
722 7.8

3
3,890,

4964
4,47651616

55.5 .

5,8740

14168?Ig'
980 41 1

8.

74 611 51,6884
160.0 9.5

270
16
419
0

142,636
0. 52.7

1,661i/ti 919
i5 i

WV
22 668 18,812
160.0 83.0

616 234 538,8820
160.0,. 7.4

118,993 78,569'
100.0 66.0

74 146.30
160.0

32 .55,463

"ha 125,591
72.4

8 164
. 1604

8,932 711
160.0

4 980
61.0

3,840,6324
4.0

6,222,521

45,861
31.9

22105

127,783
47.3

742 148
41.7

3,856
17.0

77142.6

$0,424
34.0

19,072
25.7

47API

33921114

.0

5,092 087

Source: Divot of Education Statiatics, 1983-84, National Center foP.Dducation Statietioa.
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TABLE 13

BACHELOR'S, A ZTER'S, AND DOCTOR'S DEGREES CONFERRED

BTINSTITUTIONS OP iIIGHER EDUCATION AND SELECTED FIELDS OF STUDY
1983-.84 x,

Bachelor's Degrees Master's Degrees Doctor's Degrees

Field of Study Women x ,Men Women Men Women Men

173

Agriculture and Natural Resources.

Architecture and Environmental Design
Area Studies
Biological Sciences
Business and Management
gommunicAions

., Compute. and Information Sciences
Education
Engineering
Fine and Applied Arts
Foreign Languages
Health Professions
Home Econcmics
Law
Letters
Library Science
Mathematics

Physical Sciences
Psychology
Public Affairs and Services
Social. Sciences

Theology

26:675325

1,554
19,067
73,806'
17,103
11,919

81,196
x,699

25,681
7,799

53,130
17,454

388
23,921

353
4,736

26,538
21,045
1111,491

1 ,4 83

1 5,1 511
6,800
1,031

211,1 49
127,070
14,179
10,202

.27,069
6 7,3 01
111,7 98
2,520

10,5 19
916.
388

16,107
22

6,3112
18,064
14,295
1 5,266
15,1 56

413 58

942
' 919

383
2,324

14,513
1,6 57

971
70,301
13,622

1,410
12,1'99
2,318

326
5,072
4,018

875
1,084

11.,117

1,41.9

3,061
2,234

.359
3,654

113,505
1,4118
3,247

28,080
15,347
4,056

694
4,316

252
1,506
3,229

841

1,692
11,200
1,3 58
78;1915472

2,801

h
127
20
57

1,0 52
125

75
25

'3,736
104
258
3111

367
167

4
780

40
1111

2,765
1,2711

173
8117

101

940
73

10 0
2,666

720
107
221

4,164
2,1157

396
274
475

78
56

1,010
31

614
376

1,681
260

2,272
1,175

Source: Digest of Education Statistics, 1983-84, National Center for Education Statistics.
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TABLE 14
. -

LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION RATES OF WOMEN AGE 16 AND OVER,
/A MARITAL STATUS AND PRESENCE AND AGE QF CHILDREN,

1975 AND 1984

Marital Status and-.Presence
and Age of Children

1984 1975

Total Wanen 3.2 45.6No children under 18 years old 45.1With children v ler 18 years old-
1:1 1.iChildren 6 , 17 years old, -none younger

Children u .:r 6 years old 52.1 3.9
Children. under 3 years old 47.4 34.1

Never Married Women 56.8No children under 18 years old 2:i 57.5With children under 18 years old 50.8 41.7Children 6 to 17 years old, none younger 40.Fi 61.1Children under 6 years old
Children under 3 years old 40.1 38:i4

Married Women, Husband Present 52.8 44.4
With children under 18 years old 114:8 .,

No children under 1 8 years old 47.1
58.8

Children 6 to 17 years old, none younger 65.4
Children under 6 years old IR.3

.

%.13Childrdn under 3 years old 32.5 ? it
*we.

5565.29

Married Women, Husband 'Absent 61.1
No children_ under 18 years oia

2!.gWith children under 18 years old 62.6 53.9Children 6 to 17 years old, none younger 70.2 59.1
Children undom4 years -old 54.0

221

Children' under 3 years old 48.5

3
21.5

Widowed

Women.
No children under 18 years old
With children-under 18 years old

g8:17,Children 6 to 17- years old, none yowler
Children under 6 years old

35521 ... 281
..,....-

Children under 3 years old *
.

51.44

, (
Divorced 74.3 '72.1

No children under 18 years old 70.6 4:Z
With children under 18 years old

Ni i0.4Children 6 to..1 7 years old, none younger

61.1

Children under 6 years old:,

g;:3Children under 3 years old

* Data _not shown where base is less than 75,000.
Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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Family Type

I
TABLE 15

EARNERS IN FAMILIES, BY RELATIONSHIP
1975, 1980, AND 1984

(Numbers in Thousands)

liarriesECempleapiLiaFamilies

Total 4
No.Earners
One Earner

Husband
Wife
Other Family Member-

Two Earners ,

Husband and Wife
. Huabarid and Other Family Member
Husband Is not an Earner

Three or More Earners
Husband and Wife _

Husband an Earner, not Wife
Husband Is not an Earner'

Other Families

1984 _ 1980 1.975

50,1143 149 :316. 47,878
6,579 5,903 4,943

13,680 13,900 16,217
.. 11,094 11,621 14,343

1,944 i ,7 07 1,394 ,

642 573 481

23,061 22,446 20,239
.20,3 87 19,7142 17,204

2,098, 2,285 2,652
576 419 383

6,823-- 7,067 6,478
' 5,741 5,$15 5,134 ..

884_ .1,095 1,209 .

198 157' 137

10,265 9,1116 7,587
2,749 2,216 2,007
4,788 4,612 3,597
3,745 3,620 2,713

992 883
2,729 2,589 1,984
2,459 2,-269 1,732

270 320 250

2,093 1,96.9 1,460
275 -244 176
980 891 696. \,
808

...k
726 522

172 165 174
83 8 83 5 588
797 792 550

41 43 38

Maintained by Women*
No Earners
One Earner

Householder
Other Family Member 1,043

Two or more earners
Householder, and Other Family Member
Householder Is not an Earner

Maintained by Men*

t No Earners
One Earner

Householder
Other Family Member

Two or -more Earners
Householder and Other Family Member
Householder Is not an Earner

* Families maintained by widowed, divorced, separated, or single
persons. .

Source: U.S, Department oc Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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TA13LE 16

LABOR FORCE SIMS OF WOMEN WHO MAINTAIN FAMILIES, 975 AND 19811
(Numbers in Thousands)

Labor Force Status- 1984

Civilian Noninstitutional Population 10,26
Civilian Labor Force 6 25Percent of Population lo.

Employed 5,511
Unemployed 707

Unemployment Rate 11.3

Not in the Labor Force 11,012

Chan8e
1975r 1975,-1984.

Nqt .
35811

1103
10.1

3,339

g81

4:4

20.2

Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Sta ti s.
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TABLE 17

SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS OF WOMEN. MAINTAINING FAMILIES
t-1-975,AND-1-981--

(Numbers in Thousands)

Civilian Labor Force
Noninstitutional F Participation

Population Rate

Characteristics 1983 1975 1983 1975

Total Women MaintainLmg.
Families 9,828 7,326 59.6 54.4

Never Married 1,823 932 55.8 53.6
Separated 1,831 1,7 55.0
Widowed

. Divorced
2,559
1,615

2,511
2,1 Ts.

Median Age 41.1 43.5 t5r--
With No Children Under
Age 18 3,788 2,861 47.9 45.7

With Children
,

Under Age 18 6,040 4,456 67.0 60. 0_
Ages 6 to 17 only 3,746 2,661 74.2 66.3
Under Age 6 2,294 1,795 55.2 50.6

White 6,783 5,254 60.5 55.7
Black , 2,808 1,967' 57.1 51.2
Hispanic sop 471 49.0 43.5

Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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TABLE 18

CIV ILI AN LABQR_FORCE4_ BX_ SEX,. AG_E, AND RACE
1975 AND 1984 AND MIDDLE GRCMTH PROJECTION TO 1995

Labor Force-(In Thousands) Participation Rate

Labor Group 1975

Total; age 16 and over

Hen
16. to 24

16 to 19
20 to 24

25 to 54
25 to 34
35 to 44
45 to 54

55 and over
55 to 64

93,775

56,299
12,371
4,805
7,565

341991
14,192
10,398
10,401

8,8i87,02333
65 and over 1,914

-Women 37,475
16 to 211 10,250

16 to 19 4,065
20 to 24 6,185

25 to 54 21,860
25 to 34 8,673
35 to 44 6,506
45 to 54 , 6,683

55 and over 5,365
55 to 64 4,323
65 and over 1,042

White 82,831
Men 50,324

16 to 24 10,931
25 to 54 31,225
55 and over 8,167

Women 32,508
16 to 24 , 8,988
25 to 54 18,732
55 and over 14,788-

-1984 1995 1975 1984 1995

;113,5144

63,835
12,7 28
4,134
8,594

42,3 02
18,4 88
14,037

NB
7;050
1,755

49,709
11,261
3,810
7,451

32,360
14,234
10,896
7,230
6 1088
4,911
1.077

98,492
56,062
10,979
37,067
8,016

42,431.

2H6
Black and Other 10,942 15,052
Hen 7,743

16 to 2 4 1,i4 9 1,-7 9
25 to 54 3;7 4 5,234
55 and over

Women 41iIi i,11)
16 to 24 1,260 ,5
-25 to 54 3,129 4,982
55 and over 577 743

131,3 87 61.2 64.4 67.8

8,ps) T/.9 76.4 76.1
4 72.8 74.5

4;0113 59.1 56.0 62.9
6,530 84.5 85.0 84.1

5 1,3 58 94.4 93.9 93.4
18,10 95.3 94.4 93.1
1 9046 95.6 95.4 95.3
1,807 92.1 91.2 91r1

g:31? g:g
1,728 21.6 16.3 13.3

61,417 46.3 53,6 60.3
1 0,557 57.2 62.8 71.6
gtN 4

9.1 51.8 58.2
64.1 70.4 82.0

111452 55.1 68.2 78.7
1 6,3 00. 514.9' 69.8 81.7
1 7,427 55.8 70.1 82.8
11,125 5 4.6 62.9 69.5
6,006 23.1 22.2 19.9
4,671 40.9 41.7 42.5
1,337 8.2 7.5 7.0

112,393 61.5 64.6 68.1
60,757 78.7 77.1 77.0

9,271 711.11 75.0
95.1 94.8 4.44,232

7,2511 49.7 42.2
51,636 45.9 53.3 0.0

9,025 65.5 75.4
37,433 5 .3 68.0 76.7

51176 22.7 21.8 19.5

18,994
9,3212

7,,126
785

9,781
1,5327,19

83 0

5 9.6 62.6 65.7
71,.4 70.6

60. 61.2 52.7
89. 88.2 B7.2;
U.

22.6.
.

9.
1.7

55.3
6 0.11 62. 78.7
26.6 26'.0 22.8

Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics
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1975

xEr PROVISIONS IN FEDERAL LEGISLATION AND REGULATIONS
,AFFECTING wpm DURING 'TEE DECADE

t It ANILS UNEMPLOYMENT_ASSIS TAN CE

,1976

BEEE151011=EThOE=197a
Legislation increasing eligibility for supplemental unemployment
insurance assistance benefits for persons not otherwise covered
by State'unemployment insurance laws, such as persons employed
in private household, service.

; My " ;1; ; I, ; V .; ; 4

Legislation permitting women to apply for appointment to the

Army, Navy, and Air Force Academies.

TAX REDUCTION ACT OF 1975
Legislation increasing the availability of income tax deductions
for child and dependent care expenses.

VI 0,4 ; vI t kvl

Legislation to permit garnishment of Federal wages and retire-
ment benefits'for purposes, of child support and alimony.

*A 1 St St it
ti

; kt r h 41,,I ;% Mb. i ivl ;

.00NVFIITION ON GRANTING. POLITICAL RIQJITS _TO WOMEN

U.S. Senate consent to the ratification of the U.N. Convention
on Political Rights of Women, pending since 1963, and the Inter-
American Convention on Granting Political Rights to Women,
pending since 19119.

MERIWYMENT_COMPENSATIOILAMENDMENTS OF 1976
Unemploymint insurance legislation providing that States could
nut deny benefits solely on the basis of pregnancy and requiring
coverage of many private household workers.

EDUCATION AMENDMENTS OF 1976
Legislation authorizing Federal grants to extend, improve, and
maintain programs of vocational, education to overcome sex
crimination_and sex stereotyping; providing for the funding of
activities such as the training of counselors in the changillg

work patterns of women and ways of overcoming occupational sex
stereotyping; and authorizing the funding of the development of
instructional materials to eliminate sex stereotyping, voca-
tional education for displaced homemakers, day care services,
and-provision-of- stipends-and-s-upport--servicir



TALREEQIULADIAEi97k
Legislation providing for individual retirement accounts for
nonworking spouses of eligible workers; increasing the "marital
deduction," enabling an individual to leave $250,000 to a sur-
viving spouse free of estate taxes and to reduce gift tax rates
on iriterspousal gifts; and changing the tax deduction for child
care tQ a tax credit of 20 percent of the employment-related
expenses for care of a child, eliminating the income limits and
extending coverage to married couples where one spouse works
part-time or is a student and to separated or divorced parents
with custody of a child or children.

1977 TAX REDUCTION ,INJ1 SIMPLIFICATION A OF-1477
Legislation allowing tax deductions for expenses for use of any
portion of a dwelling unit in trade or business prpviding day
care ,services..

i Vvi ; I V. II V It ; 7 :
Legislation requiring the Secretary of Defense to subnil to
Congress a definition of the term "combat," together with recoml
mendations on expanding job classifications in the miLltary
services to which women may be assigned.

CAREER EDUCAT.ION INCEETIVE ACT
Legislation requiring every State desiring funds under the
Career Edubation Incentive Act to have a staff member experi-
enced in the problems of discrimination and stereotyping in
career' education on their _State- education agency staff.

SOCIAL SECURITY AMENDMENTS OF 1977
Legislation reducing trot; 20 to 10 years the length a marriage
had to have lasted for a surviving spouse or a divorced wife to
be eligible for benefits on her former husband's earnings record
under the SoCial Security system; eliminating the 50 percent
reduction in benefits to certain widows and widowers who remarry
after age 60; extending the delayed retirement credit to widows
and widowers; and requiring a Federal government study of
gender-based distinctions in the Social Security program.

1478 PUBLIC LAW 95-117
Legislation allowing Federal civil service annuitants the right
to elect within one year after remarriage whether such

new spouse should be entitled to a survivor's annuity.

-11i2-
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4 =PRELUSIVE EMPLOYMENT AND TRAIN= ACT AMENDMENTS QEJSZA
Legislation reauthorizing Federal grants for employment and
training programs serving economically disadvantaged individ-
uals; required that services be provided to significant segments
of the population with severe barriers to employment due to sex,.
age, race, and national origin; targeted specific groupu with
special needs for services, such as "displaced homemak4s,"
welfare recipients, single parents, and women; addressed speci-
fically the elimination of sex stereotyping in jobs, thd need
for u and mobilit the rovisionof sumr-tive_s_drvices such
as day care, and the need for part-time and flexible work
schedules.

we

PEACE CORPS' ACT AMENDMENT, OF 1g78
Legislation providing that the Peace Corps is to be administered
so as to give "particular attention to those programs, projects,
and activities which tend to integrate women into the national
economies of developing countries."

FEDERAL EMPLOYEES FLEXIBLE_ AND_COMPRESSEDIEWIELACC
Legislation permitting Federal agencies to experiment with flex-
ible and compressed work schedules.

11N,IFORMED MELT&LLORIYAMENBEITLAENAMM
Legislation reinstating full survivor benefits to a military
widow who remarries after age 60 and increasing benefits for
certain survivors.

kl %. at ;%1 ale) ; ; N .1 I

Legislation requiring that U.S. bilateral development assistance
encourage and pranote the participation of women in the national
economies of developing countries and the improvement of Women's
status as an important means of promoting the total development
effort.

BOUALRTGHTS AMgNDHEILT
Legislation to extend the time for ratification of the Equal
Righta Amendment by State legislatures.

REVENUE ACT OF j$1176,

Legislation permitting a taxpayer to claim a tax credit for
wages paid to certain related individuals for child care.

ZIBIJC LAW 45-166
Legislation authorizing the Federal goverment to pay annuities
to ex-spouses of retired Federal employees covered by the Civil
Service Retirement System, when such payment is made in compli-
ance with terms of a court-approved decree of divorce, annul-
ment, or legal separation.

-143-
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IMARMERTALIMEEHIMMIQUIAIDELLTURIZAZWILASEC
Legislation permitting women to be assigned to permanent duty on
U.S. Navy noncombat vessels and temporary duty aboard combat
vessels: -

1_978

Legislation reqiiiring Federal agencies to set annual goals for
establishing or converting positions for part-time career
employment

; 4.I4 I Tvl ; 41v 4 41. %. .si

PREGNANCY DISCRDIDIATION AM OF 1470
Legislation requiring that women- affected by pregnancy, child-
birth or related medical conditions bt treated the same for all
employment-related purposes as non-pregnant persons who are
similar in their ability or inability to work.

2,14 T frSHTP iapalmata
Amendment of U.S. Department of Labor- regulations concerning

N...r CO I, ;6.4 ; U t it It ; 4; 4%

equal. employment opportwity in apprenticeship and training to
include ,apecifa.c provisidns requiring affirmative action for
women.

GOALS AND TIMETABLE -FOR EEMALD PARTICIPATIOD IN Tng
,SUCTION INDUSTRY

Department of Labor notice establishing goals and timetables for
female and minority utilization for Federal, goverment construe-
tion contractors and subcontractors.

1979 AFFIRMATIVE ACTION GUIDELINES
Federal guidelines on affirmative aoeion clarifying the kinds of
voluntary actions to improve employment opportunities for pre-
vioualy excluded groups that are appropriate under Federal law.

RUBL.MLAR-SLU-91-
Legislation requiring notification of the spouse if a Federal
goverment employee elects not to provide survivor benefits.

SEXUAL

Gu.tdelineS re-affirming that sexual harassment is an' unlawful
employment practice, describing under what ciroametenees certain
conduct comstitutes sexualabarassment, and describing employer
responsibility.

144-
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F011Egin $ERMS
Legislation entitling a divorced Vpouse of a Foreign Service
employee, tarried -10 years or more, to a pro rata ehare of the
employee's retirement .aid survivor benefits, subject to court

review, codification, .or rejection, and requil.ing- the joint

election in writing of a comber participant and a arouse (Or'

former spouse married to the member 10 yearn oebore) for the
waiver or reduction of a Survivor's annuity.

1981 Iffl0That3T )rjallUrcumumb52=1
Regulations .lifting restrictions on industrial homework in the
knitted outerwear industry.

Eathadig-REQURY_TAX.
Legislation that (1) increases to 30 percent (from 20 percent)
the tax credit *for child ard dependent care es p:Insets related to

employment for taxpayers earning $10,000 per year or less, (2)
increases the max nun amount of expenditures for, child and
dependent care, for each of the taapeyerIs first two dependents,
(3) provides that qualified employer-provided child care bene-
fits will not be included in an ezployools gross ,income for tax
purposes.

Legislation making ail workwa eligible for Individual Retire-
ment Accounts (IRA' a) regardless of eligibility for employer-

sponsored pension plans, inereaaing.the limit for a spousal IRA,
deleting the previous requirement that contributions under a
spousal IRA be equally divided; and allowing an individual a tax
deduction for contributions made to a epounal ria after divorce.

Legislation .providing that nearly all tramsfers-to a surviving
spouse will be free frogs Federal estate and gift taxon.

aka AMILIBMINELEAMEZELL1432E.102,
Legislation authorizing Federal grants to States feremploymont*'

and training programs; replaced the Ceeprehensive EMployment and
Training Ant; gave the private eetor equal authority with their
public partners over all aspects of the programs; provided for
services to coonomicalbly disadvantaged irlividuals and theme

with serious barriers to employment, such AS Aid to Families
with Dependent Children recipients, school 'dropouts, displaced
homemakers, and teenage parents; required the development of
programs to overcome nx stereotypin in nontraditional occupa-

tions.

145 -
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athAS3211ELLIGfiCE ft EH ikusw....BELUIESZTSZEILIMLQIlea
Legislation to permit former spouses of Central Intelligence
Age oncy peraonnel to receive a pro rata ahem of such personnel's
'retirement and zurvivor benefits.

parimmuzsgamiaulammaxthum103.
Legislation (1) allowing State courts to consider military
retirement benefit6 as marital property subject to division le
divorce settlements, (2) authorizing military health care, post
exehangc and commisary privileges for eertate unrcaarried former
spouses, and (3) permitting nilitary members and retirees to
assign survivor benefits to an already divorced spouse.

192 -iSarlielF.=X-Agreg.TEMMSEaa1
Legislation liberalizing benefits for divorced spouses, surviv-
ing spouses, and divorced and disabled surviving spouses and
requiring a Fodsrai study on the implementation of earnings-
sharing.

RULFLOILLEZEIROMIZZLIDIMAGLSE101
Legislation allowing cdurte to include certain railroad retire-
cent benefits in property =Memento in divorce proceedings.

CIVII,SEIMMU2ar
Legislation (1) permitting former spouses of Federal civil
nerviee esployces to obtain nurvivor benefits either by volun-
tary designation of retiring Federal employee or annuitant or
pursuant to the terns of any decree of divorce ar annulment or
my court order or courteappreved property settlement agreement
ineldent to the decree, (2) caking survivor benefits for opoures
of Federal civil 'service employees mandatory unless both agree
in writing to waive the benefite, and (3) permitting certain
enreearried ex- spouses to continue participation in the Federal
Etployee ticelth.Berkfite Progrem.

)0 11; ?fit e

AMIUMIMIZAT'Ini-Aa
Legislation eetablidhing Air Force accession goals for women and
containing various provisions to enhance pension and other bene-
fits-for military spouses and former spouzem.

ZIELZUMETIOE-CC. 1tIal
Legislation _extending the Targeted Jobs Tax Green, codifying
certain aspeote of the Aid to Families with Dependent Children
and Work Incentive ;regrew, end excluding day care provided as
a benefit under a cafeteria plan from taxation as inmate.

130
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Legislation providing for set-asides for special projects for
underrepresented and underserved populations, including
nfemales, from funds provided to State educational agencies to
improve education in mathematics, science, foreign languages,
and computer education.

RETIREMENT EQUITY ACT OF 1084
Legislation amending Employee Retirement Income Security Act and
the Internal Revenue Code to remove difficulties faced by women
both in earning their own pension and in receiving retirement
income as widows and divorcees.

ENAILAIELISELIIEMEIRIZATIQILEM
Legislation authorizing the Secretary of the Department of
Health and Human Services to make, grants to States for the
establishment and expansion of State and local dependent care
resource and agerral systems and before and after-school child
care services..

DAELLPERKMUS/CAMEALSIDIWATIMLACTDEARK
Legislation reauthorizing' Federal funding for vocational educa-
tion through Fiscal Year 1989; targeting Over haif'of the funds
allocated to States for programs for special needs groups such
an single parents and homeiakers; and strengthening the role of
State sex equity coordinators and giving them responsibility for
administering new programs for single parents, homemakers, and
young women.
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